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PURPOSE: A wireless antenna with an electromagnetic wave absorber and a
manufacturing method thereof are provided to implernent both radie frequency
identification and wireless charge functions without mutual interference in a single
mobie terminal. CONSTITUTION: An antenna sheel(110} cornprises an antenna cail of
@ double layout for radio frequency identification and wireless charge. An
aiectromagnetic absarption sheel{120} absorbs electromagnetic waves created in a
portabie terminal. An adhesive layer(130) is formed on the front sice of the antenna
sheet. A protective sheel(140} protects the antenna sheet and the electromagnetic
wave absorption sheel from external factors. A release sheei(150} is provided on the
front side of the adhesive layer fo protect the adhesive layer.
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Title of Invention  

 Enamel coil antenna and a manufacturing method
thereof,

Sp Ot Abstract

! The invention relates to the antenna using the enamel!
“i conducting wire. And the antenna connection terminal

Dee QPEL} Bas GAP IE AAS SESE) substrate, having connection terminals patterning the
04 8 | 22 conductive thin film adhered to the coil insulation subst

rate and are formed and the coil winding the enamel co
nducting wire with the looo shape and dipping into the
salvent for the several second and unitized and the en

amel wire terminal which dips the coil across into the fu
sed lead and formed are stuck to the connection term!
nai of the terminal substrate and it is manufactured.

And the present invention relates to the enamel coil pr
| oduction method for antenna, comprising the process,

of making the antenna connection terminal substrate w
hich makes connection terminais it patterns this condu
ctive thin film it adheres to the conductive thin film to

the insulating substrate and the process, of forming th
OLSeS CrAHL| BT AAeS @ enamel conducting wire coil it dips the coll across int

o the fused lead it dries it dips into the solvent for the
several second it winds with the enarnel conducting wir
e loop shape and the process of sticking both ends of t
he enamel conducting wire coil to the connection termi
nal of the antenna port substrate.

 
 

 

 

The enamel coll antenna and manufacturing method
thereof .
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of ClaimsSco  

Claim i:

The anamel coil antenna patterning the conductive thin
film adhered to the insulating substrate and comprises
the antenna connection terminal substrate having form
ed connection terminalis, the enamel! conducting wire c
oil, and the connection part sticking the enamel wire te
rminal, and the enamel conducting wire coil winds the e
namel conducting wire with the loop shape and which d
ips into the solvent for the several second and unitize
d: and the connection part sticking the enamel wire ter
minal dins the ename! conducting wire call acrass into t
he fused lead and formed to the connection terminal of
the terminal substrate.
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Aj 2a: Claim 2:

As for claim 1, the enamel coil antenna in which the
conductive thin film adheres to the copper foil to the s
ubstrate

 

A-?} Sets Claim 3s

 LE OAYPVC), :
) SON HS GIO! 2

 
 

4s for claim 1, the enamel coil antenna in whichIt is
characterized to be any one of insulating substrate is t
he PYG, FET (PET), blood lice (PE), powder infection (P
))

Ap AS: Claim 4:

As for claim 1, the enarnel coil antenna which
additionally comprises the attached ferrite sheat in one
side of the enamel! conducting wire coll

Claim 5:

The enamel coil production method for antenna which
adheres to the conductive thin film to the insulating su
bstrate as to the enamel coli production method for an
tenna : and consists of the enamel conducting wire ma
de including the process, of making the antenna conne
ction terminal substrate patterning this conductive thin
fim and makes connection terminais and the process, o
f winding the enamel conducting wire with the loop sha
pe and dipping into the solvent for the several second
and drying and dipping the coil across into the fused le
ad and forming the enamel conducting wire coil and the
process of sticking both ends of the enamel conducting
wire coll to the connection terminal of the antenna por
t substrate.

  
Claim 6: 

    

 

Ce AnzOA As for claim 5, the ename! coil production method for
[ee era lt Mi antenna forming the pattern the conductive thin film in

ta the photo lithography or the screen orinting method

HA) pets Claim 7:

As for claim 5, the enamel coll production mathod for
antenna dipping the enamel conducting wire of the loop
shape into the solvent for 2 through 3 second

Claim 8:

As for claim 5, the enamel coil production method for
antenna adding the process of adhering the ferrite she
et to the enamel conducting wire coll one side

Background Art
The invention relates to the enamel coil antenna and a

- manufacturing method thereof, especially, it relates to
the method for manufacturing the good coll antenna ev
en when simplifying the manufacturing process.

 

 
In the electronic card (it is called the radio frequency
card ar the IC card), it produces in order to communica 

Page 3 of 7
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te to the card reader and electric wave (RF}. [t has th
@ antenna for cormmunication and semiconductor chip |
nside the electronic card and the electronic card reade

rand data can be given and can be taken.

 

 
 

It is that the antenna for communication built in the

electronic card does transmission and/or reception of t
he electric wave for communicating with the card read
er as the dissimilar telecommunication device exariple.
It is made as many shape according to the used freque
ncy.

Heal,
2 SUCH. 

In the electronic card, antenna has that there is no
antenna and antenna has with the contact terminal. T

he operation of this electronic card inserting into the ¢
ard reader and the card reader connecting the electrod
@ to the contact terminal and reading the information
which is in the chip of card or recording is done. Howev
er since it is aperated if it does not contact the card r
eader and the wireless electron card gets near inside o
f the distance fixed (the distance in which radio wave ¢
ransmission and reception are possible) the application
range is gradually expanded,

In the electronic card, it can be said to be the

electronic card inlet binding the antenna for the semico
nductor chip for the information processing and radio w

| ave transmission and reception and it is called the elec
tronic card making like the , in other words, the credit
card which it usually uses. For moiding the electronic c

= ard iniet with the plastic resin or compressing and prot
acting the inlet of the inside. In the electronic card inle
t, the electric wave sent in the card reader is received
and the electronic circuit the currently driven electricit
y is obtained and data in which the electronic circuit in
Stalled in the electronic card inlet is operated and whic
h are stored are configured to be launched to the ante
nna.

 

7 ~ = It adheres to the part of the product the electronic
ALSEOUA: @ ASA LS 3] SSO AES! card inlet is not used in the electronic card but the mo

; NEE OLA = vement of the product is automatically traced in the ph
ysical distribution system and it uses and the movemen
tis used for the ticket part of the subway or the public
transportation and the use increases being for the park
ing management or being used in the tollgate for the a
utomated settlement of the passenger car charge at hi
gh speed,

| There is a problem that in the electronic card inlet for
the conventional wireless, it obligatorily had to have th
e antenna and the antenna had to the antenna whic

FEU L r here it used adhere to the enamel copper wire to the s
SS RRO SA SSO HBT Be Ls! OSci + ubstrate and make. But the antenna had the problem t

10] 2. SICH. hat the manufacturing process was complicated andi it
had the methed for adhering to the copper foil to and,
the substrate and patterning the antenna roof and man
ufacturing but also the process is cornplicated and the
gain of the antenna is low.

 
 

Effects of the Invention

Page 4 of 7
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if the enamei call antenna is manufactured with over

mathod as described above , the process is simple and
the rellabiiity of the product becomes higher. And even
if t adheres to the meta! surface and if uses the

antenna gain is sufficient and there is no use of
impediment.

Technical Task

The invention is intended te provide the coll antenna
which provides the method for simplifying the process o
f making the coil antenna in which the purpose is used |
nthe electronic card inlet etc. and manufacturing aasil
y the antenna and in this way, is manufactured.

 
  

The Invention patterns the attached conductive thin
! film on the insulating substrate and the antenna conne

ZOLA BRO L & 5 1 Ol ctlon terminal substrate having formed connection term
285 +O 3+ inais, the enamel conducting wire coil, and the connect

ion part sticking the enamel wire terrninal are included.
| CEILIA) § The enamel conducting wire coil winds with the enamel
Il 271 conducting wire loop shape and which dips into the sel

vent for the several second and unitized. The connecti

on part sticking the enamel! wire terminal dips the enarn
ei conducting wire coil across inte the fused lead and f
ormed to the connection terminal of the terminal substr
ate. The ferrite sheet is adhered to between the meta!
surface with addition in case the antenna of the invent
ion is adhered to the metal surface.

 

The enamel coll production method for anterina of the
invention adheres to the conductive thin film to the ins

ulating substrate and it patterns this conductive thin fil
mand it includes the process of making the antenna co
nnection terminal substrate making connection terminal
s, the process of winding with the enamel conducting
wire loop shape and dipping into the solvent for the se
yverai second and drying and dipping the coil across into
the fused lead and being formed by the enamel conduc
ting wire, and the process of sticking the enamei condu
cting wire both ends to the connection terminal of the
antenna port substrate.

 
BOLO) Stat Ql Abe Structure & Operation of the Invention

Referring to figures 1 through 3, specifically the
invention is illustrated,

The invention comprises the process where the enamel
coll production method for antenna makes the antenna
connection terminal substrate and the process and the
connection process making the enamel coil.

 
(PE), ECNi eo) xi all
SSS) GSR

x

SEAL, 12)a

The antenna connection substrate forms conducting
wires (11, 12} and connection terminals (13, 14, 15, 1
6) the conductive thin film including the copper foil ort
he aluminum flim etc. on the insulating substrate (17) 0
fF the PVC, FET (PET), bloed lice (PE), the powder infec
tien (PE} etc after doing the attaching using the photoll
thography in advance.

 
 

 
 

Moreover, if the enamel conducting wire (21) is wound
with the foop shape and {t dips into the solvent for the 
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severa! second and it dries the surface painting of the
enamel! conducting wire melts and it is adhered with th
e conducting wire and it becomes into one body and th
@ enamel conducting wire coll (20) is and if because bo
th ends of the coil which in this way, becomes is dippe
d into the fused lead and it takes out the pellicle of the
dipped part comes off and jead is adhered in the condu
cting wire and it solders the appropriate corinection ter
minal parts (31,32) is.

Next, connection terminal parts (31, 32) of the enamel
conducting wire call (20) are stuck te connection termi
nals (13, 14} of the antenna port substrate (10) and th
e coll connector (30) is made. The connection part (3
0} connects to the method of the blow torch. It adher
es through the dissimilar method, which is not brazing
mode in other words, the mode including the ultrasonic
bonding ar the thermocempression bonding ete. and it i
§ able to make.

 
 

 
In this way, in one next, it produces te adhere to the
double-sided adhesive tape having the release paper a
nd the coil antenna adheres to the other accessories a
nd can use.

The process of adhering the ferrite sheet (403 to the
surface adhered to the metalized surface in considerati

on of the case of adhering to the enamel coil antenna
of the invention to the metal surface and using can be
added.

The enamel coil antenna of the invention made as such

process has the connection terminal substrate (10) an
d the enamel conducting wire coil (20) and the connec
tion part (30) connecting these.

The connection terminal substrate (10) has connection
lines (11, 12} patterning the attached conductive thin
film on the insulating substrate (17) and are formed an
d connection terminals (13,14,15,16)}.

The enamel conducting wire coil (2G) winds the enamel
conducting wire (21) with the loop shape and it dips int
o the solvent for the several second and it unitizes. In

drawing, since if showed that it had the gap between t
he conducting wire but the surface of the pellicie coat
ed onto melts in the conducting wire and actual is adh
ered the surface is adhered without the gap.

 
 

 
 

The connection part (30) connects enamel conducting
wire coll both terminais (31, 32) ta connection terminal
s (13, 14) of the terminal substrate (10) as the method
of the blow torch and it is formed.

  
bchOl uFto co a a

 

In one side of the enamel conducting wire cai! (20),
the ferrite sheet (40) is adhered. In case of because t
his ename! coll antenna being adhered to the metal surf
ace and using the electromagnetic wave is absorbed in
to the metal and since the gain of the antenna is exce
edingly low the ferrite sheet (40) is adhered to the surf
ace adnered to the metalized surface and the coll is co
ntacted with the meta! surface it does nat.

 
ERA BO CESAl In fig. 3, recently the cross section of the case of
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satting up the enamel coll antenna of the invention int
he battery pack used in the mobile communication term
inal ete. is shown.

* In this battery pack, the ferrite sheet (40) is adhered
to the upper portion of the battery (50) and the ename
| conducting wire coil (20) is adhered to the upper part
and it consists of the structure where the protective c
over (60) protecting these surrounds.

 
Connection lines (11,12) or the connection terminal

P (13--16} can be the copper foll or the aluminum film. A
nd the insulating substrate can be the PVC, the FET (P
ET), and the powder Injection (PI) or the blood lice (P
E}.

Brief explanation of the drawing
Figure 1 is drawing showing the enamel coll antenna of
the invention.

Figure 2 is drawing showing adhering to the ferrite
sheet to the enamel coll antenna of the invention.

Figure 3 is a cross-sectional! view showing the
embodiment buliding the antenna within the battery pa
ck of the communication terminal of the invention adhe

ring to the ferrite sheet.

 
 

 Senee a
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zed general public without our consent.)
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| Espacenet

Bibliographic data: KR20000008332 (A) — 2006-07-26

ANTENNA MODULE AND MOBILE COMMUNICATION TERMINAL HAVING THE

SAME

inventors): TAKAHASHI ISAO [JP] AKIHO HIRAKU [JP] + (TAKAHASHI ISAO,;
AKIHO HIRAKU)

Applicant(s): SONY CORP [JP] + (SONY CORPORATION)

Classification: - international: 842D75/10; GO6K17/00; GO6K18/00; GO6K19/07;
G06K19/077; GO6K7/08; HO1Q1/22; HO1Q1/24;
HO1Q7/38; HO1Q1/S2; HO1Q21/28; H0O7Q7/00;
HO4B1/59; H04B5/02

- cooperative: GO6K7/10336; HO1Q1/22: H0101/22168:
0101/2225: H0101/242:; H01O07/00

Application KR20057023363 20051205

 

number:

Priority JP2003016305520030606
number(s):

Also EP1633017 (Ai) US2007095913 (Ai) US7712672 (B2)}
published as: TVWi246699 (8) WO2004109852 (Ai) more

Abstract of KRZO0G0008332 (A}

An antenna module and a mobile communication terminal having the anterima module,
which is of a space- saving design and has two capabilities: a capability of performing a
long communication as a tag, and a capability of providing a wide communication area
as a reader/writer. On a base board (10), there are arranged a first antenna coll (47) for
communication with a reader/writer, and a second antenna col (12) for communication
with an iC tag. The first antenna coll (11) is arranged along the oulmost periphery of
the base board (10) far securing a communication distance. The second antenna coil
(72) 18 arranged inside the first antenna call (11) for reducing the size of the whole
module,
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NOTHING JUNCTION ALL THE MEMBER CHARGING EQUIPMENT

inventor(s): BYON SUNG KWANG [KR]; JIN KANG HWAN [KR] + (BYON,
SUNG KWANG,; JIN, KANG HWAN)

Applicant(s): UK TECH CO LTD [KR]; DONGYANG MIRAE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY COORPORATION FOUNDATION [KR] +
(UK TECH CO., LTD, ; DONGYANG MIRAE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY COORPORATION FOUNDATION)

Classification: «international: HO2517/06; HO2I7/00
- cooperative:

Application KR20090049199 20090603
number:

Priority KR20090049199 20090603
number(s):

Abstract of KRR201001730480 {A}

PURPOSE: A non-contact type power charging apparatus is provided fo simplify the
structure of a circull by detecting the locations of a first coll and a second coll using a
hall sensor and a magnetic material. CONSTITUTION: & power supplying part{1} is
formed in a power supplying supporting board(1G}. A first board is formed in the power
supplying part in order ta contro! ihe suoply of power. An electranic appiiance(?}
includes & power storing pari(Z0) in which power from the power supplying supporting
board is stored. A second board controis the storage of power by being installed in the
giectronic appliance. A hall sensoris farmed on one side of the first board in arder to
detect magnetism. A magnetic material is formed on one side of the second board in
order to generate magnetism al a position facing the hall sensor.
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| Espacenet

Bibliographic data: AR20120123375 (A) — 2072-17-08

METHOD FOR MANUPACTURING LAMINATE, AND LAMINATE

inventor(s):

Applicant(s):

Classification: ~- international: 832877/10; 832837/00; 8B32838/10
-cooperative: B32B17/10036; 832817/10293; B32817/10743;

B32B17/1077; B32B2457/20; B32B38/00;
GO02F2202/28

Application KR20127019623 20110117
number:

Priority WO2011JP50680 20110117 ; JP20100012785 20100125
number(s):

Alse WO2011090004 (Ai) TW201132503 (A) CN102725143 (A)
published as:

Abstract not available far KR207201 23373 (A}
Abstract of corresponding decument: WO207 1090004 (AT)

Disciased is a method for manufacturing a laminate, which inciiies a step wherein a
resin layer is disposed belween a device board and a supporting board, the resin layer
is peelably adhered on the first main surface of the device board, a laminate block fixed
on the supporting board is cul into a predetermined size, and at least a laminate block
outer circumferential surface part in the circumferential direction is planarized.
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Unexamined Patent Pualic on{A) 

Bibliographic Data

 
Title of Invention

Wireless charge with antenna device.

Abstract

The wireless charge with antenna device is disclosed.
The wireless charge with antenna device according to
a preferred embodiment of the present invention compri
ses the first loop part: wireless charge used for the wir
eless charge, the fength of the first loop part it is used
for the antenna, and the first loop part according to th
e@ operation mode of the second loon: which fs formed |
t is satisfied the Inductance value In which the merged
length is required fromthe coil for the wireless charge
and wireless device and the operation mode convert pa
rt which electrically connects the second loop or separ
ated.

 
Oz & Ol (Representative drawing)
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 104s) ||

Apo] BS Scope of Claims

Ba? Le: Claim i:

The wireless charge with antenna device it is used for
the first loop part :

wireless charge and the antenna used for the wireless
charge ; and including the first locp part and the opera
tien mode convert part which electrically connects the

= second loop or separated according to the operation m
ode af the wireless device and the second loop :

which is formed in order to be satisfied the inductance

value in which the length and the merged length of the
first loop part are required fromthe coil for the wireless
charge.

Claim i:

The wireless charge with antenna device it is used for
the first loop part :

wireless charge and the antenna used for the wireless
charge ; and including the first loco part and the opera
tion mode convert part which electrically connects the
second loop or separated according to the operation m
ode of the wireless device and the second loop:

 
which is formed in order to be satisfied the inductance

value in which the length and the merged length of the
first loop part are required frarm the coil for the wireless
charge.
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AS BS Claim 2:

As for claim 1, the wirelass charge with antenna davice
the langth of

second loop

wireless charge with antenna device is used for the ant
anna > and for being formed in order to be satisflad the
inductance value required from the antenna.

 
a+ 2e: Claim 2:

ALSO VIA, As for claim 1, the wireless charge with antenna device
the length of

second loop

wireless charge with antenna device is used for the ant
enna ; and for being formed in order to be satisfied the
inductance value required from the antenna.

 
as 3a: Claim 3:

ALE] UA, As for claim 1, the wireless charge with antenna device
the operation made of

wireless device

operation mode convert part is the wireless charge mo
de; It connacts electrically the first loop part and the
second loop ; and for connecting the first loop part to
the charger circuit.

 
AD BS: Claim 3:

HiLBO QCA, As for claim 1, the wirelass charge with antenna device
the operation mode of

wireless device

operation mode convert part is the wireless charge mo
de: If connects elactrically the first joop part and the
second loop ; and for connecting the first loop part to
the charger circuit.

  
A> 42: Claim 4:

Al BSrOW SCH Ad As for claim 3, the wireless charge with antenna device
the operation mode of

AD Sa 
wireless device

Ab) ALA

_ At] M2 operation mode convert part is the antenna mode ; ite
2 OrgiL} a lectrically separates the first looo part and the second

loop ; and for connecting the second loop to the anten
na circuit.

 
 

a 4e: Claim 4:
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 ts 4s for claim 3, the wireless charge with antenna device
the operation mode of

wireless device

  
 

at) ANA
[6t, AD Hi29Operation mode convert part is the antenna mode ; ite

| 22S OFB|L| SF lectrically separates the first loop part and the second
loon ; and fer connecting the second loop to the anten  
na circuit.

A+ Se: Claim 5:

ALSO SLC At, As for claim 1, the wireless charge with antenna device
wherein

HEE, 
operation mode convert part includes cne end of the s
econd antenna part the other end of the second loop a
ccording to the first switch :

    

 
 
 

8 HO Ae
Wid QFEILE EPR

second switching control signal, electrically, the first fo
op part the other end of the second ioop according to
the connection or the second switch :

separated and the third switching control signal, electri
cally, the connection cr the third switch separated tha
t it electrically connects with any one of first charger t

’ @rminal apparatus and the first antenna terminal one en
d of the second ioop according te

 

first switching contro! signal, and the other end of

first loop part are connected to the second charger ter
minal apparatus.

A> Se: Ciaim 5:

MiB20k, As for clairn 1, the wireless charge with antenna device
wherein

 
operation rode convert part includes one end of the s
eacond antenna port the other end of the second Joop a
ccording to the first switch :

 

 
Soi a2

PELE SbA

second switching control signal, electrically, the first io
op part the other end of the second loop according to
the connection or the second switch :

Aig A

 
separated and the third switching contro! signal, electri

| cally, the connection or the third switch separated tha
. tit electrically connects with any one of first charger t
' erminal apparatus and the first antenna terminal one en

d of the second loop according to

 
 
 

 
 

or
Ail
| +a

at SERS! GS  first switching contra! signal, and the other end of

first loop part are connected to the second charger ter
minal apparatus.

A+ 6a: Claim 6:

As for claim 5, the wireless charge with antenna device
wherein
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iS) SS GSA SA Se Geo 2s,

first switch the operation mode of

Ml AGIALE ADI Ke
= Od wireless device is the wireless charge mode separates t

he electrically batween the second antenna port the s
econd switch is the other end of the second loop one e
nd of the second foan is electrically connected with th
e first charger terminal apparatus, and the third switch
it electrically connects with one end of the first loop p
art the other end of the second loop.

 
 Ciaim 6G:

MSSQC A, As fer clairn 5, the wireless charge with antenna device
wherein

Beovr, 
first switch the operation mode of

wireless device is the wireless charge mode separatest
he electrically between the second antenna port the s
econd switch is the other end of the second loop one e
nd of the second ioop is electrically connected with th
e first charger terminal apparatus, and the third switch
it electrically connects with one and of the first loop p
art the other end of the second loop.

 
aa 7S: Claim 7:

ASSO] QCA, 4s for claim 5, the wireless charge with antenna device
wherein

Qo SA PS) SA GSPALES 
first switch the operation mode of

wireless device is the antenna mode electrically connec
ts with the second antenna port the second switch is t
he other end of the second loop one end of the second
loop is electrically connected with the first antenna ter
minal, and the third switch it separates the electrically
between one end of the first loop part the other end of
the second loop.

Claim 7:

As for claim &, the wireless charge with antenna device
wherein

first switch the operation mode of

wireless device is the antenna mode electrically connec
ts with the second antenna port the second switch is t
he other end of the second loop one end of the second
laop is electrically connected with the first antenna ter
minal, and the third switch it separates the electrically
between one end of the first loop part the other end of
the second loop.

 
 

Ba 8S: Claim 8:

ALEUA, As for claira i,

ao Alt SES 2 AAe Ss ES, first loop part and tne wireless charge with antenna de
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vice in which at least one is formed in the case of the

battery of 
wireless device or the wireless device among the secon
d locp.

a SS: Claim 8:

ALEBAK, As for claim 1,

first loop part and the wireless charge with antenna de
vice in which at least one is formed in the case of the

D2 HO|AG SA battery of

 

 
wireless device or the wireless device among the secon
d iogp.

Technical Field 
,Ch AAG As the invention relating to the embodiment of the

invention is the antenna device. And more specifically,
it is about the wireless charge with antenna device.

<
i OFEIL] BRI

© BSOeil BA  

Background Art  

Recently, the technology which wirelessly charges
electronic devices including all kinds of the sensor devi
ces etc. without the power line used for the mobile co
mmunication terminal (for example, the mobile phone, P
MP, the smart phone etc}, the MP3, the digital camera,
the notebook, the Ubiquitous Sensor Network (USN) it |
5 developed. The current electro magnetic induction m
thod is very much used as the technology which wirel

essly transmits energy.

The electro magnetic induction method transmits the
anergy through the inductance coupling between the s
econd icon forrned in the first looe imposition device at
the receiving end formed in the transmission side instru
ment to the device ai the receiving end in the transmis
sion side instrument. Then, in addition the second icon
formed in the device at the raceiving end Is used for th

© e wireless charge the technology to use as the antenn
ais planned to be carried out. But in other cases, the i
nductance value required from the coll for the wireless
charge and the inductance value required frorn the ant
enna sending and receives the signal of the given frequ
ency band mutually use the coil for the wireless charge
as the antenna but the antenna has the difficulty of be
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ing many.

  For example, the case of mutually using the coll for the
wireless charge as the NFC (Near Field Communication}

SECh. OWE antenna decides to be examined. Then, the inductance
12#956H4HOlD, NFC OFEHL EL : value required from the coil for the wireless charge is 1
1. 5#9554H OIC. i ~ L2pH and the inductance value required from the N

FC antenna is 1 ~ L.5pH.

 
 
 
 

NEC(Near FieldCommunication) ©olf é
3

a SiO} SH BUBS Ged, GIA, fi fr Frequency is determined by the formai. Here thef,

; means the resonant frequency 13.56MHz of the NFO ba
| nd and & the inductor value of the antenna , and C sha

- . yo O| o| ws the capacity value of the antenna. In fact, the cap
io LO#956# HAH) SE O} 3H cf acitor C value in which matching Is possible in the NFCantenna implernentation is about G.5pF. But O.G1FF the

capacitor C value is theoretically necessary if the induc
tor L exceeds 10QuH. This is the value in which the actu
al implementation is impossible to very small value. The
refore, the coll for the wireless charge can be used as
the NFC antenna resonance is formed at less than 13.5
6MHz like that uses as the NFC antenna.

 
 
 
 
 

0 ma
Moreover, it is not suitable that the induced

at iC| electromotive farce the device configuration is unable t
& & o be therefore properly accornmodated and the energy
2 transmission efficiency remarkably falls down and the N
oi one FC antenna uses the small inductance value as the coil

 for the wireless charge than the inductance value requi
red from the coll for the wireless charge. And for exam

ple, the large power of 5W is used in the wireless charg
e. Therefore it has the danger in which the case of usi
ng the NFC antenna as the coll for the wireless charge,
and the circuit of the NFC antenna are damaged.

Summary of Invention  

Problem to be solved

 

When the embodiment of the invention uses for the

wireless charge it is satisfied the inductance value
required from the coil for the wireless charge and the

wireless charge with antenna device it is satisfied the
inductance value required from the antenna whenusing
for the antenna and for selectively using two functions
of the wireless charge function or the antenna tries to
be provided.

 
 2 eet Means to solve the problem

The wireless charge with antenna device according to
a preferred embodiment of the present invention

= comprises the first loop part: wireless charge used for
the wireless charge, the length of the first loop part it
is used far the antenna, and the first ioop part
according to the operation rnode of the second loop:
which is formed it is satisfied the inductance vaiue in

which the merged length is required from the coil for
the wireless charge and wireless device and the
operation mode convert part which electrically
connects the second loop or separated.
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Bao) ST Effects of the Invention

: According to the embodiment of the present invention.,
= E : > in the wireless charge mode, the first loop part used

= Al? : 4 1 BA 1 for the wireless charge and the second loop used for
= OSE= ON 24 the wireless charge and antenna are connected. In
& OPEL} A a BA ig A 9 ch cla) that way the inductance value required from the coil

for the wireless charge can be satisfied and the
wireless charge is performed due te that through the
wireless charge with antenna device. And the first loop
part and the second loop in the antenna mode are
used as the antenna only the second !oop it separates.
And the inductance value required from the antenna
can be used as the antenna the wireless charge with
antenna device due te that it can satisfy. In this case,
the wireless charge and antenna can be used in two or
more ways through one wireless charge with antenna
device. Therefore the wireless charge coil and antenna
do not have to be separately implemented and the
wireless charge with antenna device is miniaturized.
The space utilization of the wireless device in which
the wireless charge with antenna device is mounted is
improved due to that.

Description of Embodiments 

Hereinafter, the detailed embodiment of the wireless
charge with antenna device of the invention decides to
be illustrated with reference to the figures 1 through 5.
But this is nothing but the example operation example a
nd the invention is not limited.

t In describing the present invention, in case the
detailed description about the notification technique as
sociated with the invention is the gist of the invention
determined unnecessarily because of being cloudy the
detailed exolanation decides to be omitted. And the foll
owing terms this can be changed according to the use
r, the Intention or the conventions of the operator etc.
as terms defined in consideration of the function at the

invention. Therefore, the definition should be given on
the content spanning this detailed statement all.

The technical mapping of the invention is determined
by the claims and it is the task means for efficiently jilu
strating the normal knowledge to the excitation person
in the technical Field of the Invention looking at the te
chnical mapping of the invention in which the embodim
ent is hereinafter progressive.

 

 
LAJHO MES PA SAH SBCHL) & Figure 1 is a drawing showing the wireless charge with

antenna device according to a preferred embodiment of
the present invention.

 

  
 

 
 AA (LOG) Hi S Referring to Figure 1, the wireless charge with antenna

2 device (100) comprises the first loop part (102), the se
cond loop (104), and the operation mode convert part
(106). Then, the operation mode convert part (106) co
miprises the first switch (111), the second switch (11
4), and the third switch (117}.

Here, for example, the case of using the wireless
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charge with antenna device (100) as the wireless char
ge and NFC antenna (serving frequency 13.56 MHz ban
d) and using decides to be ilustrated. But thus, it is no
t restricted and it uses as the antenna in which the wir

eless charge with antenna device (100) has the variou
| § use frequency band of the except and it can useit Is

of course. The wireless charge with antenna device (1
00} can operate among the wireless charge mode and
antenna mode to one mode.

 

it can form so that it is the coil in which the first loop
part (102) is used in the wireless charge mode the first
loop part (1023 has for exarnpie, the inductance value
of 10 UH the inductance value which generally is requir
ed from the coll for the wireless charge can forrn so th

s at Li ~ L2uH, or the first joop part (102) has the induc

a tance value lower than ii « L2yH and the inductance
" which is less than li ~ 12uH can compensate through

the second joop (104). In this case, the first |loop gart(102) is miniaturized. One end of first loop part (102) is
connected te one side of the third switch (1173 and th
e other end of the first loop part (102) is connected to
the second charger terrninal apparatus (124) of the ch
arger circuit (120),

 
CHEHA24)S1 92  =2(120)2 2 BS

The second loop (104) is the wireless charge mode and
the coil used in the antenna mode. The second icop (1
04} can farm in order to have for example, the inducta
nce value of 1 ~ 1.5uH. One end of sacond loop (104)
S$ connected to one side of the first switch (111) and t
he other end of the second loop (104) is connected to
one side of the secand switch (114) and the otherside

, of the third switch (117). His electrically connected wi
| th the third switch (£17) with the first loop part (102)

" and the second loop (104) compensates for the insuffic
lent inductance of the first loop part (102) in the wirele
ss charge mode. And the third switch (117) electrically
divides the second foon (104) in the antenna mode fro
mi the first loop part (162).

The operation mode convert part (106) electrically
connects the first loop part (102) and the second loop
(104) in the wireless charge mode and the first loop pa
rt (102) and the second loop (104) are connected to t

= he charger circuit (120}. The electrically the operation
mode convert cart (106) separates the first loon part
(162) and the second loop (104) in the antenna mode
and the second loop (104) is connected to the antenn
a circuit (130).

 
Specifically, one end of the first switch (111) is the

a0(104) | qi 4“es second loop (1043 according to the first switching cont
| CHR A3BL) BOL iu oN ZAIZITH. Bl roi signal is electrically connected with any one of first

charger terminal apparatus (121) and the first antenna
5 yeyqiq terminal (131). Thefirst switch (111) can use for exam

Oo] YOM awe ap on ple, the SPOT (Single Pole Double Throw) switch. In thi
s case, it is connected to one end of the unipolar (Sing
le Pole) of the first switch (111) is the second loep (10
4} and two contact point of the first switch (111)s are
connected to the first charger terminal apparatus (12
1} and the first antenna terminal (131). Here, one end
of the first switch (111) is the sacond loop (104) accor
ding to the first switching control signal is electrically c
onnected with any one of first charger terminal apparat
us (121) and the first antenna terminal (131).
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= According te the second switch (114) is the second
switching control signal, the other end of the second jo
op (104) the electrically is separated between the sec
ond antenna port (134) as the connection. According t
o the third switch (117) is the third switching contro! si
gnai, the other end of the second looo (104) the electr
ically is separated between the first loop part (102) as
the connection. For example, the transistor can be use
das the second switch (114) and the third switch (SW
3) (117) and the various switching element of the exce
pt can be used.

 
  

2 Here, the respectively the first charger terminal
apparatus (121) and the second charger terminal appar
atus (124) can be the plus (+) terrninal and minus (-} ¢

i erminal of the charger circuit (120). And the respective
ly the first antenna terrninal (131) and the second ante
mina port (134) can be the power supoly terminal and gr
ound terminal of the antenna circuit (130).

 
 

Oe
ro (031) a 2

130)2 BM Tw  
ofTOet

Figure 2 is a drawing shewing the state where the
wireless charge with antenna device according to a pre
ferred ernbodiment of the present invention operates to
the wireless charge mode.

Referring to Figure 2, one end of the second loop (104)
the wireless charge with antenna device (100) is gener
ated the first switching control signal by the first switc

= h (iii) the operation madeis converted ta the wireles
@ § charge mode is electrically connected with one end o

> f the first loop part (202) the other end of the first cha" rger terminal apparatus (£21) and the second loop (10
} if is generated the third switching control signal whi

ch comes the third switch (117} (ON) made by the thir
d switch (117) if connects electrically and it is generat
ed the second switching contro! signal making the seco
nei switch (114) with the off (OFF) by the second swit
ch (114) and the other end of the second loop (104) t
he electrically is separated between the second antenn
a port (134).

 
 
 
 

F104) AEHal @ In this case, it is connected to one end of the first
é -| charger termina! apparatus (1213 is the second loop {1

04) to one end of the other end of the second loop (16
4) is the first loop part (102) it is connected and the o

= £O ther end of the first loop part (102) is connected to th
(104)2} Hit S 2/10 @ second charger terminal apparatus (124). Here, in on
RIF SICH. e end of as te charging channel, the second fcap (10

4), it reaches the other end from one end of the first io
ap part (102) it reaches the other end. Therefore the c
harge is sccompl:ished through the total length of the fi
rst loop part (102) and the second loop (104).

 

in this way, the first loop part (102) and the second
| loop (104) are altogether used for the charge coll in ca

se the wireless charge with antenna device (100) is co
nverted to the wireless charge mode. Then, the induct
ance value of the first loop part (102) is 10 pH and the

| inductance value of the second loop (104) Is 1 ~ 1.5
~ #H. Therefore the inductance value (Li ~ 12uH) require

d from the coil for the wireless charge is satisfied.
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Figure 3 is a drawing showing the state where the
wireless charge with antenna device according to a pre
ferred ermbodiment of the present invention operates to
the antenna mode.

Referring to Figure 3, one end of the second loop (104)
the wireless charge with antenna device (100) is gener
ated the first switching control signal by the first switc
h {iL1} the operation mode is converted to the antenn
a mode the electrically is separated between one endo
f the first loop part (102) the other end of the first ant
enna terminal (131) and the second loop (104) it is gen

AG E117) 2 6 erated the third switching contro! signa! making the thir
sO] , d switch (117) with the off (OFF) bythe third switch

7~ ae (117) it electrically connects and it is generated the se
cond switching control signal which comes the second
switch (114) (ON) made by the second switch (114) an
d the other end of the second loop (104) is electricaily
connected with the second antenna port (134).

in this case, one end of the second loop (104) in the
state where the first loop part (102) and the second io
op (104) are separated are connected to the first ante
rina terrninal (131) and the other end of the second loo
op (104) is connected to the second antenna port (13
4), That is, connected to the first antenna terminal (13
1} and the second antenna port (134) only the second
loop (104}.

In this way, it is used for the coil for the antenna only
the second loop (104) in case the wireless charge with
antenna device (100) operates to the antenna mode. T
hen, the inductance value of the second loop (104) is
1 ~ L.5uH. Therefore the inductance value (1 ~ 1.5uH}
required fromm the NFC antenna is satisfied.

According to the embodiment of the prasent invention.,
in the wireless charge mode, the first loop part (102) a
nd the second loop {104} are connected. In that way t
he inductance value required from the coil for the wirel
ass charge can be satisfied and the wireless charge Is
performed due to that through the wireless charge with
antenna device (100). And the first loop part (102) and
the second loop (104) in the antenna mode are used a
s the antenna only the second loop (104) It separates.
And the inductance value required from the antenna ca
n be used as the antenna the wireless charge with ant
enna device (1003 due to that it can satisfy.

 SE(10S St = In this case, the wireless charge and antenna can be
2 i used in two or more ways through one wirelass charge

with antenna device (100). Therefore the wireless char
ge coil and antenna do not have to be separately imple
mented and the wireless charge with antenna device
(1003 is miniaturized. The space utilization of the wirele
ss device in which the wireless charge with antenna de
vice (1600) is mounted is improved due to that.

  

Figure 4 is a drawing showing the state where the
wireless charge with antenna device according to a pre
ferred embodiment of the present invention is formed in
the battery. Here, for example, it showed that the wire
less charge with antenna device was formed in the bat
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tery. But it is not thus restricted and the battery can b
e developed in the place which is various with the rear
case or the cover case of the except etc.

 
 
 

  

3}ae Sél ee AS Sell SA (200)z Referring to Figure 4, the wireless charge with antennaLayer}(202}, Ali are204}, 2B A2 ST device (200) comprisas the dielectric layer (Dielectric L
= Ue BIC}, ayer) (2023, the first loon part (204), and the second |

gop (206).

— T 4.

 
The dielectric layer (202) can be adhered using for

" example, both sides adhesive sheet (208) on the surfa
ce of the battery (250). For example, the film of the fle
xible printed circuit board substrate (FPCB) or the shee
t form etc. can be used as the dielectric layer (202).

The first loop part (204) is forrned on the dielectric
layer (202). The first loop part (204) is used for the col
| for the wireless charge. The first loop part (204) can

be formed an for example, the dielectric layer (202) wit
h the spiral form. Then, the first loop part (204) can be
formed with the circular spiral form. In this case, it is f
ormed with without the part (or, the edge proper) in w
hich the first loan part (204) is angular. Therefore it or
avents in the wireless charge mode the received power
efficiency fram being degraded.

In the second loop (206) is the dielectric layer (202), It
can be formed in the outside of the first loop part (20
4). It is formed so that the length of the second loop
(206) has the case where the wireless charge with ant
enna device (200) is used for the antenna, and the ind
uctance value required from the corresponding antenn
a. And in order to have the inductance vaiue required f
ram the coil for the wireless charge the total Jength of
the second loop (206) and the first loop part (204) is f
ormed,

The wireless charge with antenna davice (200) may
further include the ferrite sheet (210) formed in upper
part of the second loop (206) and the first loop part (2
04). In this case, the size af the second loop (206) an
d the first loop part (204) is miniaturized.

In the meantime, here, it showed that the first joop
part (204) was formed on the dielectric layer (202) wit
h the spiral form. But it is not thus restricted and as sh
own in FIG. 5 the first loop part (204) can be formed wi
th the helical type in the dielectric layer (202) and ferri
te sheet (210). In this case, the length of thefirst loo
p part (204) is enough secured while the volume of the
first loop part (204) is minimized.

And here, it showed that the first loop part (204) and
the second loop {206} were formed on the dielectric fa
yer (202). However it is not thus restricted and it can
be directly formed without the dielectric layer (202) on
the surface of the battery (250}.

 
Moreover, here, it showed that the first loop part (204)
and the second oop (206) were altogether formed on t
he dielactric layer (202). HoweverIf Is not thus restrict
ed and the first loop part (204) is formed on the dielect

 
 
 

 Se i 204) Ex1 =(02) &
= HE ci(250) BH 2) 2] 4cC|
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ric layer (202) and the second loop (206) can be forme
= «on the rear case of the battery (250) around. At this

us time, the second loop (206) can implement in terms of
’ the wire. Moreover, the first loop part (204) is formed

contrary to that on the rear case of the bathery (250)
around and the second loop (206) can form on the diel
actric layer (202).

rl CHE Ae! AA HES Sapo HBO] Oot AN Cr In the above, specifically it Hlustrated for the invention
: through the typical embodiment. But a person skilled in

the art will understand from the technical field in which

. the invention belongs about the above-described embo
diment in figure one it does not deviate from from the s
cope of the present invention that the various deforma
tion is passible. Therefore, it is limited te the ambodime
nt in which the scope of protection of the present inve
ntion is explained and it should not be determined and |
t determines with not only the patent claim which will b
é described later but also this patent claim and the equ
al things.

__... Briefexplanationofthedrawing

Figure 1 is a drawing showing the wireless charge with
antenna device according to a preferred embodiment of
the present invention.

   

Figure 2 is a drawing showing the state where the wirel
ess charge with antenna device according to a preferre
d embodiment of the present invention operates to the
wireless charge mode.

Figure 3 is a drawing showing the state where the wirel
@ss charge with antenna device according to a preferre
d embodiment of the present invention operates to the
antenna mode.

    
Figure 4 is a drawing showing the state where the wirel
ess charge with antenna device according to a preferre
d embodiment of the present invention is formed in the
battery.

 
Figure 5 is a cross-sectional view showing the state w
here the first joop part according to a preferred embodi
ment of the present invention ts formed with the helical
type in the dielectric layer and ferrite sheet.

 
  

 

G4 aH OF LY

2 SNe SG UAV BSA ASBG VS NAGS Sd ASIASUC. CM eA

OF QAO} SAO! US 0, 2 ENB He SNS MOH let WASeS AlaWOO 
 
 
  

 

 SSlOAL= OF SLICE, OS SS 1, ELOIELSL=
GQ) CHG]ele WAtol L ARM SSO} SO} PLSEO} QE at

ADS ot qe€e! LiiCh,Ss Ast DBS AIAEION AA

(The decument produced by using the high-“tech machine translation system for the pate
nt and science & technologyliterature. Therefore, the document can include the mistrans
lation, and it should not be used as a transiation by a professional translator. We hoid n
co legal liability for inconsistency of mistransiation, partial omission, and data generated
by feature of systern and network. We wouid like to inform you that the docurnent canno
t be regenerated, copied, and distributed by being stored in DB and system for unauthori
zed ceneral oublic without our consent.)
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APPARATUS FOR PURIFYING FLUID

Inventor(s):|YANG KI HAE [KR] + (YANG, KI HAE)

Applicantis): SE GI SYNTHETIC ENVIRONMENT CO LTD [KR] + (SE Gi
SYNTHETIC ENVIRONMENT CO.,LTD)

Classification. «international: CO2F1/28; CO2F3/10; COZF3/32
« cooperative:

Application KR20110091756 20110909
number:

Priority KR201 10091756 20110909
number(s):

Also

published as:
 

Abstract of KR2G1S0029301 {A}

PURPOSE: A fluid purifier is provided to remove cohered impurities in a processing
tank after crushing by naturally Towing with fluid, and fo enable users to use the purifier
semi-permanenily. CONSTITUTION: A fluid purifier( 100) inclucies a purifying unii(1 10),
and an air supplying unfi(i30)}. The purifying unit includes a purification space for
guriying fluid. The air suoplying unit suoplies air to the lower side of the purification
space to the upward direction, and crushes residue lumps inside the purfication space.
The air supplying unit includes an air supplying line(i31}, an alr connection unit(135},
and an alr supplying nogzie(137). A portable air storage tank(133} is detachably
connected to the air supplying line.
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ON-LINE POWER CABLE INSULATION MONITORING SYSTEM AND METHODS

Inventor(s):|KIM BO KYEONG [KR] + (KIM, BO KYEONG)

Applicantis): KIMBO KYEONG [KR], OSUNG MEGA POWER COLTD [KR] +
(KIM, BO KYEONG, ; OSUNG MEGA POWER CO., LTD)

Classification: ~ international: G01R21/02; GO1R371/08; GOIR31/72
- cooperative:

Application KR20110091758 20110909
number:

Priority KR201 10091758 20110908
number(s):

Abstract of ARZO1 30028902 {A}

PURPOSE: Active power cable insulation state rnonitoring device and method are
provided to be nearly insensiive to environmental noise and capacilance coexisting
between a sheath ground line and an earth ground. CONSTITUTION: A filter and
amplifier unii(1 20} detects a leakage current component close to a DC current
component fowing to a sheath ground line and an earth ground line of a power cable.
An AD conversion unit(130) converts an analog value of the leakage current close to
the DC current component oufpul from the filler and amplifier unit to a digital value. A
calculation contro! unit(140) reads and stores the digital value of the leakage current
component close te the DC current output from the AD conversion unit, calculaies the
siandard deviation and siores the calculated standard deviation. The calculation control

unil judges an insulation state of ihe power cable is bad if the stared standard deviation
if greater than the oredetermined criterion. [Reference numerals] (120) Filler and
amplifier uni; (130) A/D conversion uni) (140) Calculation control uni; (450) DATA
storage unit: (160) Key input unit (17G)} Display unit; (780) Alarm output unit (190)
Remote communication unit (AA) Gahie side
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PCT/KR2013/002406
PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

PCT
INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCTArticle 18 and Rules 43 and 44)

Applicant's or agent's file reference FOR FURTHER see Form PCT/ISA/220
P2012-C1574P ACTION as well as, where applicable, item 5 below.

International application No. International filing date (day/month’year) (Earliest) Priority Date (daw/month/vear)

PCT/KR2013/002406 22 March 2013 (22.03.2013) 23 March 2012 (23.03.2012)

Applicant

LG INNOTEK CO., LTD.

This International search report has been prepared by this International Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant according
to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the International Bureau.

This international search report consists of a total of 3 sheets.

It is also accompanied by a copy of eachprior art documentcited in this report.

Basis of the report
a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried oul on the basis of:

the international application in the language in whichit wasfiled

a translation of the international application into , which is the language of a
translation furnished for the purposes of international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1(b))

b. [| This international search report has been established taking into accountthe rectification of an obvious mistake
authorizcd byor notificd to this Authority undcr Rulc 91 (Rule 43.6bis(a)).

Cc. [| With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequencedisclosed in the international application, see Box No. I.

[| Certain claims were found unsearchable (See Box No. ID)

[| Unity of invention is lacking (Scc Box No. III)
Withregard to thetitle,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

[| the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows:

5. With regard to the abstract,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

[] the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2, by this Authority as il appears in Box No. IV. The applicant
may, within one month fromthe date of mailing of this intemational search report, submit comments to this Authority.

6. With regard to the drawings,

a. the figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No.

Xx] as suggested by the applicant.
[]as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a igure.

[| as selected by this Authority, because this figure better characterizes the invention.
b. [| noneofthe figure is to be published with the abstract.
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A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER

H02J 17/00(2006.01)i, HO1F 38/14(2006.01)i

According to International Patent Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and IPC
FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)
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Documentation scarched other than minimum documentation to the cxtent that such documents are included in the ficlds scarched

Korean utility models and applications for utilily models
Japanese utility models and applications for utility models

Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name of data base and, where practicable, search terms used)
eKOMPASS(KIPOinternal) & Keywords: wireless, transmission, receiving, coil, thickness, magnetic

Cc. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Citation of document, with indication, where appropriate, of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.

US 2012-0019075 Al CIN-KUI CHO et al.) 26 January 2012
See paragraphs [0127], [0132], [0145], claim 1, and figure 11.

US 2012-0049986 Al CIN-KUI CHO et al.) OL March 2012
See paragraphs [0067]-[0080], claims 1, 4, and figure 3A.

US 2010-0277004 Al (MASAYUKI SUZLKI ct al.) 04 November 2010
See paragraphs [0021]-[0024], claims 1-2, and figure 1.

US 2008-0164840 Al (HIROSHI KATO et al.) 10 July 2008
See abstract, paragraphs [Q0008]-[0015], and figure 1.

US 2008-0266748 Al (HYUNG-JOO LEE) 30 October 2008
See paragraphs [0039]-[0041] and figure 1.

[] Further documentsare listed in the continuation of Box C. XxX See patent family annex.
* Special categories of cited documents:
"A" document defining the general state of the art which is not considered

to be of particular relevance
"E"—earlier application or patent but published onor after the international

filing date
"L"~~document which may throw doubts onpriority claim(s) or which is

cited to establish the publication date of cilalion or other
special reason (as specified)
document referring to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition or other
means

document published priorto the internationalfiling date but later
than the priority date claimed

Date of the actual completionof the international search

24 July 2013 (24.07.2013)

Name and mailing address of the ISA/KR
3 Korean Intellectual Property Office

189 Cheongsa-ro, Seo-gu, Daejeon Metropolitan City,
302-701, Republic of Korea

Facsimile No. +82-42-472-7140
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the principle or theory underlying the invention
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documentof particular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be
considered to involve an inventive slep when the document is
combined with one or more other such documents,such combination
being obvious to a person skilled in the art
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims priority to and the benefit
of Korean Patent Application No. 2013-0001129, filed on
January 4, 2013, the disclosure of whichis incorporated
herein by referenceinits entirety.

BACKGROUND

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] Thepresentinvention relates toa wireless pow-
er transmitting/receiving apparatus. More particularly,
the present invention relates to a soft magnetic layer, and
a receiving antenna and wireless powerreceiving appa-
ratus including the same.

2. Discussion of Related Art

[0003] As wireless communication technology devel-
ops, there is increasing interest in wireless powertrans-
mitting/receiving technology in which poweris wirelessly
supplied ta an electronic apparatus. The wireless power
transmitting/receiving technology may be variously ap-
plied in power supply to home electronics, electric cars,
subwaycars, etc. as well as battery charging of portable
terminals.

[0004] In a common wireless power transmitting/re-
ceiving technology, the principle of magnetic induction
or magnetic resonanceis used. For example, whenelec-
tric energy is applied to a transmission antennaofa wire-
less powertransmission apparatus, the transmission an-
tenna converts the electric energy to electromagnetic en-
ergy, and radiates the electromagnetic energy. In addi-
tion, a receiving antenna of a wireless powerreceiving
apparatus receives the electromagnetic energy radiated
from the transmission antenna, and convertsthe electro-
magnetic energy to electric energy.
[0005] Here, inorderto increase power transmitting/re-
ceiving efficiency, energy loss betweenthe wireless pow-
er transmission apparatus and the wireless powerreceiv-
ing apparatus needs to be minimized. To do this, the
transmission antenna and the receiving antenna need to
be mutually aligned within an effective distance. In addi-
tion, the electromagnetic energy radiated from the trans-
mission antenna needsto be collected in a direction of

the receiving antenna by configuring the transmission
antenna and the receiving antennato include a soft mag-
netic material.

[0006] The soft magnetic material for the receiving an-
tenna may be changed depending on the location of
transmission antenna,the type of soft magnetic material
for the transmission antenna, the effect of a permanent
magnetincluded in the wireless power transmission ap-
paratus, etc.
[0007] Generally, as the soft magnetic material for the
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receiving antenna, a composite containing a metallic ma-
terial (e.g. Fe-Si-Al, Fe-Si-Cr, and Fe-Si-B) having soft
magnetic characteristics, a resin, and an additive, or a
Ni-Znferrite material may be used. When using the com-
posite containing the metallic material, there are prob-
lems in that a required level of powertransmission effi-
ciency is not obtained, and the price is high. In addition,
whenusing the Ni-Zn ferrite material, although high fre-
quency characteristics are good, there is a problem in
that low frequency characteristics are not good.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

[0008] The present invention is directed to provide a
soft magnetic iayer, and a receiving antenna and wireless
powerreceiving apparatus including the same.
[0009] According to an aspectof the presentinvention,
there is provided a soft magnetic layer for a receiving
antenna of a wireless powerreceiving apparatus, which
wirelessly charges with power,includingafirst soft mag-
netic membercontaining a Mn-Znferrite material, and a
second soft magnetic member containing a Ni-Zn ferrite
material.

[0010] The first soft magnetic member maybe formed
on the second soft magnetic member.
[0011] The second soft magnetic member may sur-
round an edge of the first soft magnetic member.
[0012] Thefirst soft magnetic member may surround
an edgeof the second soft magnetic member.
[0013] A groove may be formed on the second soft
magnetic member. and the first soft magnetic member
may be seated on the groove.
[0014] A groove may be formed onthefirst soft mag-
netic member, and the second soft magnetic memberis
seated on the groove.
[0015] A fixing member may befurther formed on at
least one of an upper surface and a lowersurface of the
first soft magnetic memberor the second soft magnetic
member, and configured to fix the first soft magnetic
memberor the second soft magnetic member.
[0016] The Mn-Zn ferrite may include at least one of

Mny,2n,Fe,04, (Osxs1) and Mn,,,2n,Fe,Fe,04
(0<x<1, O<y<1).
[0017] The soft magnetic layer may be formed as at
least one of a sheet, a piate, and a pellet.
[0018] The ratio of the area of the second magnetic
memberto the first soft magnetic member may be 0.001
to 2.

[0019] The ratio of the area of the first magnetic mem-
ber to the second soft magnetic member may be 0.001
to 2.

[0020] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a receiving antenna of a wire-
less powerreceiving apparatus which wirelessly charges
with power, including a substrate, a soft magnetic layer
containing a first soft magnetic membercontaining a Mn-
Zn ferrite material and a second soft magnetic member
containing a Ni-Znferrite material, which are formed on
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the substrate, and a receiving coil formed on the soft
magnetic layer.
[0021] According tostitl another aspect of the present
invention, there is provided a wireless power receiving
apparatus which wirelessly charges with power, includ-
ing a substrate, a soft magnetic layer containingafirst
soft magnetic member containing a Mn-Znferrite material
and a secand soft magnetic member containing a Ni-Zn
ferrite material, which are formed on the substrate, a re-
ceiving coil formed on the soft magnetic layer, a circuit
connected to the receiving coil, and configured to convert
electromagnetic energyto electric energy, and a storage
memberconfigured to store the electric energy.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] The above and otherobjects, features and ad-
vantages of the present invention will become more ap-
parent to those of ordinary skill in the art by describing
in detail exemplary embodiments thereof with reference
to the accompanying drawings, in which:

nl G. 1 is a block diagram showing a wireless power
ransmitting/receiving system according to an em-

badimentof the present inventian;
FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a part of a wireless pow-
er transmission apparatus, and FIG. 3 a diagram
showing a part of a wireless powerreceiving appa-
ratus;

G. 4 is a partial cross-sectional view showing a
ireless power receiving apparatus according to an
mbodimentof the present invention;
G. 5 is a top view showing a soft magnetic layer

ccording to an embodimentof the present inven-
tion;

FIG. 6 is a partial cross-sectional view showing a
wireless powerreceiving apparatus according to an-
other embodiment of the present invention:
FIG. 7 is a top view showing a soft magnetic layer
according to another embodimentof the present in-
vention;
FIGS. 8 to 10 are an exemplary embodiment of a
Mn-Zn/Ni-Zn hybrid structure of a soft magneticlayer
according to another embodiment of the present in-
vention; and
FIG. 11 showstransmission efficiency of a soft mag-
netic layer for a receiving antenna of a wireless pow-
er receiving apparatus according to an embodiment
of the present invention.

oe

<n

o1oO  
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0023] Exemplary embodimentsof the present inven-
tion will be describedin detail below with reference to the

accompanying drawings. While the present inventionis
shown and described in connection with exemplary em-
bodiments thereof,it will be apparent to those skilled in
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he art that various modifications can be made without

departing from the spirit and scopeof the invention.
[0024] it will be understood that, although the terms
first, second, A, B, etc. may be used herein in reference
o elements of the invention, such elements should not

be construed as limited by these terms. For example, a
irst element could be termed a second element, and a

second element could be termeda first element, without
departing from the scopeof the present invention. Herein,
he term "and/or" includes any and all combinations of

one or more referents.

[0025] it will be understood that when an element or
layer is referred to as being "on," "connected to”or "cou-
pled to” another elementor layer, it can be directly on,
connected or coupled to the other element or layer or
intervening elements or layers may be present. In can-
trast, when an elementis referred to as being "directly
on," "directly connected to" or "directly coupled to” an-
other elementor layer, there are no intervening elements
or layers present.
[0026] The terminology used herein is for the purpase
of describing particular embodiments only and is not in-
tendedto be limiting of the present inventive concept. As
used herein, the singular forms "a," "an" and "the" are
intended to include the plural forms as well, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise.It will be further un-
derstood that the terms "comprises" and/or "comprising,"
when usedin this specification, specify the presence of
stated features, integers, steps, aperatians, elements,
and/or components, but do not preclude the presence or
addition of one or more otherfeatures, integers, steps,
operations, elements, components,and/or groups there-
of.

[0027] Unless otherwise defined, all terms including
technical and scientific terms used herein have the same

meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary
skill in the art to whichthis inventive conceptbelongs. It
will be further understood that terms, such as those de-
fined in commonly used dictionaries, should be interpret-
ed as having a meaning thatis consistent with their mean-
ing in the context of the relevant art and will not be inter-
preted in an idealized or overly formal sense unless ex-
pressly so defined herein.
[0028] Various embodiments will now be described
morefully with reference to the accompanying drawings
in which some embodiments are shown. Like numerals

referto like elements throughout, and duplicate descrip-
tions thereof will be omitted.

[0029] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a wireless
powertransmitting/receiving system according to anem-
bodimentof the present invention.
[0030] Referring to FIG. 1, the wireless power trans-
mitting/receiving system includes a wireless powertrans-
mission apparatus 100 and a wireless powerreceiving
apparatus 200. The wireless power transmission appa-
tatus 100 applies electric energy to a transmission an-
tenna, and the transmission antenna convertsthe electric
energy to electromagnetic energy and radiates the elec-
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tromagnetic energy. The wireless powerreceiving appa-
ratus 200 receives the electromagnetic energy radiated
from the transmission antenna using areceiving antenna,
converts the electromagnetic energy to electric energy,
and charges.
[0031] Here, the wireless powertransmission appara-
tus 100 is, for example, a transmission pad. In addition,
the wireless power receiving apparatus 200 may be a
part of a portable terminal, a home/personalelectronic
appliance, a transport vehicle, etc. to which a wireless
powertransmitting/receiving technology is applied. The
mobile terminal, the home/personalelectronic appliance,
the transport vehicle, etc. to which awireless power trans-
mitting/receiving technology is applied may besetto in-
clude the wireless power receiving apparatus 200 only,
or both of the wireless power transmission apparatus 100
and the wireless powerreceiving apparatus 200.
[0032] Meanwhile, the wireless powerreceiving appa-
ratus 200 may be configured to have a module having a
wireless power conversion (WPC) function and a near
field communication (NFC) function at the same time. In
this case, the wireless power receiving apparatus 200
may perform near field wireless communication with an
external apparatus 300 having an NFC module.
[0033] FIG. 2isadiagram showinga part of a wireless
powertransmission apparatus, and FIG. 3 a diagram
showing 4 part of a wireless powerreceiving apparatus.
[0034] Referring to FIG. 2, the wireless powertrans-
mission apparatus 100 includes a transmission circuit
(not shown), a soft magnetic core 110, a transmission
antenna 120, and a permanent magnet130.
[0035] The soft magnetic core 110 may be formed of
a soft magnetic material having a thickness of several
millimeters. In addition, the transmission antenna 120
may be formed of a transmission coil. The permanent
magnet 130 may be surroundedbythe transmission an-
tenna 120.

[0036] ReferringtoFIG. 3, the wireless powerreceiving
apparatus 200 includes a receiving circuit (not shown),
a soft magnetic layer 210, and a receiving coi! 220. The
soft magnetic layer 210 may be formed on a substrate
(not shown). The substrate may be farmed of several
layersoffixing sheets, and bondedwith the soft magnetic
layer 210 to fix the soft magnetic layer 210.
[0037] The soft magnetic layer 210 collects electro-
magnetic energy radiated fram the transmission antenna
120 of the wireless power transmission apparatus 100.
[0038] Thereceiving coil 220 is formed on the soft mag-
netic layer 210. The receiving coil 220 may be formed of
a coil plane cailed in a parallel direction to the soft mag-
netic layer 210 on the soft magnetic layer 210. Areceiving
antenna applied to a smartphone, for example, has a
shapeof a spiral coil having an outer diameter of 50 mm
or less, and an inner diameter of 20 mm or more. The

receiving circuit converts electramagnetic energy re-
ceived through the receiving coil 220 to electric energy,
and charges a battery (not shown) with the converted
electric energy. In the present specification, the soft mag-
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netic layer 210 and the receiving cail 220 may be referred
to as a receiving antenna.
[0039] When the wireless powerreceiving apparatus
200 has aWPCfunction and an NFC function atthe same

time, an NFC coil 230 maybe further stacked on the soft
magnetic layer 210. The NFC coil 230 may be formed to
surround the outside of the receiving coil 220.
[0040] in addition, each of the receiving coil 220 and
the NFC coil 230 may beelectrically connected via a
terminal 240.

[0041] Generally, the soft magnetic layer 210 may be
formed of a composite containing a metallic material (e.g.
Fe-Si-Al, Fe-Si-Cr, and Fe-Si-B) having a soft magnetic
property, a resin, and an additive, or a Ni-Zn ferrite ma-
terial. When using the composite containing the metallic
material, there are problems in that a required level of
powertransmission efficiency is not obtained, and the
price is high. In addition, when using the Ni-Zn ferrite
material, although high frequency characteristics are
good, thereis a problem in that low frequency character-
istics are not good.
[0042] According to the embodiment of the present in-
vention, the soft magnetic layer 210 for the receiving an-
tenna of the wireless power receiving apparatus 200in-
cludes a Mn-Znferrite material. The Mn-Zn ferrite mate-

rial has high magnetic permeability and good character-
istics at a low frequency band (e.g. 50 to 500 kHz, pref-
erably 110 to 250 kHz) mainly used for wireless power
transmission/reception.
[0043] FIG. 4 is a partial cross-sectional view showing
a wireless power receiving apparatus according to an
embodimentof the present invention.
[0044] Referring to FIG. 4, thewireless powerreceiving
apparatus 1000 includes a substrate 1100, a soft mag-
netic layer 1200 formed on the substrate 1100, a heat
radiating layer 1300 formed on the soft magnetic layer
1200, and a receiving coil 1400 formed on the heatradi-
ating layer 1300.
[0045] The substrate 1100 may be formedof several
layers of fixing sheets, and bondedwith the soft magnetic
layer 1200to fix the soft magnetic layer 1200. However,
the substrate 1100 is not an essential componentof the
wireless power receiving apparatus 1000, and may be
omitted.

[0046] Thesoft magnetic layer 1200 mayinclude a Mn-
Zn ferrite material. The Mn-Zn ferrite has good charac-
teristics at a low frequency band, and magnetic perme-
ability of 1 to 15000. Accordingly, when the Mn-Zn ferrite
is used as a soft magnetic layer for a receiving antenna
of a wireless powerreceiving apparatus in the wireless
powertransmission/reception technology in which a low
frequency band (e.g. 50 to 500 kHz) is mainly used, pow-
er transmission efficiency can be maximized.
[0047] The Mn-Zn ferrite material may be, for example,

Mny.,2n,Fe,0, (Osxs1) or Mny.,.,2n,FeFe:,O4
(O<x<1, O<y<1).
[0048] The

Mn,.,2n,Fes04

Mn-Zn__ ferrite

(O<x<1) or
material, that is,

Min yy2nyFeyFesOx
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(O<x<1, O<y<1)}, contained in the soft magnetic layer
1200, maybe included at 60 wt% or more, preferably 70
wt% or more with respectto the entire soft magnetic layer
1200. When the Mn-Zn ferrite material is included at 60

wt% or more of the soft magnetic layer 1200, a required
level of power transmission efficiency can be obtained
even at a low frequency band.
[0049] In addition, the sum of Mn, Zn, Fe, and O con-
tained in the soft magnetic layer 1200 may be 70 wt% or
more, preferably 80 wt% or more withrespectto the entire
soft magnetic layer 1200. When the sum of Mn, Zn, Fe,
and O is 70 wt% or more of the soft magnetic layer 1200,
a required level of power transmissionefficiency can be
obtained even at a low frequency band.
[0050] The soft magnetic layer 1200 may further in-
clude at least one substituted element (a metal and/or
non-metal element), an additive, a binder, or a resin for
changing characteristics of the Mn-Znferrite.
[0051] FIG. 5 is a top view showing a soft magnetic
layer 1200 according to an embodimentof the present
invention. Referring to FiG. 5, the soft magnetic layer
1200is illustrated as being a rectangle, butis not limited
thereto. The soft magnetic layer 1200 may havea circu-
lar, elliptical, or polygonat shape,etc.
[0052] Referring again to FIG.4, the soft magnetic lay-
er 1200 may be formed to have a sheet, plate, or pellet
shape. Here, a sheetis a flexible structure, a plate is a
morerigid structure than a sheet, andapelletis a struc-
ture that is morerigid than a sheet and formed at a high
temperature after pressing the material. When the soft
magnetic layer 1200 is implemented as asheet,the thick-
ness of the sheet is 0.05 mm to 1.00 m, and the area of

the sheet is 2.0 mm? to 3.3 m2. At this time, the soft
magnetic layer 1200 may be configured as a single sheet,
or a structure in which two or more sheets are stacked

or arranged.
[0053] Meanwhile, the heat spreading layer 1300 may
prevent performance degradation due to heat generated
from the wireless powerreceiving apparatus 1000.
[0054] For convenience of description, the receiving
coil 1400is illustrated as being stacked on the heat ra-
diating layer 1300, but the embodiments of the present
invention are not limited thereto. The receiving coil 1400
may be located under the substrate 1100, between the
substrate 1100 and the soft magnetic layer 1200, be-
tween the soft magnetic layer 1200 and the heatradiating
layer 1300, or beside the soft magnetic layer 1200, etc.
[0055] FIG. 6is a partial cross-sectional view of a wire-
less power receiving apparatus according to another em-
bodimentof the present invention.
[0056] Referring to FIG. 6, a wireless powerreceiving
apparatus 2000 includes a substrate 2100, a soft mag-
netic layer 2200 formed on the substrate 2100, a heat
radiating layer 2300 formed on the soft magnetic layer
2200, and a receiving coil 2400 formed on the heatradi-
ating layer 2300.
[0057] Sinceinformation about the substrate 2100, the
heat radiating layer 2300, and the receiving coil 2400is
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the same as described in FIG. 1, duplicate description
will be omitted. With regard to the soft magnetic layer
2200, description duplicated from FIG. 1 will be also amit-
ted.

[0058] Thesoft magnetic layer 2200 mayinclude a soft
magnetic member 2220 containing a Mn-Znferrite ma-
terial, and a soft magnetic member 2240 containing a Ni-
Zn ferrite material. The Mn-Zn ferrite has good charac-
teristics at a low frequency band, and a magnetic perme-

ability (1) of one to 15000.In addition, the Ni-Zn ferrite
has good characteristics at a high frequency band, and
a magnetic permeability (1;) of one to 1000. Accardingly,
when the soft magnetic member 2220 containing the Mn-
Zn ferrite material and the soft magnetic member 2240
containing the Ni-Zn ferrite material are used together,
the soft magnetic layer 2200 may be applied to various
frequency bands.
[0059] Here, the Mn-Znferrite material may include

Mny.2n,Fe,0, (Osxs1) or Mny,,2n,FeFerOy,
(0<x<1, 0<y<1). In addition, the Ni-Zn ferrite material may

include Niy_,2n,Fe04 (Osxs1) or Ni,.,.,Zn,Fe,Fe:.,O4
(Oxx<1, O<y<1).
[0060] The Mn-Zn ferrite material, that is,

Mny,2n,Fe,0, (Osxst) or Mny.,2n,FeFe:04
(O<x<1, Osy<1), contained in the soft magnetic layer
2200, may be included at 60 wt% or more, preferably 70
wt% or more with respectto the entire soft magnetic layer
1200. When the Mn-Zn ferrite material is included at 60

wt% or more of the saft magnetic layer 2200, a required
level of power transmission efficiency can be obtained
even at a low frequency band.
[0061] in addition, the sum of Mn, Zn, Fe, and O con-
tainedin the soft magnetic layer 2200 may be 70 wt% or
more, preferably 80 wt% or more withrespectto the entire
soft magnetic layer 2200. When the sum of Mn, Zn, Fe,
and O is 70 wt% or more of the soft magnetic layer 2200,
a required level of powertransmission efficiency can be
obtained even at a low frequency band.
[0062] FIG. 7 is a top view showing a soft magnetic
layer 2200 according to another embodiment of the
present invention. Referring to FIG. 7, the soft magnetic
layer 2200isillustrated as being a rectangle, but is not
limited thereto. The soft magnetic layer 2200 may have
a circular, elliptical, or polygonal shape,etc.
[0063] The soft magnetic member 2240 containing the
Ni-Zn ferrite material contained in the soft magnetic layer
2200 surrounds the edge of the soft magnetic member
2220 containing the Mn-Zn ferrite material. In the present
specification, the soft magnetic layer 2200 in which the
soft magnetic member 2220 containing the Mn-Znferrite
material and the soft magnetic member 2240 containing
the Ni-Zn ferrite material may be referred to as a Mn-
Zn/Ni-Zn hybrid structure.
[0064] The soft magnetic layer 2200 may be imple-
mented as a sheet, a plate, or a pellet, etc.
[0065] FIGS. 8 to 10 are an exemplary embodimentof
a Mn-Zn/Ni-Zn hybrid structure of a soft magnetic layer
according to an embodimentof the present invention.

y
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[0066] ReferringtoF IG. 8, aholeis formedin the center
ofa soft magnetic member 2240 containing a Ni-Znferrite
material, and a soft magnetic member 2220 containing
the Mn-Zn ferrite material may be located in the hole.
Here, the ratio of the area of the soft magnetic member
2220 containing the Mn-Zn ferrite material with respect
to the area of the entire soft magnetic layer 2200 may be
set variously depending on a required power transmis-
sion efficiency and a frequency bandfor transmitting/re-
ceiving electromagnetic energy. For example, when
powertransmission efficiency of 50% or more is required
in a frequency band of 50 to 500 kHz, the area ratio of
the soft magnetic member 2240 containing the Ni-Zn fer-
rite material with respect to the soft magnetic member
2220 containing the Mn-Znferrite material may be 0.001
to 2.0, preferably 0.001 to 1.5. As another example, when
powertransmissionefficiency of 50% or moreis required
in a frequency band of 1000 kHz to 1 GHz,the area ratio
of the soft magnetic member 2220 containing the Mn-Zn
ferrite material with respect to the soft magnetic member
2240 containing the Ni-2nferrite material is 0.001 to 2.0,
preferably 0.001 to 1.5.
[0067] Meanwhile, the thicknessesof the soft magnetic
member2220 containing the Mn-Znferrite material and
the soft magnetic member 2240 containing the Ni-Zn fer-
rite material may be set variously depending on required
powertransmission efficiency and a frequency band for
transmitting/receiving electromagnetic energy. For ex-
ample, when powertransmission efficiency of 50% or
moreis required in a frequency band of 50 to 500 kHz,
the thickness ratio of the soft magnetic member 2240
containing the Ni-Zn ferrite material with respect to the
soft magnetic member 2220 containing the Mn-Znferrite
material Mn-Zn ferrite may be 0.001 to 2.5, preferably
0.001 to 2.0. As another example, when powertransmis-
sion efficiency of 50% or more is required in a frequency
band of 1000 kHz to 1 GHz,the thickness ratio of the soft
magnetic member 2240 containing the Ni-Zn ferrite ma-
terial with respectto the soft magnetic member 2220 con-
taining the Mn-Znferrite material is 0.001 to 2.5, prefer-
ably 0.001 to 2.0.
[0068] Meanwhile, when the thicknessof the soft mag-
netic member 2240 containing the Ni-Zn ferrite material
is setto be smaller than the thicknessof the soft magnetic
member2220 containing the Mn-Zn ferrite material, a
fixing sheet for fixing the soft magnetic member 2240
containing the Ni-Zn ferrite material may be added on
and/or below the soft magnetic member 2240 containing
the Ni-Zn ferrite material.

[0069] Likewise, when the thickness of the soft mag-
netic member 2220 containing the Mn-Znferrite material
is setto be smaller than the thicknessof the soft magnetic
member 2240 containing the Ni-Zn ferrite material, a fix-
ing sheetfor fixing the soft magnetic member 2220 con-
taining the Mn-Zn ferrite material may be added above
and/or below the soft magnetic member 2220 containing
the Mn-Zn ferrite material.

[0070] Although not shown,a plurality of holes may be
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formedin the soft magnetic member 2240 containing the
Ni-Zn ferrite material, and the soft magnetic member
2220 containing the Mn-Znferrite material may belacat-
ed in each hole.

[0071] A hole may be formed in the center of the soft
magnetic membercontaining the Mn-Znferrite material,
and the soft magnetic membercontaining the Ni-Znfer-
rite material may be located in the hole.
[0072] Referring to FIG. 9, the soft magnetic member
2220 containing the Mn-Znferrite may be formed on the
soft magnetic member 2240 containing the Ni-Znferrite
material. The ratio of the area of soft magnetic member
2220 containing Mn-Zn ferrite with respect to the area of
the entire soft magnetic layer 2200, and the ratio of the
thickness of soft magnetic member 2220 containing Mn-
2n ferrite with respect to the thickness of soft magnetic
member 2240 containing Ni-Zn ferrite may be set vari-
ously depending on a required power transmission effi-
ciency and a frequency band for transmitting/receiving
electromagnetic energy.
[0073] Asoftmagnetic membercontaining Ni-Znferrite
may be formed on a soft magnetic member containing
Mn-Znferrite.

[0074] Referring to FIG. 10, a groove may be formed
on asoft magnetic member 2240 cantaining Ni-Znferrite,
and a soft magnetic member 2220 containing Mn-Znfer-
rite may be seated on the groove. Just like FIG. 9, the
ratio of the area of soft magnetic member 2220 containing
Mn-Znferrite with respect to the entire area af soft mag-
netic layer 2200, and the ratio of the thickness of soft
magnetic member 2220 containing Mn-Zn ferrite with re-
spect to the thickness of soft magnetic member 2240
containing Ni-Zn ferrite may be set variously depending
on a required power transmission efficiency and a fre-
quency band for transmitting/receiving electromagnetic
energy.

[0075] A groove may be farmed on a soft magnetic
member containing Mn-Zn ferrite, and a soft magnetic
membercontaining Ni-Zn ferrite may be seated on the
groove.

[0076] FIG. 11 showstransmission efficiency of a soft
magneticlayer for a receiving antennaofa wireless pow-
er receiving apparatus according to an embodimentof
the present invention. In a Mn-Zn ferrite structure,
Mig.7ZNpg24F2pO, Was used. In a Mn-Zn/Ni-Zn hybrid
structure, Mng7ZNg94F@2 9gQ4 and Nip 952Ngg5FE204
were used, and the ratio of the thickness of Ni-Znferrite
to Mn-Zn ferrite was 0.5. Powertransmission efficiency
was measured ata 150 kHz frequency band ina condition
in which a battery wasinstalled by a TX-A1 (a magnetic
induction type including a permanent magnet) transmitter
according to a "Qi" standard established by the Wireless
Power Consortium (WPC).
[0077] Referring to FIG. 11, when the soft magnetic
layer for the receiving antenna of the wireless powerre-
ceiving apparatus includes the Mn-Zn ferrite material,
high power transmission efficiency is shown compared
to when an existing metal material composite or a Ni-Zn
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ferrite materialis included. In particular, the powertrans-
mission efficiencywas 58% or more even ata smail thick-
ness (0.2 mm). Accordingly, the soft magnetic layer ac-
cording to the embodiment of the present invention can
be applied to a mobile terminal and a home/personal
electronic apparatus whichare trending toward slimness.
In addition, when the thickness of sheet is 0.5 mm or
more, the powertransmission efficiency is 64% or more.
Accordingly,if increasing powertransmissionefficiency
is a higherpriority than slimness, the power transmission
efficiency can be increased by forming the sheet to be
thicker.

[0078] !n addition, it is found that the soft magnetic lay-
er (Mn-Zn/Ni-Zn hybrid) according to the embodimentin
FIG. 6 has higher powertransmission efficiency than the
soft magnetic layer (Mn-Zn ferrite only) accarding to the
embodiment in FIG. 4. That is, a Mn-Zn/Ni-Zn hybrid
structure can be applied in order to obtain high power
transmission efficiency with a sheet having a small thick-
ness.

[0079] According to the embodiments of the present
invention, power transmission efficiency can be maxi-
mized by improving electromagnetic eneray collecting
performance of a receiving antenna in a wireless power
receiving apparatus. In particular, high magnetic perme-
ability and high power transmission efficiency can be ab-
tained at a low frequency band mainly usedfor wireless
powertransmission/reception.
[0080] In addition, since a required levelof an electro-
magnetic energy collecting effect is obtained even at a
smail thickness, the embodiments of the present inven-
tion can be applied to a variety of electronic apparatuses
which are trending toward slimness (for example, a TV,
a portable terminal, a laptop computer, a tablet PC,etc.).
[0081] Further, due to excellent electromagnetic ener-
gy collecting performance and a lowprice, the emboadi-
ments of the present invention can be applied to large-
scale applications, such as electric cars, subway cars,
trains, etc.
[0082] Further, even whenthe wireless power trans-
mission apparatus includes a permanent magnet, high
powertransmission efficiency can be obtained by ab-
sorbing the impact of the permanent magnet.In addition,
even when the wireless power transmission apparatus
does not include a permanent magnet,the wireless pow-
er transmission apparatus has compatibility.
[0083] |t will be apparentto those skilled in the art that
various modifications can be made to the above-de-

scribed exemplary embodimentsof the present invention
without departing from the spirit or scope ofthe invention.
Thus,it is intended that the present invention covers ail
such modifications provided they come within the scope
of the appended claims and their equivalents.

Claims

1. Asoft magnetic layer (210; 2200) for a receiving an-
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10.

11.

tenna of a wireless powerreceiving apparatus (200;
2000), comprising:

a first soft magnetic member (2220) containing
a Mn-Znferrite material, and a second soft mag-
netic member (2240) containing a Ni-Zn ferrite
material.

The soft magnetic layer (210; 2200) of claim 1,
wherein the first soft magnetic member (2220) is
formed on the second soft magnetic member(2240).

The soft magnetic layer (210; 2200) of claim 1,
wherein the second soft magnetic member (2240)
surrounds an edgeofthefirst soft magnetic member.

The soft magnetic layer (210; 2200) of claim 1,
whereinthe first soft magnetic member (2220) sur-
rounds an edge of the second soft magnetic member
(2240).

The soft magnetic layer (210; 2200) of claim 1,
wherein the second soft magnetic member (2240)
has a groove formed thereon, and the first soft mag-
netic member(2220) is seated on the groove.

The soft magnetic layer (210; 2200) of claim 1,
wherein the first soft magnetic member (2220) has
a groave formed therean, and the secand soft mag-
netic member (2240) is seated on the groove.

The soft magnetic layer (210; 2200) of claim 1, further
comprising a fixing member formed onat least one
of an upper surface and a lower surface ofthefirst
soft magnetic member (2220) or the second soft
magnetic member (2240), and configured to fix the
first soft magnetic member(2220)or the second soft
magnetic member (2240).

The soft magnetic layer (210; 2200) of claim 1,
wherein the Mn-Zn ferrite includes at least one of

Mn,_,2n,Fe,Q, (Osxs1) and Mn,.,.Zn,FeFesyO4
(Osx<1, Osy<1).

The soft magnetic layer (210; 2200) of claim 1,
wherein the soft magnetic layer (210; 2200) is formed
as at least one of a sheet,a plate, and a pellet.

The soft magnetic layer (210; 2200) of claim 1,
wherein the ratio of the area of the second magnetic
member(2240) to the first soft magnetic member
(2220) is 0.001 to 2.

The soft magnetic layer (210; 2200) of claim 1,
wherein the ratio of the area of the first magnetic
member(2220) to the second soft magnetic member
(2240) is 0.001 to 2.
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12. A receiving antenna of a wireless powerreceiving
apparatus (200; 2000) which wirelessly charges with
power, comprising:

a substrate (2100); §
a soft magnetic layer (210; 2200) containing a
first soft magnetic member(2220) containing a
Mn-Znferrite material and a second soft mag-
netic member (2240) containing a Ni-Zn ferrite
material, which are formed on the substrate 10
(2100); and
a receiving coil (220; 2400) formed on the soft
magnetic layer (210; 2200).

13. A wireless power receiving apparatus (200; 2000) 15
which wirelessly charges with power, comprising:

a substrate (2100);
a scft magnetic layer (210; 2200) containing a
first soft magnetic member(2220) containing a 20
Mn-2nferrite material and a second soft mag-
netic member (2240) containing a Ni-Zn ferrite
material, which are formed on the substrate

(2100);
a receiving coil (220; 2400) farmed on the soft 2
magnetic layer (210; 2200);
a circuit connected to the receiving coil (220;
2400), and configured ta convert electromagnet-
ic energy to electric energy; and
a storage memberconfigured ta store the elec- 30
tric energy.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The embodiment relates to a wireless power
receiver and a method of manufacturing the same. In
more particular, the embodiment relates to a wireless
powerreceiver used for wireless powertransmission or
an antenna to reduce a thickness of the wireless power
receiver and to simplify the manufacturing process there-
of and a method of manufacturing the same.
[0002] Awireless power transmissionor a wireless en-
ergy transfer refers to a technology of wirelessly trans-
ferring electric energy to desired devices. In the 1800's,
an electric motoror a transformer employing the principle
of electromagnetic induction has been extensively used
and then a method of transmitting electrical energy by
irradiating electromagnetic waves, such as radio waves
or lasers, has been suggested. Actually, electrical tooth-
brushesor electrical razors, which are frequently used
in daily life, are charged based onthe principle of elec-
tromagnetic induction. The electromagnetic induction re-
fers to the generation of an electric current through in-
duction of a valtage when a magnetic field is changed
around a conductor. The electromagnetic induction
schemehas been successfully commercialized for elec-
tronic appliances having small sizes, but represents a
problem in that the transmission distance of poweris too
short.

[0003] Besides the electromagnetic induction scheme,
the long-distance transmission using the resonance and
the short-wavelength radio frequency has been suggest-
ed as the wireless energy transfer scheme.
[0004] However, in general, a wireless powerreceiver
disposedin a terminal has a thick thickness and the man-
ufacturing process thereof is complicated.

SUMMARY

[0005] An embodimentprovides a method capable of
remarkably reducing a thickness of a wireless powerre-
ceiver by directly disposing a coil unit on a top surface
of a magnetic substrate.
[0006] An embodiment provides a method capable of
ensuring high powertransmission efficiency and ena-
bling communication with external devices by directly dis-
posingacoil unit and a near field communication antenna
on a top surface of a magnetic substrale.
[0007] An embodimentprovides a method capable of
simplifying the manufacturing processfor a wireless pow-
er receiver by directly disposing a coil unit on a magnetic
substrate.

[0008] An embodiment provides a method capable of
remarkably reducing a thickness of a wireless powerre-
ceiver by disposing a coil unit inside a magnetic sub-
strate.

[0009] An embodimentprovides a method capable of
ensuring high powertransmission efficiency and ena-
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bling communication with external devices by disposing
a coil unit inside a magnetic substrate and a nearfield
communication antenna on a magnetic substrate.
[0010] An embodiment provides a method capable of
simplifying the manufacturing processfor a wireless pow-
er receiverby disposing a coil unit inside a magnetic sub-
strate.

[0011] Awireless power receiver according to one em-
bodiment includes a magnetic substrate and a coil con-
figured to wirelessly receive power, wherein the coil is
formed as a conductive pattern on the magnetic sub-
strate.

[0012] A method of manufacturing a wireless power
receiver for wirelessly receiving power according to one
embodimentincludes forming a conductor ona protective
film, forming a conductive pattern by etching the conduc-
tor, connecting a connecting unit to be connected to an
externalcircuit to a connection terminalof the conductive

pattern, providing a magnetic substrate having a receiv-
ing space of a predetermined shape corresponding to
the connecting unit and disposing the conductive pattern
on the magnetic substrate while positioning the connect-
ing unit in the receiving space.
[0013] According to one embodiment, the thickness of
the wireless power receiver can be remarkably reduced
by directly disposing the coil unit on a top surface of the
magnetic substrate.
[0014] According to one embodiment, the high power
transmission efficiency can be ensured and communica-
tion with external devices can be enabled by directly dis-
posing the coil unit and the nearfield communication an-
tenna on the top surface of the magnetic substrate.
[0015] According to one embodiment, the manufactur-
ing processfor the wireless powerreceiver can be sim-
plified by directly disposing the coil unit on the magnetic
substrate only through laminating and etching process-
es.

[0016] According to one embodiment, the thickness of
the wireless power receiver can be remarkably reduced
by forming the conductive pattern inside the magnetic
substrate.

[0017] According to one embodiment, the high power
transmission efficiency can be ensured by forming the
conductive pattern inside the magnetic substrate and the
communication with external devices can be enabled by
using the nearfield communication antenna.
[0018] According to one embodiment, the connecting
unit is disposed in the receiving space of ithe magnetic
substrate so that the thickness of the wireless powerre-
ceiver can be remarkably reduced as muchasthethick-
nessof the connecting unit.
[0019] According to one embodiment, a tape substrate
is used as the connecting unit so that the overall size of
the wireless power receiver can be reduced.
[0020] According to ane embodiment, a lead frameis
used as the connecting unit, so the wiring layer included
in the connecting unit can be protected from the heat,
external moisture or impact and the mass production can
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be realized.

[0021] According to one embodiment, the magnetic
field directed to the outside can be changedinto the coil
unit due to the conductive pattern formed in the magnetic
substrate, so the powertransmission efficiency can be
improved,at the sametime, the amountof the magnetic
field leaked to the outside can be reduced so that the bad

influence of the magnetic field exerted to the human body
can be diminished.

[0022] According to one embodiment, the wireless
power receiver can be manufactured only through the
processes of forming the pattern groove and inserting
the coil unit, so that the manufacturing process can be
simplified.
[0023] Other various effects of the embodiments will
be disclosed directly or indirectly in the detailed descrip-
tion of the embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024] FIG. 1 is a perspective viewillustrating a wire-
less power receiver 1000 according to thefirst embodi-
ment;
[0025] FIG. 2is apian viewillustrating awireless power
receiver 1000 according to thefirst embodiment;
[0026] FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along line A-A’
of a connecting unit 300 of a wireless power receiver
1000 shownin FIG. 2;
[0027] FIGS.4 ta 8 are viewsfar explaining a method
of manufacturing a wireless powerreceiver 1000 accord-
ing to one embodiment;
[0028] FIG. 9is a sectional view taken along line A-A’
of a connecting unit 300 of a wireless power receiver
1000 shownin FIG. 2 according to the second embadi-
ment;

[0029] FIG. 10isaplan viewillustrating a wireless pow-
er receiver 1000 according to the third embodiment;
[0030] FIG. 11 is a perspective viewillustrating a wire-
less powerreceiver 1000 accordingto the fourth embad-
iment;

[0031] FIG. 12isaplan viewillustrating a wireless pow-
er receiver 1000 according to the fourth embodiment;
[0032] FIG. 13 is a sectional view taken along tine B-
B’ of a connecting unit 300 of a wireless power receiver
1000 shownin FIG. 12 according to the fourth embodi-
ment;

[0033] FIG. 14 is a perspective viewillustrating a wire-
less power receiver 1000 according to thefifth embodi-
ment;
[0034] FIG. 15isaplan viewillustrating a wireless pow-
er receiver 1900 according ta the fourth embodiment;
[0035] FIG. 16 is a sectional view taken along line C-
C’ of a wireless power receiver 1000 according to the
fifth embodiment;

[0036] FIGS. 17 to21 are views for explaining a method
of manufacturing a wireless powerreceiver 1000 accord-
ing to thefifth embodiment;
[0037] FIG. 22 is a view for explaining variation of in-
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ductance, resistance and Q values of a coil unit 200 as
a function of a usable frequency when thecoil unit 200
is disposed an a top surface of a magnetic substrate ac-
cording to the first embodiment;
[0038] FIG. 23 is a view for explaining variation of in-
ductance, resistance and Q values of a coil unit 200 as
a function of a usable frequency when the coil unit 200
is disposed in a pattern groove formed in a magnetic
substrate accordingto thefifth embodiment;
[0039] FIG. 24 is an H-field forillustrating a radiation
pattern of a magnetic field when a coil unit is disposed
on atop surface of a magnetic substrate accarding to the
first embodiment;
[0040] FIG. 25 is an H-field forillustrating a radiation
pattern of a magnetic field when a coil unit is disposed
in a pattern groove formed in a magnetic substrate ac-
cordingto the fifth embodiment;
[0041] FIG. 26 is an exploded perspective view of a
wireless power receiver 1000 according tostill another
embodiment;

[0042] FIG.27isa perspective view ofa wireless power
receiver 1000 according to still another embodiment;
[0043] FIG. 28 is a sectional view of a wireless power
receiver 1000 according to still another embodiment: and
[0044] FIGS. 29ta 37 are viewsfor explaining a method
of manufacturing a wireless power receiver according to
stilt another embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0045] Hereinafter, exemplary embodiments will be
describedin detail with reference to accompanying draw-
ings so that those skilled in the art can easily work with
the embodiments.

[0046] Hereinafter, “conductive pattern” refers to a
structure formed by a patterning processincluding the
shape of a conductive layeror to a structure farmed by
methods including patterning, etching, deposing, selec-
tive plating, ion implantation andthelike.
[0047] FIG.1 is a perspective viewillustrating a wire-
less power receiver 1000 according to the first embodi-
ment, FIG. 2 is 4 plan viewillustrating the wireless power
receiver 1000 according to the first embodiment and FIG.
3 is a sectional view takenalong line A-A’of a connecting
unit 300 of the wireless power receiver 1000 shownin
FIG, 2.

[0048] Referring to FIGS. 1 to 3, the wireless power
receiver 1000 may include a magnetic substrate 100, a
coil unit 200 and a connecting unit 300.
[0049] The wireless power receiver 1000 may wire-
lessly receive power from a transmission side. According
to one embodiment, the wireless power receiver 1000
may wirelessly receive the powerusing electromagnetic
induction. According to one embodiment, the wireless
powerreceiver 1000 may wirelessly receive the power
using resonance.
[0050] The electromagnetic induction and resonance
may be used when transmitting the powerusing the mag-
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netic field.

[0051] The magnetic substrate 100 may change the
direction of the magnetic field received from the trans-
mission side.

[0052] The magnetic substrate 100 can reduce the
amountof the magnetic field to be leaked to the outside
by changing the direction of the magnetic field received
from the transmission side.

[0053] In detail, the magnetic substrate 100 changes
the direction of the magnetic field transferred from the
transmission side in the lateral direction such that the

magnetic field can be more concentrated onta the coil
unit 200.

[0054] The magnetic substrate 100 can absorb some
of the magnetic field received from the transmission side
and leaked to the outside to dissipate the magnetic field
as heat. If the amount of the magnetic field leaked to the
outside is reduced, the bad influence of the magnetic
field exerted on the human body can be reduced.
[0055] Referring to FIG. 3, the magnetic substrate 100
may include a magnet 110 and a support 120.
[0056] The magnet 110 mayinclude a particle or a ce-
ramic.

[0057] Thesupport 120 may include thermosetting res-
in or thermoplastic resin.
[0058] The magnetic substrate 100 may be prepared
in the form of a sheet and mayhave a flexible property.
[0059] Referring again to FIG. 1, the coil unit 200 may
includeafirst connection terminal 210, a second cannec-

tion terminal 220 and a coi! 230. The coil 230 may be
formed as a a conductive pattern, for exampie a conduc-
tive layer.
[0060] Thefirst connection terminal 210 is located at
one end of the coil 230 and the second connection ter-

minal 220 is provided at the other end of the coil 230.
[0061] Thefirst and second connection terminals 210
and 220 are necessary for connection with the connect-
ing unit 300.
[0062] The coil 230 may be formed as a conductive
pattern which is obtained by winding a conductive line
several times. According to one embodiment, when
viewed from the top, the coil pattern may have a spiral
shape. However, the embodimentis not limited thereto,
and various patterns may be formed.
[0063] The coil unit 200 can be directly disposed on
the top surface of the magnetic substrate 100. According
to one embodiment, an adhesive layer (not shown) may
be disposed betweenthe coil unit 200 and the magnetic
substrate 100.

[0064] The coil unit 200 may include a conductor. The
conductor mayinclude a metal oran alloy. According to
one embodiment, the metal may includesilver or copper,
but the embodimentis notlimited thereto.

[0065] Thecoil unit 200 maytransfer the power, which
is wirelessly received from the transmissionside, to the
connecting unit 300. The coil unit 200 can receive the
powerfrom the transmission side using the electromag-
netic induction or resonance.
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[0066] The connecting unit 300 mayinclude a first con-
nection terminal 310, a second connection terminal 320
and a printed circuit board 330.
[0067] The first connection terminal 310 of the con-
necting unit 300 may be connectedto the first connection
terminal 210 of the coil unit 200 and the second connec-

tion terminal 320 of the connecting unit 300 may be con-
nected to the second connection terminal 220of the coil
unit 200.

[0068] The printed circuit board 330 mayinclude a wir-
ing layer and a receivercircuit, which will be described
later, may be disposec on the wiring layer.
[0069] The connecting unit 300 connects the wireless
powerreceiving circuit (not shown)with the coil unit 200
to transfer the powerreceived from the coil unit 200 toa
load (not shawn) through the wireless power receiving
circuit. The wireless powerreceiving circuit may include
a rectifier circuit for converting AC power into DC power
and a smoothing circuit for transferring the DC powerto
the load after removing ripple components from the DC
power.

[0070] FIGS. 2 and 3 are views for explaining the struc-
ture of the wireless powerreceiver 1000 accordingto the
first embodimentin detail when the coil unit 200 is con-

nected with the cannecting unit 300.
[0071] FIG. 2 is a plan viewillustrating the wireless
power receiver 1000 accordingto the first embodiment.
[0072] FIG. 2 showsthe coil unit 200 connected with
the connecting unit 300.
[0073] According to one embodiment, the connection
between the coil unit 200 and the connecting unit 300
may be achievedby a solder.In detail, the first connection
terminal 210 of the coil unit 200 may be connectedto the
first connection terminal 310 of the connecting unit 300
through a first solder 10 and the second connection ter-
minal 220 of the coil unit 200 may be connected to the
second connection terminal 320 of the connecting unit
300 through a second solder 20. in more detail, the first
connection terminal 210 of the coil unit 200 may be con-
nected to the first connection terminal 310 of the con-

necting unit 300 through a via hole ofthefirst solder 10
and the second connection terminal 220 of the coil unit

200 may be connected to the second connection terminal
320 of the connecting unit 300 through a via hole of the
second solder 20.

[0074] Thewireless powerreceiver 1000 shown inFIG.
2 may be equipped in an electronic appliance, such as
a lerminal.

[0075] The terminal may include a typical mobile
phone, such as a cellular phone, a PCS (personal com-
munication service) phone, a GSM phone, a CDMA-2000
phone, ora WCDMAphone, a PMP (portable multimedia
player), a PDA (personal digital assistant), a smart
phone, or an MBS (mobile broadcast system) phone, but
the embodimeniis nat limited thereto. Various devices

can be used asthe terminalif they can wirelessly receive
the power.
[0076] Asection taken along tine A-A’ of the connecting
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unit 300 shownin FIG.2 will be explained with reference
to FIG. 3.

[0077] FIG. 3is a sectional view taken along line A-A’
of the connecting unit 300 of the wireless powerreceiver
1000 shownin FIG. 2.

[0078] Referring to FIG. 3, the first connection terminal
210, the second connection terminal 220 and the cail 230

constituting the coil unit 200 are disposed on the top sur-
face of the magnetic substrate 100.
[0079] In the wireless powerreceiver 1000 according
to the first embodiment, the coil unit 200 is directly dis-
posed on the top surface of the magnetic substrate 100,
sco the overall thickness can be remarkably reduced when
comparing with the case in which the coil pattern is
formed on an FPCB.

[0080] Preferably, the magnetic substrate 100 has a
thickness of 0.43 mm anc the coil unit200 has a thickness

of 0.1 mm, so the averall thickness is 0.53 mm. However,
this numerical valueis illustrative purpose only.
[0081] Thatis, the thickness of the wireless powerre-
ceiver 1000 can be reduced by preparing the coil unit
200 in the form of a conductor, a conductive pattern or a
thin film. Since the current trend has tended toward the

slimness, if the wireless power receiver 1000 is applied
to the electronic device, such as the portable terminal,
the overall thickness of the portable terminal can be re-
duced and the power can be effectively received from
the transmissionside.

[0082] The connecting unit 300is directly disposed on
the coil unit 200. Since the connecting unit 300is directly
disposed on the coil unit 200, the coil unit 200 can be
readily connected with the connecting unit 300.
[0083] Thefirst connection terminal 210 of the coil unit
200 is connected to the first connection terminal 310 of

the connecting unit 300 through the solder 10.
[0084] The second connection terminal 220 of the coil
unit 200 is connected to the second connection terminal

320 of the connecting unit 300 through the solder 20.
[0085] The coil 230 may be designed to have a prede-
termined width W and a predetermined thickness T. In
addition, the coil 230 can be designed to have a prede-
termined winding interval.
[0086] FIGS.4 to 8 are views for explaining a method
of manufacturing the wireless power receiver 1000 ac-
cording to one embodiment.
[0087] The structure of the wireless power receiver
1000 may be essentially identical to the structure of the
wireless power receiver 1000 described with reference
to FIGS.1 to 3.

[0088] First, referring to FIG. 4, the magnetic substrate
100 is prepared.
[0089] Then, referring to FIG. 5, a conductor 201 is
directly laminated on the top surface of the magnetic sub-
strate 100. According to one embodiment,the conductor
201 may be laminated after the adhesive layer has been
laminated on the top surface of the magnetic substrate
100.

[0090] According to one embodiment, a laminating
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process can be used to form the conductor 201 on the
top surface of the magnetic substrate 100. According to
the laminating process, the conductor 201 is heated at
the predetermined temperature and then predetermined
pressure is applied to the conductor 201. The laminating
process refers to a process of forming heterogeneous
materials, such as a metal foil and a paper, by using heat
and pressure.
[0091] Then, referring to FIG. 6, a mask 500is lami-
nated on the top surface of the conductor 201. The mask
500 may be selectively formed on the top surface of the
conductor 201 corresponding to pasitionsof the first con-
nection terminal 210, the second cannection terminal220
and the coil 230 of the coil unit 200.

[0092] After that, referring to FIG. 7, the structure
shownin FIG.6 is immersedin an etchant so that portions
of the conductor 201 where the mask 500 is not posi-
tioned may be etched. Thus, the conductor 201 may have
a predetermined conductive pattern.
[0093] Then, the coil unit 200 of the wireless power
receiver 1000 is formed by removing the mask 500.
[0094] Thereafter, referring to FIG. 8, the soldering
work is performed to connect the coil unit 200 with the
connecting unit 300.
[0095] Thatis, the first connection terminal 210 of the
coil unit 200 may be connected to thefirst connection
terminal 310 of the connecting unit 300 through thefirst
solder 10 and the second connection terminal 220 of the

cail unit 200 may be connectedta the secand connection
terminal 320 of the connecting unit 300 through the sec-
ond solder 20.

[0096] As described above, since the coil unit 200 is
directly disposed onthe top surface of the magnetic sub-
strate 100, the overall thickness of the wireless power
receiver 1000 can be remarkably reduced. In addition,
since the wireless powerreceiver 1000 can be manufac-
tured only through the laminating and etching processes,
the manufacturing process may be simplified.
[0097] FIG.9 is a sectional view taken along line A-A’
of the connecting unit 300 of the wireless powerreceiver
4000 shownin FIG. 2 according to the second embodi-
ment.

[0098] Referring to FIG. 9, the wireless powerreceiver
{000 may include a magnetic substrate 100, a coil unit
200, a connecting unit 300 and an adhesive layer 700.
[0099] The magnetic substrate 100, the coil unit 200,
and the connecting unit 300 are identical to those de-
scribed with reference to FIG. 4.

[0100] The adhesive layer 700 is interposed between
the magnetic substrate 100 andthe coil unit 200 to bond
the magnetic substrate 100 to the coil unit 200.
[0101] FIG. 10isa plan view illustrating a wireless pow-
er receiver 1000 according to the third embodiment.
[0102] Referring to FIG. 10, the wireless powerreceiv-
er 1000 mayinclude a magnetic substrate 100, a coil unit
200, a connecting unit 300 and a short-range communi-
cation antenna 600.

[0103] The magnetic substrate 100, the coil unit 200
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and the connecting unit 300 are identical to those de-
scribed with reference to FIGS.1 to 3.

[0104] The short-range communication antenna 600
includes a first connection terminal 610, a second con-
nection terminal 620 and an outer peripheral coil 630.
[0105] Thefirst connection terminal 610 and the sec-
ond connection terminal 620 of the short-range commu-
nication antenna 600 are connected ta the connecting
unit 300.

[0106] The short-range communication antenna 600
can make near field communication with a reader. The

short-range communication antenna 600 may serve as
an antennathat transceives information in cooperation
with the reader.

[0107] According to one embodiment, the short-range
communicatian antenna 500 may be arranged at an outer
peripheral portion of the coil unit 200. According to one
embodiment, when the coil unit 200 is disposed at the
center of the magnetic substrate 100, the short-range
communicaticn antenna 600 may be arranged along the
outer peripheral portion of the magnetic substrate 100 to
surround the coil unit 200. The short-range communica-
ticn antenna 600 may have a rectangular configuration
by winding one conductive line several times, but the
embodimentis not limited thereto.

[0108] Similar tothe coil unit 200, the short-range com-
munication antenna 600 maybe formed as a conductive
pattern, for example a conductive layer.
[0109] Various short-range cammunication technalo-
gies can be applied to the short-range communication
antenna 600, and the NFC technologyis preferable. The
NECtechnology has the band of 12.56 MHz andis used
for wireless communication in a short distance.

[0110] The short-range communication antenna 600
can be directly disposed on the top surface of the mag-
netic substrate 100.

[0111] The method of forming the short-range commu-
nication antenna 600 on the magnetic substrate 100 may
be identical to the method described with reference to
FIG, 4.

[0112] Hereinafter, a wireless power receiver 1000 ac-
cording to the fourth embodiment will be described with
reference to FIGS.11 to 13.

[0113] FIG. 11 is a perspective view illustrating the
wireless power receiver 1000 according to the fourth em-
bodiment.

(0114] Referring to FIG. 11, the wireless powerreceiv-
er 1000 includes a magnetic substrate 100, a coil unit
200 and a connecting unit 300.
[0115] The magnetic substrate 100 andthe coil unit
200 are identical to those described with reference to

FIG. 1. However, the magnetic substrate 100 is slightly
different from the magnetic substrate 100 described with
reference to FIG. 1, so the following description will be
madewhile focusing the difference of the magnetic sub-
strate 100.

[0116] Referring to FIG. 11, the magnet substrate 100
is formed with a receiving space 130 having a structure
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the sameas that of the connecting unit 300. Thatis, re-
ferring to FIG. 1, the coil unit 200 is disposed on the top
surface of the magnetic substrate 100 and the connecting
unit 300 is disposed on the coil unit 200. However, refer-
ring to FIG. 11, the receiving space 130 having the struc-
ture the sameasthatof the connecting unit 300 is formed
in the magnetic substrate 100, so that the connecting unit
300 may be disposed under the coil unit 200.
[0117] FIG. 12isa plan viewillustrating a wireless pow-
er receiver 1000 according to the fourth embadiment.
[0118] FIG. 12 showsthestate in which the coil unit
200 and the connecting unit 300 are interconnected with
each other.

[0119] The connecting unit 300 has a thickness equal
to or smaller than a thickness of the magnetic substrate
100. The connecting unit 300 may be implemented as a
flexible printed circuit board (FPCB).
[0120] The connecting unit 300 may be disposedin the
receiving space 130 of the magnetic substrate 100.
[0121] if the thickness of the connecting unit 300 is
equal to or smaller than the thickness of the magnetic
substrate 100, different fram the embodiment shown in
FIG, 3, the overall thickness of the wireless powerre-
ceiver 1000 can be reduced as much asthe thickness of

the connecting unit 300. In addition, since the usage of
the magnet 110 and the support 120 can be reduced due
to the receiving space 130, it is advantageous in terms
of cost effectiveness.

[0122] FIG. 13 is a sectional view taken alangline B-
B’ of the connecting unit 300 of the wireless powerre-
ceiver 1000 shownin FIG. 12 according to the fourth
embodiment.

[0123] The following description will be made on the
assumption that the connecting unit 300 has a thickness
smailer than that of the magnetic substrate 100.
[0124] Referring to FiG. 13, the first connection termi-
nal 210, the second connection terminal 220 and the coil
230 constituting the cail unit 200 are disposed on the top
surface of the connecting unit 300.
[0125] The connecting unit 300 is disposed under the
coil unit 200.

[0126] Thefirst connection terminal 210 of the coil unit
200 is connected to the first connection terminal 310 of

the connecting unit 300 by the solder 10.
[0127] The second connection terminal 220 ofthe coil
unit 200 is connected to the second connection terminal

320 of the connecting unit 300 by the solder 20.
[0128] The coil 230 may be designed to have a prede-
termined width W and a predetermined thickness T. In
addition, the coil 230 can be designed to have a prede-
termined winding interval.
[0129] Referring to FIG. 12, different from the embod-
iment shownin FIG. 3, the thickness of the connecting
unit 300 is smaller than the thickness of the magnetic
substrate 100, so the overall thickness of the wireless

powerreceiver 1000 can be reduced as much as the
thickness of the connecting unit 300. In addition, since
the usage of the magnet 110 and the support 120 can
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be reduced dueto the receiving space 130, it is advan-
tageousin termsof cost effectiveness.
[0130] Hereinafter, a wireless power receiver 1000 ac-
carding to the fifth embodimentwill be described in detail
with reference to FIGS. 14 to 20.

[0131] FiG. 14 is a perspective view illustrating the
wireless power receiver 1000 according to the fifth em-
bodiment, FIG. 15 is a plan viewillustrating the wireless
powerreceiver 1000 accordingto the fourth embodiment,
FIG. 16 is a sectional view taken along line C-C’ of the
wireless power receiver 1000 according to the fifth em-
bodiment, and FIGS. 17 to 21 are views for explaining a
method of manufacturing the wireless power receiver
1000 according to the fifth embodiment.
[0132] First, referring to FIG. 14, the wireless power
receiver 1000 accordingto the fifth embodiment mayin-
clude a magnetic substrate 100, a coil unit 200 and a
corinecting unit 300.
[0133] According to one embodiment, the wireless
powerreceiver 1000 can wirelessly receive powerfram
the transmission side using electromagnetic induction.
In this case, the coil 230 of the coil unil200 can wirelessly
receive power through the electromagnetic induction with
a coil of the transmissionside.

[0134] According to ane embodiment, the wireless
powerreceiver 1000 can wirelessly receive powerfrom
the transmission side using resonance.
[0135] The magnetic substrate 100 may change the
direction of the magnetic field received from the trans-
mission side.

[0136] The magnetic substrate 100 can reduce the
amount of the magnetic field leaked to the outside by
changingthe direction of the magnetic field received from
the transmission side.

[0137] The magnetic substrate 100 can changethe di-
rection of the magnetic field received from the transmis-
sion side in the lateral direction such that the magnetic
field can be more concentrated onto the coil unit 200.

[0138] The magnetic substrate 100 can absorb some
of the magnetic field received from the transmission side
and leaked to the outside to dissipate the magnetic field
as heat. Ifthe amountof the magnetic field leaked to the
outside is reduced, the bad influence of the magnetic
field exerted on the human body can be reduced.
[0139] Referring to FIG. 16, the magnetic substrate
100 may include a magnet 110 and a support 120.
[0140] The magnet 110 may include a particle or a ce-
ramic. According to one embodiment, the magnet 110
may be one ofa spinel type magnet, a hexa type magnet,
a sendusttype magnet and a permalloy type magnet.
[0141] Thesupport 120 may include thermosetting res-
in or thermoplastic resin and support the magnetic sub-
strate 100.

[0142] The magnetic substrate 100 may be prepared
in the form of a sheet and may havea flexible property.
[0143] Referring again to FIG. 14, the coll unit200 may
include a first connection terminal 210, a second connec-
tion terminal 220 anda coil 230. The coil 230 may formed
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as aa conductive pattern, for example a conductive layer.
[0144] The coil unit 200 may be disposed inside the
magnetic substrate 100. in detail, the coil unit 200 may
be buried inside the magnetic substrate 100. In more
detail, the magnetic substrate 100 mayinclude a pattern
groove andthe cail unit 200 may be disposedin the pat-
tern groove. The pattern groove may be formed as a con-
ductive pattern similar to the coil unit 200.
[0145] The coil unit 200 has a thickness smaller than
that of the magnetic substrate 100 and an upperportion
of the coil unit 200 may be exposed out of the magnetic
substrate 100.

[0146] Aprocess for manufacturing the wireless power
receiver 1000 by disposing the coil unit 200 and the con-
necting unit 300 in the magnetic substrate 100 will be
described later with reference to FIGS. 17 ta 21.

[0147] The first connection terminal 210 of the coil unit
200 is located at one end of the coil 230 and the secand
connection terminal 220 of the coil unit 200 is located at
the other end of the coil 230.

[0148] The first and second connection terminals 210
and 220 of the coil unit 200 are necessary for connection
with the connecting unit 300.
[0149] The coil 230 may be formedas a coil pattern
which is obtained by winding a conductive line several
times. According to one embadiment, when viewed from
the top, the coil pattern may have a spiral shape. How-
ever, the embodimentis notlimited thereto, and various
patterns may be formed.
[0150] The coil unit 200 may transfer the powerwire-
lessly received from the transmission side to the con-
necting unit 300. The coil unit 200 maytransfer the power
wirelessly received from the transmission side using the
electromagnetic induction or resonanceto the connect-
ing unit 300,
[0151] The connecting unit 300 mayincludea first con-
nection terminal 310, 4a second connection terminal 320
and a printed circuit board 330.
[0152] The first connection terminal 310 of the con-
necting unit 300 may be connectedto the first connection
terminal 210 of the coil unit 200 and the second connec-

tion terminal 320 of the cannecting unit 300 may be con-
nected to the second connection terminal 220of the coil
unit 200.

[0153] The printed circuit board 330 mayinclude a wir-
ing layer and the wiring layer mayinclude a wireless pow-
er receiving circuit, which will be describedlater.
[0154] The connecting unil 300 connects the wireless
powerreceiving circuit (not shown) with the coi! unit 200
to transfer the pawerreceived from the coil unit 200 to a
load (not shown) through the wireless powerreceivercir-
cuit. The wireless powerreceiver circuit may include a
rectifier circuit (not shown) for converting AC powerinto
DC powerand a smoothingcircuit for transferring the DC
powerta the load after remaving ripple components fram
the DC power.
[0155] FIGS. 15 and 16 show the detailed structure of
the wireless powerreceiver 1000 according to thefifth
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embodiment whenthe coil unit 200 is connected te the

connecting unit 300.
[0156] FIG. 15 shows the coil unit 200 and the con-
necting unit 300 interconnected with each other.
[0157] The coil unit 200 can be connected to the con-
necting unit 300 by a solder.
[0158] Referring to FIG. 16, the first connection termi-
nal 210 of the coil unit 200 may be connected to the first
connection terminal 310 of the connecting unit 300
through a first solder 10 and the second cannection ter-
minal 220 of the coil unit 200 may be connected to the
second connection terminal 320 of the cannecting unit
300 through a second solder 20. Jn detail, the first con-
nection terminal 210 of the coil unit 200 may be connect-
ed to the first connection terminal 310 of the connecting
unit 300 through a via hole of the first solder 10 and the
second connection terminal 220 ofthe coil unit 200 may
be connected to the second connection terminal 320 of

the connecting unit 300 through a via hole of the second
salder 20.

[0159] According to one embodiment, the via hole can
be formed by using a laser. The laser may include a UV

laser or a CO, laser.
[0160] FIG. 16is a sectionalview of the wireless power
receiver 1000 in which the magnetic substrate 100 and
the coil unit 200 are connected to the connecting unit 300.
[0161] Thatis, the first connection terminal 210, the
second connection terminal 220 and the coi! 230 consti-

tuting the coil unit 200 may be dispased in a pattern
groove 140 of the magnetic substrate 100.
[0162] In addition, the magnetic substrate 100 and the
coil unit 200 are connected to the connecting unit 300.
[0163] The coil 230 may be designed to have a prede-
termined width W and a predetermined thickness T and
the magnetic substrate 100 may be designed to have a
predetermined thickness T1. According to one embodi-
ment, the coil 230 has a thickness of 0.1mm and the
magnetic substrate 100 has a thicknessof 0.43 mm, but
this numerical valuesare illustrative purposes only. Ac-
cording to one embodiment, the thickness T of the coil
230 may be smaller than the thickness T1 of the magnetic
substrate 100.

[0164] In the wireless power receiver 1000 according
to the fifth embodiment, the coil unit 200 is directly dis-
posedin the pattern groove 140 ofthe magnetic substrate
100, so the overall thickness of an electronic appliance
equipped with the wireless power receiver 1000 can be
reduced as much as the thickness of the coil unit 200.

Thus, if the wireless power receiver 1000 according to
the fifth embodimentis applied to the electronic device,
suchasthe portable terminal, the overall thickness of the
portable terminal can be reduced suitably for the current
trend of slimness

[0165] In addition, in the wireless power receiver 1000
according to the fifth embodiment, the coil unit 200 is
disposedin the pattern groove 140 of the magnetic sub-
strate 100. Thus, different from the electronic appliance
in whicha coil pattern is formed on an FPCB, the overall
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size of the electranic device equipped with the wireless
powerreceiver 1000 can be reduced.
[0166] FIGS.17to21 are viewsfor explaining a method
of manufacturing the wireless power receiver 1000 ac-
cording to the fifth embodiment.
[0167] Hereinafter, the method of manufacturing the
wireless powerreceiver 1000 according to thefifth em-
bodimentwilt be described with reference to FIGS.17 to
21 as well as FIGS. 14 to 16.

[0168] First, referring to FIG. 17, the magnetic sub-
strate 100 is prepared. According to one embodiment,
the magnetic substrate 100 may be produced by coating
metal powder of sendustalloys, such as Al, Fe and Si02,
on polyethylene rubber and then forming an oxide layer
on a surface of the polyethylene rubber.
[0169] Then, referring to FIG. 18, heat and pressure
are apptied using a mold 1 to form the pattern groovein
the magnetic substrate 100 for receiving the coil unit 200.
The mold 1 may have the shape corresponding to the
shapeof the coil unit 200. According to one embodiment,
the mold 1 can be manufactured by using an aluminum
alloy, a copperalloy or a cast iron.
[0170] The mold 1 may be provided with a protrusion
ata region correspondingto thecoil unit 200 for wirelessly
receiving the power.
[0171] When the heatis applied by using the mold 1,
the heat having the specific temperature is applied by
taking the property of the metal powderof the sendust
alloy constituting the magnetic substrate 100 into con-
sideration. According to one embodiment,if the magnetic
substrate 100 is produced by coating the metal powder
of sendust alloy on the polyethylene rubber, when the
heat and pressure are applied by using the mold 1, high-
pressure is applied at the temperature in the range of
400°C to 180°C, and then the mold 100 is cooled to the
temperature of 100°C or below. After that, the mold 1 is
separated from the magnetic substrate 100. If the mold
1 is separated 1 just after the pressure has been applied
to the magnetic substrate 100, the desired pattern groove
140 maynot be formed due to residual heat in the pattern
groove 140. Forthis reason, the mold 1 is separated from
the magnetic substrate 100 after cooling the mold 100 to
the temperature of 100°C or below.
[0172] if the magnetic substrate 100 is prepared by
using the metal powderof sendustalloy, the heat tem-
perature and pressure may vary depending cn thedis-
tribution and concentration of the metal powder. Thatis,
if the distribution of the metal powderis not uniform, the
higher temperature and pressure may be applied. In con-
trast, if the distribution of the metal powderis uniform,
the lower temperature and pressure may be applied. In
addition, if the concentration of the metal powderis low,
the lower temperature and pressure may be applied as
comparedwiththe case in which the concentration of the
metal powderis high. Further, the heat temperature and
pressure may vary depending on the composition of the
metal powder, thatis, depending on the alloy constituting
the metal powder.
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[0173] In this manner, the temperature applied tc the
mold 1 may vary depending on thedistribution, concen-
tration and composition of the powder.
[0174] According to one embodiment, laser may beir-
radiated, instead of applying heat and pressure using the
mold 1, to form the pattern groove in the magnetic sub-
strate 100 to receive the coil unit 200. In this case, the
pattern groove can be formed by using an excimerlaser
thatirradiates the laser beam having a wavelength band
of ultraviolet ray. The excimer laser may include a KrF
excimerlaser (central wavelength 248 nm) or an ArF ex-
cimer laser (central wavelength 193 nm).
[0175] Next, referring to FIG. 19, the mald 1 is sepa-
rated from the magnetic substrate 100 so that the mag-
netic substrate 100 is formedwith the pattern groove 140.
[0176] Then, referring to FIG. 20, the coil unit 200 ts
inserted into the pattern groove 140 formed in the mag-
netic substrate 100. As the coil unit 200 is inserted into

the pattern groove 140, a predetermined conductive pat-
tern is formedin the pattern groove 140 of the magnetic
substrate 100.

[0177] According to one embodiment, a process for
forming the coil unit 200 in the pattern groove 140 of the
magnetic substrate 100 mayinclude a plating process or
a processfor inserting a metal which has been etched
to have the conductive pattern formed by the coil unit 200.
[0178] In detail, according to the plating process, the
metallic materiat is filled in the pattern groove 140 to form
the cail unit 200. At this time, the metallic material may
include one selected from Cu, Ag, Sn, Au, Ni and Pd and
thefilling of the metallic metal can be performed thraugh
one of electroless plating, screen printing, sputtering,
evaporation, ink-jetting and dispensing or a combination
thereof.

[0179] Then, referring toF IG. 21, the soldering process
is performed to connect the coil unit 200 with the con-
necting unit 300.
[0180] Thatis, the first connection terminal 210 of the
coil unit 200 is connected to the first connection terminal

310 of the connecting unit 300 through the solder 10 and
the second connection terminal 220 of the coil unit 200
is connected to the secand connection terminal 320 of

the connecting unit 300 through the solder 20.
[0181] As described above, according to the method
of manufacturing the wireless powerreceiver 1000of the
fifth embodiment, the pattern groove is formed in the
magnetic substrate 100 and the coi! unit 200 is disposed
in the pattern groove, so that the overall thicknessof the
wireless power receiver 1000 can be reduced. In addi-
tion, the wireless power receiver 1000 can be manufac-
tured by simply forming the pattern groove and then in-
serting the coil unit into the pattern groove, so that the
manufacturing process can be simplified.
[0182] FIG. 22 is a view for explaining variation of in-
ductance, resistance and Q values of the coil unit 200 as
a function of a usable frequency whenthe coil unit 200
is disposed on a top surface of the magnetic substrate
according to the first embodiment, and FIG. 23 is a view
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for explaining variation of inductance, resistance and Q
values of the coil unit 200 as a function of a usable fre-

quency when the coil unit 200 is disposedin the pattern
groove formed in the magnetic substrate according to
the fifth embodiment.

[0183] Ths inductance, resistance and Q values ofthe
coil unit 200 can be expressed asfollowing equation 1.
[0184]

[Equation 1]

Q=W*L/R

[0185] Inequation 1, wis a frequency used when trans-
mitting power, L is inductance of the coil unit 200 and R
is resistance of the coil unit 200.

[0186] As can be understood from equation 1, the Q
value becomes high as the inductanceof the coil unit 200
is increased.If the Q value is increased, the powertrans-
mission efficiency can be improved. The resistance of
the coil unit 200 is a numerical value of power loss oc-
curring in the coil unit 200 and the Q value becomeshigh
as the resistance value is decreased.

[0187] Referring to FIGS. 22 and 23, when comparing
the fifth embodiment, inwhichthe coil unit 200 is disposed
in the pattern groove 140 of the magnetic substrate 100,
with the first embodiment, in which the cail unit 200 is

disposed on the top surface of the magnetic substrate
100, when the usable frequency is 150 kHz, the induct-
ance ofthe coil unit 200 is increased by 352.42 um fram
about 9986.92 um to about 10339.34 um and theresist-

ance ofthe coil unit 200 is reduced by 0.057 © from 0.910
Q to 0.853 ©. That is, the Q value is increased corre-

sponding to the incrementof the inductance and the re-
duction of the resistance.

[0188] Therefore, the wireless powerreceiver 1000 ac-
cordingto the fifth embodiment can increase the Q value
by disposing the coil unit 200 in the pattern groove of the
magnetic substrate 100.
[0189] FIG. 24 is an H-field for illustrating a radiation
pattern of a magnetic field when the coil unit is disposed
on a top surface of the magnetic substrate according to
the first embodiment, and FIG. 25 is an H-field for iilus-
trating a radiation pattern of a magnetic field when the
coil unit is disposed in the pattern groove formed in the
magnetic substrate according to thefifth embodiment.
[0190] Referring to FIGS. 24 and 25, a greater amount
of magnetic fields is radiated from the outer peripheral
portion of the coil unit 200 whenthe coil unit 200is dis-
posedin the pattern groove formedin the magnetic sub-
strate 100 as compared with the case in which thecoil
unit 200 is disposed on the top surface of the magnetic
substrate 100. This is because the magnetic field directed
to the outside is changed in the lateral direction of the
coil unit 200 due to the coil unit 200 buried in the magnetic
substrate 100.
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[0191] In addition, a greater amount of magneticfields
is radiated at the inner portion of the coil unit 200 when
the cail unit 200 is disposedin the pattern groove formed
in the magnetic substrate 100 as compared with the case
in which the coil unit 200 is disposed on the top surface
of the magnetic substrate 100. This is also because the
magnetic field directed to the cutside is changed in the
lateral direction of the coil unit 200 due to the coil unit

200 buried in the magnetic substrate 100.
[0192] Referring to FIGS. 24 and 25, the wireless pow-
er receiver 1000 mayfurther include a short-range com-
munication antenna 600.

[0193] The short-range communication antenna 600
can make near field communication with a reader. The

short-range communication antenna 600 mayserve as
an antenna that transceives information in cooperation
with the reader.

[0194] According to one embodiment, the short-range
communication antenna 600 maybe arranged at an outer
peripheral portion of the coil unit 200. According to one
embodiment, when the coil unit 200 is disposed at the
center of the magnetic substrate 100, the short-range
communication antenna 600 maybe arranged along the
outer peripheral partion of the magnetic substrate 100 to
surround the cail unit 200. The short-range cammunica-
tion antenna 600 may have a rectangular configuration
by winding one conductive line several times, but the
embodimentis notlimited thereto.

[0195] Similar tothe coil unit 200, the short-range cam-
munication antenna 600 may be formed as a conductive
pattern for example a conductive layer.
[0196] Various short-range communication technolo-
gies can be applied to the short-range communication
antenna 600 and the NFC technologyis preferable.
[0197] Hereinafter, a wireless power receiver accord-
ing to another embodimentwill be described with refer-
ence to FIGS. 26 ta 37.

[0198] FIG. 26 is an exploded perspective view of the
wireless powerreceiver 1000 according to still another
embodiment, FIG. 27 is a perspective view of the wireless
power receiver 1000 according tostill another embodi-
ment, and FIG. 28 is a sectional view of the wireless
powerreceiver 1000 according to still another embodi-
ment.

[0199] Meanwhile, FIG. 27 is a perspective view show-
ing the assembled state of the elements of the wireless
powerreceiver 1000 shown in FIG. 26, in which some
elements are omitted.

[0200] The wireless power receiver 1000 according to
still another embodiment may be disposedin an elec-
tronic device, such as a portable terminal.
[0201] Referring to FIGS. 26 to 28, the wireless power
receiver 1000 mayinclude a magnetic substrate 100, a
coil unit 200, a connecting unit 300, a short-range com-
munication antenna 600, an adhesive layer 700,a first
dual-side adhesive layer 710, a second dual-side adhe-
sive layer 720, a protective film 800 and 4 release paper
layer 730.
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[0202] Referring to FIG. 26, the magnetic substrate
{00 can changethedirection of the magnetic field trans-
ferred from the transmission side.

[0203] The magnetic substrate 100 changesthe direc-
tion of the magnetic field transferred to the coil unit 200
from the transmission side to reduce the amountof the

magnetic field leaked to the outside. Thus, the magnetic
substrate 100 may have the electromagnetic wave
shielding effect.
[0204] in detail, the magnetic substrate 100 changes
the direction of the magnetic field transferred from the
transmission side in the lateral direction such that the

magnetic field can be more concentrated onto the coil
unit 200.

[0205] The magnetic substrate 100 can absorb some
of the magnetic field transferred to the coil unit 200 from
the transmission side and leaked to the outside to dissi-

pate the magnetic field as heat. If the amount of the mag-
netic field leakedto the outside Is reduced, the badinflu-
ence of the magnetic field exerted on the human body
can be reduced.

[0206] Referring to FIG. 28, the magnetic substrate
100 may include a magnet 110 and a support 120.
[0207] According to one embodiment, the magnet 110
may be one of a spinel type magnet, a hexa type magnet,
a sendust type magnet and a permalloy type magnet.
[0208] Thesupport 120 may include thermosetting res-
in or thermaplastic resin and support the magnetic sub-
strate 100.

[0209] Referring again to FIG. 26, the magnetic sub-
strate 100 may be preparedin the form of a sheet and
may havea flexible property.
[0210] areceiving space 130 is formed at a predeter-
mined area of the magnet substrate 100. The receiving
space 130 has a structure the same as that of the con-
necting unit 300. The connecting unit 300 is disposed in
the receiving space 130 and cannected to the coil unit
200.

[0211] The coil unit 200 can receive the power from
the transmission side using the electromagnetic induc-
tion or resonance. Similar to the coil unit 200illustrated

in FIG. 41, the coil unit 200 mayinclude a first connection
terminal 210, a second connection terminal 220 and a
coil 230. The coil 230 may be formed as a conductive
pattern, for example a conductive layer.
[0212] The connecting unit 300 connects a receiver
circuit (not shown) with the coil unit 200 to transfer the
powerreceived from the coil unit 200 to a load (nal shown)
through the receivercircuit.
[0213] The connecting unit 300 mayinclude a wiring
layer and the wiring layer mayinclude the wireless power
receiving circuit. The wireless power receiving circuit may
include a rectifier circuit for rectifying the power received
from the coil unit 200, a smocthing circuit for removing
noise signals, and a main IC chip for performing the op-
eration to wirelessly receive the power.
[0214] in addition, the receiver circuit can transfer the
signal received from the short-range communication an-
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tenna 600 to an short-range communication signal
processing unit (not shown).
[0215] The connecting unit 300 is disposedin the re-
ceiving space 130 of the magnetic substrate 100 and
connected to the coil unit 200. FIG. 27 showsthe con-

necting unit 300 disposed in the receiving space 130 of
the magnetic substrate 100.
[0216] The connecting unit 300 mayincludea first con-
nection terminal 310, a second connection terminal 320,
a third connection terminal 340 and a fourth connection
terminal 350. The first connection terminal 310 of the

connecting unit 300 is connected to the first connection
terminal 210 of the coil unit 200, the second connection
terminal 320 of the connecting unit 300 is connected to
the second connection terminal 220 ofthe coil unit 200,
the third connection terminal 340 of the connecting unit
300 is connectedto a first connection terminal 610 of the

short-range communication antenna 600 and the fourth
connection terminal 350 of the connecting unit 300 is
connected to a second connection terminal 620 of the

short-range communication antenna 600.
[0217] The connecting unit 300 may have the shape
corresponding to the shapeof the receiving space 130
and may be disposedin the receiving space 130. Since
the connecting unit 300is disposedin the receiving space
130 of the magnetic substrate 100, the thickness of the
wireless power receiver 1000 can be remarkably reduced
as much as the thickness of the connecting unit 300.
Thus, the thickness of the electranic device, such as a

portable terminal, equipped with the wireless powerre-
ceiver 1000 can be remarkably reduced.
[0218] According to one embodiment, the connecting
unit 300 may include a flexible printed circuit board
(FPCB), a tape substrate (TS) or a lead frame (LF). If the
tape substrate is used as the connecting unit 300, the
thickness of the connecting unit 300 can be reduced, so
that the overall size of the wireless powerreceiver 1000
can be reduced.

[0219] If the lead frame is used as the connecting unit
300, the wiring layer included in the connecting unit 300
can be protected from the heat, externa! moisture or im-
pact and the massproduction can be realized.
[0220] Referring again to FIG. 26, the short-range com-
munication antenna 600 can make near field communi-

cation with a reader. The short-range communication an-
tenna 600 may serve as an antenna that transceives
information in cooperation with the reader.
[0221] According to one embodiment, the NFC signal
processing unit (not shown) can processthe signal trans-
ferred to the short-range communication antenna 600
through the connecting unit 300.
[0222] Various short-range communication technolo-
gies can be applied to the short-range communication
antenna 600 and the NFC technologyis preferable.
[0223] According to one embodiment, the short-range
communication antenna 600 maybe arranged at an outer
peripheral portion of the coil unit 200. Referring to FIG.
27, when the coil unit 200 is disposed at the magnetic
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substrate 100, the short-range communication antenna
600 may be arranged along the outer peripheral portion
of the magnetic substrate 100 to surround the coil unit
200. The short-range communication antenna 600 may
have arectangular configuration by winding one conduc-
tive line several times, but the embadimentis notlimited
thereto.

[0224] Referring again to FIG. 26, the adhesive layer
(not shown) may be disposed underthe protective film
800 to form the protective film 800 on the coil unit 200
and the short-range communication antenna 600, which
will be described later in detail.

[0225] Thefirst dual-side adhesive layer 710 is inter-
posed between the magnetic substrate 100 and the coil
unit 200/short-range communication antenna 600 to ad-
here the cail unit 200 to the magnetic substrate 100,
whichwill be described later in detail. Similar to the mag-
netic substrate 100, a receiving space having the shape
identical to the shape of the connecting unit 300 may be
formed in thefirst dual-side adhesive layer 710.
[0226] Referring again to FIG. 28, the second dual-side
adhesive layer 720 adheresthe protective film 800 to the
release paper layer 730, which will be described laterin
detail.

[0227] The coil unit 200 maybe disposed on the mag-
netic substrate 100 and may havea spiral structure, but
the embodimentis notlimited thereto.

[0228] Hereinafter, the method of manufacturing the
wireless power receiver 1000 accarding tastill anather
embodiment will be described with reference to FIGS. 29
to 37.

[0229] When the manufacturing process starts, as
shownin FIG. 29, the conductor 201, the adhesive layer
700 and the protective film 800 are prepared.
[0230] According to one embodiment, the conductor
201 may be formed by using an alloy including copper.
The capperis in the form of roll annealed copperorelec-
trodepasited copper. The conductor 201 may have var-
ious thicknesses depending on the specification of a
product. According to one embodiment, the conductor
201 may have the thickness of 100 ym, but the embod-
iment is not limited thereto.

[0231] The adhesive layer 700 |s usedto reinforce the
adhesive strength between the conductor 201 and the
protectivefilm 800. The adhesive layer 700 mayinclude
thermosetting resin, but the embadimentis not limited
thereto. The adhesive layer may have the thickness of
17 um, bul the embodimentis not limited thereto.
[0232] The protective film 800 protects the conductor
201 when a predetermined conductive pattern is formed
in the conductor 201. In detail, the protective film 800
supports the conductor 201 in the etching process, which
will be describedlater, to protect the conductor 201 such
thatthe predetermined conductive pattern can be farmed
in the conductor 201.

[0233] According to one embodiment, the protective
film 800 may include polyimide film (P] film), but the em-
bodiment is notlimited thereto.
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[0234] Then, as shownin FIG. 30, the conductor 201
is formed on the protectivefilm 800 by the adhesive layer
700. The laminating pracess can be used to form the
conductor 201 on the protective film 800. The laminating
processrefers to the process to bond heterogeneous ma-
terials with each other by applying predetermined heat
and pressure.
[0235] Then, as shownin FIG. 31, a photoresistfilm
900 is attached onto the top surface of the conductor
201. The photoresistfilm 900 is used for etching the con-
ductor 201 to forma predetermined conductive pattern
in the conductor 201. A UV expasuretype film or an LDI
exposure typefilm may be used as the photoresistfilm
900. According to another embodiment, a photoresist
coating solution can be coated on the top surface of the
conductor 201 without using the photoresistfilm 900.
[0236] After that, as shown in FIG, 32, the photoresist
film 900 is subject to the exposure and developmentprac-
esses to form a mask pattern 910.
[0237] The maskpattern 910 may be formed on the
top surface of the conductor 201 corresponding to the
position of the conductive pattern.
[0238] The exposure processrefers to the process for
selectively irradiating light onto the photoresistfilm 900
corresponding to the conductive pattern. In detail, in the
exposure process, the light is irradiated onto regions of
the conductor 201 where the conductive pattern is not
formed. The development processrefers to the process
for remaving the regions to which thelight is irradiated
through the exposure process.
[0239] Due to the exposure and developmentprocess-
es, the mask pattern 910 maybe formedin the regions
corresponding to the coil unit 200 and the short-range
communication antenna 600. The conductor 201 ex-

posed through the mask pattern 910 may be etched.
[0240] Then, as shownin FIG. 33, a predetermined
portion of the conductor 201 where the maskpattern 910
is not formed may be removed through the etching proc-
ess. The etching processrefers to the process of remov-
ing the predetermined portion of the conductor 201 where
the mask pattern 910 is not formed by using a chemical
reacting with the predetermined portion of the conductor
201. According to one embodiment, the conductor 201
may be patterned throughthe wet etching or dry etching.
[0241] After that, asshownin FIG. 34, the mask pattern
910 is removed sothat the first and second connection

terminals 210 and 220 of the coil unit 200, the first and
second connection terminals 610 and 620 of the short-

range communication antenna 600, the coil 230 having
a predetermined conductive pattern and the short-range
communication antenna 600 having a predetermined
conductive pattern may be formed.
[0242] Then, as shownin FIG. 35, the soldering proc-
ess is performed to connect the coil unit 200 and the
short- range communication antenna 600to the connect-
ing unit 300. According to one embodiment, the soldering
processincludesthe reflow process, but the embodiment
is not limited thereto. The reflow process refers to the
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processfor bonding the coil unit 230 and the short-range
communication antenna 600 with the connecting unit 300
by melting solder cream using high- temperature heat to
ensure the stable electrical connection between the con-

necting unit 300 and the coil unit 230/NFC antenna 600.
[0243] The first connection terminal 310 of the con-
necting unit 300 may be connectedto the first connection
terminal 210 of the coil unit 200 by a solder 30, the secand
connection terminal 320 of the connecting unit 300 may
be connected to the second connection terminal 220 of

the coil unit 200 by the solder 30, the third connection
terminal 340 of the cannecting unit 300 may be connected
to the first connection terminal 610 of the short-range
communication antenna 600 by the salder 30 and the
fourth connection terminal 350 of the connecting unit 300
may be connected to the second cannection terminal 620
of the short-range communication antenna 600.
[0244] Then, as shownin FIG. 36, the magnetic sub-
strate 100 is laminated on a predeterminedportion of the
conductive pattern where the connecting unit 300 is not
present. In detail, the magnetic substrate 100 may be
laminated on the top surfaces of the coil 230 and the
short- range communication antenna 600.
[0245] Prior to the above, the receiving space corre-
spanding to the connecting unit 300 can be formed at the
magnetic substrate 100. The receiving space of the mag-
netic substrate 100 may have the shapeidentical to the
shapeof the connecting unit 300.
[0246] As described above with reference to FIG. 26,
since the connecting unit 300 is disposed in the receiving
space 130 of the magnetic substrate 100, the thickness
of the wireless power receiver 1000 can be remarkably
reduced as muchasthe thicknessof the connecting unit
300. Thus, the thickness of the electronic device, such
as a portable terminal, equipped with the wireless power
receiver 1000 can be remarkably reduced.
[0247] Thecoil230/short-range communication anten-
na 600 and the magnetic substrate 100 may be adhered
with each other bythefirst dual-side adhesive layer 710.
According to one embodiment, the magnetic substrate
100 may have the thickness in the range of 100 um to
800 xm, but the embadimentis not limited thereto. Ac-
cording to one embodiment,thefirst dual-side adhesive
layer 710 may havethe thicknessin the range of 10 4m
to 50 wm, but the embodimentis notlimited thereto.
[0248] After that, as shown in FIG. 37, the release pa-
per layer 730 is attached to one side ofthe protective film
800 by interposing ihe second duail-size adhesive layer
720 therebetween. The release paperlayer 730 is a pa-
per layer for protecting the second dual-size adhesive
layer 720 and may be removed when the wireless power
receiver is disposed in a case of an electronic device,
such as 4 portable terminal.
[0249] Although embodiments have been described
with reference to a numberofillustrative embodiments

thereof, it should be understood that numerous other
modifications and embodiments can be devised by those
skilled in the art that will fall within the spirit and scope
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of the principles of this disclosure. More particularly, var-
ious variations and modifications are possible in the com-
ponentparts and/or arrangementsof the subject combi-
nation arrangementwithin the scope of the disclosure,
the drawings and the appendedclaims. In addition to
variations and modifications in the component parts
and/or arrangements, alternative uses will also be ap-
parent to thoseskilled in theart.

Claims

1. Awireless power receiver comprising:

a magnetic substrate; and
a coil configured to wirelessly receive power,
wherein the coil is formed as a conductive pat-
terri an the magnetic substrate.

2. The wireless power receiver according to claim 1,
wherein the pattern is formed directly on a surface
of the substrate.

3. The wireless power receiver according to claim 1,
wherein a part of the pattern is disposed inside the
magnetic substrate.

4. The wireless power receiver according to claim 1 or
2, wherein the pattern is a conductive layer.

5. The wireless power receiver according to one of the
preceding claims, wherein the magnetic substrate
has a receiving space of a predetermined shape
formed therein corresponding to a shape of a con-
necting unit connected to a wireless power receiving
circuit.

6. The wireless power receiver according to claim 5,
further comprising the connecting unit disposed in
the receiving space and cannected to the coil. 

7. The wireless power receiver according to one of the
preceding claims, further comprising a short-range
communication antenna formed on the magnetic
substrate to surround the coil.

8. The wireless powerreceiverof claim 5 and 7, further
comprising the connecting unit disposed in the re-
ceiving space and connectedto the coil and a short-
range communication signal process unit.

9. The wireless power receiver according to claim 3,
wherein the magnetic substrate comprises a pattern
groovefor receiving a part of the coil and the part of
the coil is disposed in the pattern groove.

10. The wireless power receiver according to claim 9,
wherein the coil has a thickness smatier than a thick-
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ness of the magnetic substrate and an upper portion
of the coil is exposed out of the magnetic substrate.

11. Amethod of manufacturing a wireless powerreceiv-
er for wirelessly receiving power, the method com-
prising:

forming a conductor on a protectivefilm;
forming a conductive pattern by etching the con-
ductor;
connecting a connecting unit to be connected to
an external circuit to a connection terminal of

the conductive pattern;
providing a magnetic substrate having a receiv-
ing space of a predetermined shape corre-
sponding to the connecting unit; and
disposing the conductive pattern on the magnet-
ic substrate while positioning the connecting unit
in the receiving space.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the forming of the
conductive pattern comprises etching the conductor
to form the conductive pattern corresponding to a
coil for wirelessly receiving the power and a short-
range communication antenna for making commu-
nication with an cutside.

13. The method of claim 11 or 12, which comprises po-
sitioning connection terminals of the coil and the
short-range communication antenna in the receiving
space.

14. The method according to one of the claims 11 to 13,
wherein the disposing of the magnetic substrate
comprises forming the magnetic substrate on the
conductive pattern using a dual-side adhesive layer.

15. A terminal equipped therein with a wireless power
receiver according to one of the claims 1 to 10.
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oh

[0035] BAS(700)2 24 711002] VAs 74009] MAS Aer. ol], B4-G(700)3 BRE 71

(400) 2) MAS e402] FA Sad uj} ereit+-(200)9} 2] ote-}(600)7} Sel WA = gley.

[0036] HSTOe Us Gale AIASH Hea, Hee] AS WA310), Bee] AA BA(320), 7)3C), eo] Be BAKhoe EPG, Be] AA BA(310)S Al AS Bz), A2 As ws}
12), AB AA BAe513), Ald AA BzABIOS Beet, Bs] AA =Al(320)2 All AA =EA(321),

2 WA E4322), 43 AA EA(323), Ad AA EAN(324)S Bear}, B92) BS UBS 41 A

% UAL), a2 GH Ax(342), as GH ax(343), Aa BH Gass Beh.

2

(0037) So] 4a PAGIOS YS A404] Ase] MAS + alt. Het, Spe] Ga AAGIOS AS

erei-(600)2] See] wala gic.        
70038] S9| AA SAGE WS ch}002) 4) WAS = Vee. Bet, Spe] AA EAE AF

SFEIE-(G0OI] Se Ale se eh.

[0039] =P] WS UA340)e UE eke (200)2] So] MA SP akee. HS, SHS] BS UA) SS

ere]t-(600)2] Yo] HAS <P keh,

[0040] Spe] SA CABO HS ered} 200)2} SIS Ftxb(210), Wi 420032+ = e220), A ek
A600] WS BAG10}, AS erehrt(soa)s]_ eaH(620)e 22+ HSS th. Spe] Ag EM(320)+2] Sa A310)44) Upset. BPs] Ae UAado Ape] WA A320)444 a

edt Seo) 2S Pardo desde Ua EAC320)S Sa USHE AA UA) Ayes A
AA.

[0041] TASS, AL Ae AUS AL Ga =

  
Le

, AG2)= FA WSs All GA BH311)% Ayyse A

Ag, d2 aS AAMD=E We AA =EA(322)S v = 1A

tAA(YADS AS AS BA(323)2 Fal eeaesa:A) WM MA EAMES Bay qs

 
a ay ww

fiwy tay eee  
[0042] fe] & A da(310), Ses] AA E320), 2 SH BS PAMOE EX POY | Br. Ea gi

2 3] 2] ay 7)4(330) Ate] BAYS + att. Bs), Bs

2s] Aa E4320), B Be] BS BAO SY elo] 84a + ach.
[0043] 7\ME(330;2 sl Be 7, AY Be 7FIMA | ate. , 7FIM(B30)2 HAY AS FIA + alt.

Sg, 73309 AGS Saqo7=5 Bsa = wae.

[0044] Ses-Aalt, A AAMIA, 733002 74s Helse] SEs) 7A + grt.

[0045] HE CEE MASA 719330)} ItS ale SYA + grt. of BO, BS] Az Wal(3io),
2] AA EA(320), B<pe] BA GAH 30), WS obet(200), SS eel} (G00)BY le]ofel aig ‘

fo0a6]
c

alk re my
Cc

au oN tN So S = MSW a & mM ic,el sreltpel Apa, ee

ca me 4 # UA MOS 54PU} (2003 = WH Ba S| seta wiace AAs, 35 we y(eooe] A7]qoe Aad ¥
AMOS Se] MS ceo) we g22] FA SQ wes

Fasoe, WAS ey(20e A74ee aay al

re(200)A PALS] MEE|Sp A7FOB ABYW, AS ere y(600)4 A7)4

(343) 2 2UA(MOS Se] YH cteey(O0)=e te G22] PA SA Bey e7|sJoe dad = gy
Uy,

“\ z
*

a
tCE,

ox o.> Noy,se ci 4d B
oc
a fk 7022, aH=Ss

wy
Sh5 oa N 2s

oO A
72 fi a6% dc 4}6 fo x, iy!

yh
zt Jo,= ~aay

ra} + abe 38

re 
[0047] AaPOono=zt Us tacos 8H(CooA714

(C00) Q#E(300e] Ayiges Asay. payee

Zz B(500) SS obelup

_ AARNE AL AB Aa(501), A2 AB!ic
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a ae(502), a3 A AA(503), a4 AB AALGONS ZH. al AB BAR’

(2002) FS G4Q21NS 41 Aa S431) a14e= Aaa. a2 qe aay

4(200)2] WS ExH(220)S ale AA SAIAAs GANT. aw qw S = ase

A610) AB AA 40313) ol wisee AAaaq4, 4 4u ABBE FSEHL+(600) 2] A

Qe] -(600) 9] SY AA620)E AA GA BA(314)o A7 2e AANTY, AAH+(500) 2] Ue AAlal

ol] Wate Bee,

[0848] EB 4e Bye) Arle] gS skelu oases] Be=olr.

[0049] be 2 Pgs] Aso] BS ely OMSuS] WAS. Se], & 52 & 4 SAS Geyoes

BS ANA A'S 4S 29-9] WARole,

[0050] Se], BE 4st = 59) AAGE EB 1 Wal | 39) et OMSAS#600S Fase Bolt.

[0051] RAS 1 5S Ames, 7) 23309 7iek4ons Gale Asad,

[0052] 2 BAA, 41 MB SAFO), A2 WEB AA7(502), AB AE AS7503), 2 Ad AB Bae

=e AEA HY] (520)°}c¢

[0033] ee UESAAA, al ae (50 v qB Adw(502), Ws 4a AARAEA Belz)(52C)°]31, Ald ALeaon_ nee Jo] BIS EA aA = Veh. oie Se sre]4(600) 2]
Qe AAH(620) B ala GA AAH(314) ola SA Bee] AS Fete = GS EA Heo] SAsp4)
BE SF M7) Mbt, sjspel| Ale a4 AB oa#(504) 134(330) gel EYE EA HAVE 7g etc.

[0054] AAB(500) ZASGDS GF BPs, ASSIS AEY BBA) (520)7} we Wey AIaeSe
Aas4) SES SHH Uoetelt+ Mae] Ws} o]s(400)9] UES Ba @ AAlale-q, a

ASG3be us # dete 24 Gd - Ad. FS, BASGIDe BA Gas] x = Axe Sa] Bg
a Ut.Te AAA, SAS(BDS 24 NES F Ut. 4, SSDS 424 ABS 74)

SL Epa Uoy a Sg] Se Basa = arp.

[0053] AEA BS41(520) AASE(S31)9} Aol BAl sy

[0056] Ame ERA(520)% Ane Holzze] Ss] S8ee al AB BRA2D9 VF Aa] B9H= Ale

AB BRZ(G298 MEA - get. Wl AB Bela(521)2] Aae Fae avy Ho]Aeea | ao. 4

7A], AEG AMol)2B= AB gol AE (silver paste + Yu. Ge Byazlo Xe Fa EF] ole

a o-P QU

[0057] AL AB BAZ(52DE 29G(531)9} Ae] BAS DB, AW2 AB BRA (622)al AEB BAA|(521)9] +

So] Sa = att

[0058] S62 2 wee] ce Aldo] ms ekeoases] QU woy, F7e S Ue] BR oe Ala

We te oases AREA, = 82 £ Ue ES GE Aloo] Be eeu Mees]

wae, él, & 82 = 7] SAS elu Mees AMA ANS AS BPS WAEo

[0059] = AA @4e2 = 6°] Ase Ae] Bass] Ea Has wos, = 7A] AAP = 79] HASSE A

oS} yaae] Ge] SA Wes Wolsert

[0060] So], © 6 WZ] = 89] Ale ES 1 UA | 39) CeeAPSFAASG00)S asst Boley.

[0061] Ee Ws) =E 8st sans, 79333043 FB4ooe CHS Aya.

[0062] YH Aaleoay, all ae @a4(501, a2 AB AA(502), Als AE AS4(503), B Ald AB Sat

(504)72 Alig BS} (520)°}T}.

[0063] HUES anal, 41 4,8 As44(501), a2 VB AaA+(502), AB AB SABODE AEG BHA|

(520), Ad Ae AAae(504)t% 7)4(33009] ARNEBAS EA Wad = ach. ole 3S eal4(60

02] 3s 47H(620) Boga AA 4314) Apolo =E EM WES] BAYS Fete HOS EM Wao] =
MN) BeWy) Gabol. o]spoye a4 AS SAMS 71486330) ze] S84 EA WAYS 7}

ALSACE

[0064] AEM ERZA(520) 7I(400)2] aeRe] BIA. 0°] BP, 7/\A400)°] BAMPOEE, WES] AASE
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Bye Bar Me Bao] act.

[0065] Haley. 7400) AT US ekelt4(200)2} 2]EAH 210)2} sto SYS VOHE (533)41 ASS ie A

44 UoeS Ba] YS che (200)2] AS AACINE Al AB SA4-(501)2] AE HB2|(520)9] Aez

A7aoe BAe,

[0066] XE, FIS(400N a1 SS AHCI) obal] aeMerS33) old ASEAEA Bos Sa ailA484 GBIDE Al AB Aay(onsg AM BA (5209 Eo Ar Aoe Aas.

[0067] 7ECAOO OAL Ue She 200) 2] US EE AH(220) 9} SHPO] GAM HOPS (S33) A] asf AEY ypopS

Ue grep (200) 2] Ue AH220) AI NB AAA(SOIS Beg BAA(520)9] VAs AACS AA
ach.

[0068] 7|F(400 44 Al2 LA AxH(312)2] SR BAS AlohS(533)7-4 ASE AED Bose Ba] a2 aa

ELAH(QID t= A AB ASBSoS} ALY Bazl(s7o)e] ES} AV soe Aga.

[0069] 7] (400) O49 enare LE(600) 2] AS AAH(610)2] Sho] BIA Rope(S334) ASH Aes HorsSa A ckeltt(600)2] 44 wUH(610) = aL AB Way“650)§9) AGA BYz](520)9] Bes} aye
& Aad,

[0070] 7\A (40044 AB AA VAE(313)2] Sal FAs BopV (23747 ASE AVA Hols Fal As aa

A(3ID = AL AB AAH(501I)S AREY BAl](520)9] Es} A7VAoe Aaa,

[0071] 7|A(400 5 A SH She tt(600) 2] UWF AAH(61N) A] Sol] AVR BlopS (S33) A ASS ASW Hops

Sa] J ctet(s00)8] WS A610) = AL WB AAR OolS| AEY BB s](520)9] Uets aAPIAS

2 adage.

[0072] 7\M (4007aa SIAL EAEC314)S] SPABPA FopB(S33)74 ASS ALY Hobs Sel a4 AA

VAIO ALAS AAsOobDs| AEG BRA](520)2] es} AALS AA.

(0073] aIEAl wel xz] (520)4= 21H AeIE(silver pastedel] 23] Bele a1 42] (521)% “Fol sla] Bey
% Al2 BB4)|(522)8 SHR|Ure. Se}, Be BAx*S] Ade fe] =F] USS — eth.

[0074] All dB BBA1(S21) = 719E(409)2] SH] PIs, W2 AB BBWA](522= Al AR ABr](521)2) Se

ol] Aas - ary.

[0073] Eo # Bye] H 4S Alaa] we-t qalsez]e] QwWeola, = los B Bye] Ge aaa]aSe eke]t+ of ASe]e) 4mols, 2B Pgs] SUS aloo GS gre] oAlses] AWElt}, $8], 112 = lod BAe bey cube 2 A477 VE AE BS] aot}
[0076] E goj4] AHS & 6o] HABE Ho] ways] E2l AES HASH, = oA SAS | 7] WAFS

sj dws] aps] Sa Was woe

[0077] 22], 2644 = ge] Ae 21 Wt & 39) celFRSA ASP GOONS THAR Wolf,

(0078) ESuA =e iS Barapa, 7)%(330)4 y)sk4oos Sale BAe.

[0079] PJ (400) All SHA), Al BE AGolding line)(421), 4]1 S44F(431), a2 442412), a2 4

= A422), Al2 AH32), a8 BHA(413), aS BE W425), AS SARU4G3S BASH,

[0080] AM AYR AAAS) al BA sy(541), 1 AB 7)B(S5)S KSAT. al SF spa(say= uy} et

ELE ( 200) 2] Se ARC 2ION AMAT SOsSy Bory.

(0G84] AHL AY EL 7|5 (551) =} 71400) a1 Bae AU2DaA Sale Bec.

[0082] aA AAAS SQ EA(open figures AIS, Al AAN41) BZ Al PE AAD] 2HO GA

~& (closed figure)BR,

[0083] Al QAI) 2 al Se WU21)9] S3o] Behe GY HBe] a7] 2 BME Al A4FU31)2 a
x o

Sell desta, All BaAC431) 2) 37] BY BSRS all APY 7}b(551) 9] 7] RW BSkol GP-Setry.
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(o084]

[0085]

[0086]

[0087]

[0088]

[0089]

[0090]

[0091]

[0092]

[0693]

fooy4]

[0093]

[0096]

[0097]

[0098]

[0099]

fO100]

fol]

[0192]

[0103]

[0104]

fO1Os]

[0106]

BSS ol 10-2014-0113205

A Be AG22 al Sede Ya SAY SIE a AB AMGSDS 87] 4 oe Ae] Ep.

 AL7) ¥E(551)2 Al Ss PR (S4DS FRA |S VE A719 SHS Fact,

AL A3B43D= 1 SSAGe 7JSU4002) 249 AL SE AUD] Be Aq AB 7) e655

D2 BFColdingde Aa} Saar.

Ala VA AARGODE 2 Bd WAG), We qy vases LFA}. a2 Bs spasus ae

BU(2003 2) Was eH azo)HseSy sho] ey

a2 ALB 7|B(552)e} 7B400)2 a2 AE A(422)]A) PAB Bary.

AQ AAAN(412)2 SH EA(open figure)S ARMGTD, 2 SA A(412) 2 42 BE A(422)9) SS Gal

Ea (closed figure) Qi sary,

42 AAA12) BW a2 Ae A229) AYo] Ygse Se SY] a7) Yo mee go aapusq a

7) 2 Myo] BSSD, a2 QAV432)9) 47) QW MYL qe xB 7 9k(552)9) 7) W Mya Seep,

A2 Qe M4222 a2 AAA) A AAS Bse M2 AS 7\W(552)S G7] Ae Aelct.

>
248 ASSIS AD Po PANS PHM +H VE a7MAS real,

 
af

 
2 B47(432)= 2 BAAN(412)4 BS “JE4002] SAS M2 BE A422)e] mS a2 7H ASS

12] 8HCfolding)a ah Sgt

 
bo

Bx
3 AB M49(503)AB So BA (543), AS AB 7IVESSS)S MEST}, AB SA B(543)2 2] ot

L4(600)2] US HAH 610)At Soe] Shaor}.
a

yl
3 4H 7)3%(553)s¢ 7400S AB BE A424 WZ Baaq.

dt
3 AAA4ID2 GH ER(open figures Bow, a3 24 A415)

EA (closed figure) S B*s su}.

ya ey to mL ar pe =i) w Je, wy, oo ro ng roe
4

iy
AB Saj14(413) 2 3 Ge 1W423)2] 23o] Bote BY EBS

24 y B

a

7) Mol HS Stal, AS AABU433)9) 27) WEES as 4

AZ AS 41(423)2 a3 BHACI13)o) Bal AAO SYS S WB VU 7)H553)S Bz?) At Alley.

ALS >A 7)FE(SS3)S aS Se BU (543)S TRA FH WR AZo US ypalrp,

   
B AANA, a4 AE SAPO) 7IR330)9] Ae] QA UA WRU > arp, ay, a4 AlBABB(She) sss EA Ws Sale SHAs Be Ae] THA) By, "i al 4 Aq ae
FS] Ass EAL PRS ad Be NAS] B74Oe BART,

GE WANA, 4ist400)% Aa AAMCEAMS4 YS), Wa PE A EAS) GS), ea SHRCE)

a7] SSS BPS = Vp,

Al AB AAROONE Ad SS WSEAS] SS), AA YR FBSA] SS) SGA F VT. A

48% WaS SS chet (600)2] Us A610)A] BASS Bab Aelolr,

AM AB 7S 74S a4 BE Ady VAS Byelrp.

ald AAAS SA ER lopen figure BAI, AA AAN FB a SBE AS] BHe FS ES (closed
figure)S ay akc},
a4 Wis AS ale QSAl Ss AASlo] Pasi a4 AB PAS Az) Me Mele.
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[0107]

[0

[0109]

108]
mL

ald Base AA Al 2] Alo] wr}

ea] Baye,

Tea
[0110] guyz

ALE

xzaly~simei
ody

folly aL
?

cL

Efe.
a 1 (542)

i

52~ v1

 
a], Az eaLJlint

z

ok, 4%O28,
(0112) He,

eu. te] a,

PASS §

(bo) Wel Ad 2

"78

[0113]

[O114]

POLES]

[0116]

[0117]

[0118]

A[0119]

UA Peott

[O20]

 
#

NI ¥E(100> A}
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Mek

WAY (2302

lle ae

7 YEC551)°] &

AAR(3IL)S+ Al Spb Hel (541) 2]

S88) sh AL AL 7] 94551) aAOm AAW +2: gic},

ams Hole] A

A AeA EAS A

AA

A\2 We AMA22)e] WE a2

. delat, a2 qe 7) sb(552

2) WeAhe

“LARC

EAs Ue Hel) al

any

Al

dake

ay

aula

see te UE Salsa LS eeeh} of] Pze](000)2] >}Ne] aghey] 4}

we

= 144210) 2 US Gane %

aye] Eo] BS

ZY 2

grey(200) AY 7labCog)e] 4

oa]
Te

a

7) (400) Ue} a2

) Held a2 Sea Hel (542)2] Bebe] Whol] SEsvo(533)] shal]

Uh.

a3 Ate 41423) 94]

BY SE(553) 2] Shh] a3 BA E1543) 74 Bees SICh
7) 9E(400) Uel}4q is

ANS Sse BH(543) 9] TAPS]

SA A313) $+ a3

SAASS

a a idoe

BSUS ol 10-2014-0113205

TL Ofa}

Qe a7&

= 7)8(400) 9] Bas} 4 QE Mol] BE Ad ME 7A] BBUColding) al]

, 7 Ae S)d

}. cheat,

A421) oF mE all AL7 REC

All AB 7] 80551) 2] SL]

Uae 7) e400) Wola a]1 aa

All Bt Wa Sale] 42te] Atel]

Sa aAt3ll)s} al Ss MAGS

‘acl SUE ANG SA) 9]
= tp.

ALLL 7\34(552)°] BS) A, 71400) 2] SR]veAI 7) 3E(552) 6}
2] She] AQ Ss} spel(542) 7+ each. a2 3AeeA]2oA UA 312)2) Sto] AYRE e13(533)54 2

A 7)-#4(400)2] Sel] ai]

By (541) 7} ThACH. yl A

IDS se] SIS Ho}

a gE] ]o}£(533) 4] e}ah od

WARS HORE (533) 1-4 ASS]

o] Aya ee Cae }.

591)

AL ey

a(S

3

JasAju] 4

S3), Al

“1 ARB hol He

Lg aA, geal 4

42 ght

)

esAvy)Aee

a2 BpE|542)9] AAS WobRCs)e] ASYE AN

+ ARY Baa Mal a74oe Aaa se Ad. a7ae

312) 3}“ah3

=?
FF400) 2] Se] a3 AB

AS Sa eS

SHE BES 4]O}-E(533

= HOFE(534)4] Ba AM 4on aad

Se THAG45) 2] UAE HOESSBE ALY opel

Aol a) WIAAad Fey. 714

]¥1(553)°}

+AR(313) 9} 213

3} 43 ALL
yAaAd >

okME Als qi 7)g(553)°] Hay

on

aa AIDSeo] YSqe w

ES

a
esAlley

UF.

 
, & 13S

300)e} 2
oa *_) #Ha aTFase (1000)2] Bawa, Buek134

. Sey} of AS] (1000) 9] FA Eoltt,
AH
|a

AAay2

AB Yeab(3d2),

aera, ebeltt of2] (1000) = (300)

(300 oh Me Th(341), Alle
Que, = 133} ES 1444

FIRM SIOV 2] WapS
L

ve 7|FE(100). US eke 4+(200),Ae A342), all GA =]A1(321),

AL Be shaaa), ale

FE]QT |

==
a=

alll
L

ag

ahh,

ALA]

aaA) A] ofoA] bey of Abee]

T ae]aq eke} of ae] (1000)

wla= QS %-2}(210),
21(280) & Gas he ealca

0) Ras a
a a]FZ a

x220)Ebe}(22ae ae.

)2} Urbol] ups Peabo)=

Jrm37-(300) 2-9]7] 4}

AAs alhe
=“ffceer, oa ay

NS ebet4+(200) Sh 2bg

2-3 (M] A] ) Oo] a yeaa =
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[0123]

[0124]

[0125]

[0126]

(01274

[0128]

[0129]

[0134]

[01353]

[0136]

[0137

[0138]

[0139]

fo140]

BSUS ol 10-2014-0113205

Ws VAY O)S BAAS HWE SU. BaaE G4 BE Gre] oles - see. a aA ale

Ge 2 Be PeybAsed + ou, clo] Ma_ Gar Veh

eet Als GSH(GooAVE y= Meh. ws eye}A

Be(300)4 AL AS AAGIDE Oo ae2] 25, Aa210)s+W7ALS SAS S Qa, We7(300)2] 42 AA Ula Ws ore a4e — tt

AM(BOL WASS FPG + Qu, WHse FSespe He

ASHE FAILCIENI A MS he4(200) Aol Gases sep Heomy-e ALE ae

& SAVACEDYS SHY PENS ACI $F eh. PAPE THAQS AHdqoR Mose

QHIE Pad ABAIS URS Aso] Peto Aas POIES Be+ aleh.

= 1344) = Ue Ws eel4(200)9} BaHS elt AMSA 0002] Bale YS — 5] 3
E13 #2 Bee] & GS BAe BS cre9 MSe](1000)2] BAM.

S 1% WS etet(200)2 BSA(300)7} AS Ayo Wt AGS noch,

2 ala) ajay Ue} ket}(200) 9} @44(300) Ze] A7]4 AAS Se] Sa ofa - Vo. tay

2S AL AH SAR (SMEG Sree] APs, M2 AB AARSIE S4(20e] AVA + Vr. S,

US eket4(200) 2] 3 ARH210) 9+ BHR (300)4] A] AS BABS Al Se (loe] Yah A7)sow

age = oa, Uys etee(200)9) Ws Hat (220) 2% BeAt(300)2] 72 Aa WA S12)e Al2 2r4 (20) al]
ja] a7 Ao S49 > gr. PaaS, WS cta(200}2] YS As(210)Al Sc](10)s] woke

= Ba €2%(300)2) al ua A311) 9 27/4 o% AAR = a, WS celcoos} HS a4
(220A? SI (%0)2] Holes Sal Peso2] ae AS GA(312)s 47s oe AAA | Qe.

le 1394] 4443000] SAIS] 44S oe} AWA ATS 42 Uo] ast SHS kw oA Sry,

EUE = 139] S700] Ble QAae wet AMA AE ze Ae, chet Aa Se(1000)9] GAS

E14BUS, APs 7IRECLOO) eos UWere (200) 2] TYae Sep UAb(210), WA A220)

3 SEY (230) o] WA)OF ATF.

% Beye] cL ALAlola] wks obeprp of Mze|Cio0)% AY zee) Bea} ws ebabcco)7t 4

a] 29) AS Yea Bro} gel44 WAS Yo}, NES] PPB Fo wel why | AaaFS aa) Pa+
th,

Oba] LBS ups Zo], AY 7]EC100I2] EME 0.3 WA) O.6ame] 7, YE shel u}(200)2] eA0.8 HA

1dome = Yeh, SS], zy 7] 3(100)2] EAE O.43mme] 7, US ofe4(200) 5 Tea Olam], 0]
Set La 0.53me 4 ebeh. elup, o] PAVE ol Alol Bxbspep,

4, WS el}(200)8 EAA, EA A, Yop} Pe gays pyPeey cep yasFA

= 400 7 Uo. le, a4 Fug Geri} gel Says ayea de avid aeaqa Faq

3 PM) Bal PIS FAAIGA SM SOR RH BIS PagoFea Se ge > Ad.

WS eA 4(200) 2] F Sal -BHACG00)7F AA WAFL Ql. IS ete] (200) 2) AP Sel) PAA)

AQ ZZ] obe} US: ete] 4 (200) 9 -PSR(500)7F Ba WH = gh

US ete] -(2ons] 3S EAQIN=E SAA] Ba SS4(300)9] Wl SS takaihys asa.

UWS Sat(2009) UW A220) SU (2QH) ASs] BSP (300A ae AA WAR312)9} YSetp,   
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fOl4y] ste] of AS z](1000}9] FY E12 Ya] Bud) 29 Ay Bayo ata” } gry.

[0142] W4. = 18 tae, ~-¥ 8(100)9] BAert.

[0143] US oe E 1S Ass, AT 7/0002) FS] AQ VayQops Asad. A aa=

43 7) 3E(100).2] Ae B2-So] SSR SF, EAM7) SSE FE WA.

[0144] HY SAL aolabe 71H(100)9] AM] EADS AeA Fle WHYS EAAMQDS 242] SEMA

7as-a, 2 OF, AMS] GaS 7K Belo] A Claminating) Sao] ARES | alth. eel ujol ey

(laminating) S@@olet, 4G Yes ol Rsto] AS US SHS] TSH, Sol SS HAAlFle TAS Fl

Str}.

{0145] USZee ES ADs, EMO 2] BS Bo] RSH (50)7} ASM. PEAASO)E US ere (200)

2) 215) 24(210), WA (220), WS 291(230)°] EAS HA2] TF Molly ASS — alert,

[0146] Us2e, & 18S gaspa, = 17s] Seadaga] HA paso} SMAlstz] Be BS Abo] AZ}
act. 7a, EAMQDe US EA WAS QBMsA] scp.

[0147] 2, BAR (SOS AAS, elt} MSE](1000) 9] WS eel}(200) 7) Bary.

[0148] 822 | 19S FaspA, YS gre(200)s QBH4(300)7) SHV as Sry aqs 47,

f0149] Ss Ws ck}(200)2) 3S 421009} SSH(200)9] AB SAGAGINS S404 ga QeAy]a,

HS ere}(200) 2] a2 AAA(200) 9+ HE300) 2) a4 AAAA(B20S S44 (20) Ja] Gerad.

[0150] Y7|S Bo] ay 7iSC100) A Hel AS USS che (200)S WaAlAZ OE, eltSe] (1000)2] a

AL TA Sal Fe AlZ] = hah, opielas} a spare Bal shal H4Se (1000S AZT + W
Oo] Ro] BESS Babe Bet.

[Ols!] GE 20 = 139] Herat EAS GAS tel AMA AE 24S 2, Bo} we OS AA] Wege] FAS ze] (1000) 2] EAE,

[0152] = 0S Hause. chelu oMSz] M000ay 71sb(100), WS ekeilt+(200), S444(300), B4hF(700)S

SAT tt

[0153] ey 7IECLOO), US eke -t(200), BARBS & lea, 2s Az} Nr}.

[0154] MAS(700) AR 7/4100) US Sk eLEC200) Apolo MASO} APY 74REC10N)SUS ere}(200)S FH

SpA] ZITH,

(0155] 21° 2 Wego] US Aloo abe erett ofSe4(1000)2] Be molcp.

[0156] B2S FUT, GeYASUOS AG 7100), US etel+(200), 844-300), 4 grey

(600) 3 HAG | Bey. 42.(300)% All AS ASL), a2 AA A24(312), AZ AA AsHC313), Aa
aA A21(314), Al SA EA(321), Ae AA =EAN(322), a3 AS =EN(323), a4 AS EA(B24), Al |B

S Ax341), A2 BS 4AH(342), 43 BH U4(343), 44 BH AA4A(G4)S BHD |S Yat, DEVE

YE] AC

[0157] ARs 71100), UWeke}(200), BERCQ00)e] As ARGS = le yA] | MA 48s sls} Sq.

[0138] 2 ore (600) = UF F44(610), A H4+(620), A BU630)S Beery.

[O15] S15 ee +(600 2] WAP(610)A E520) ASEBLY,

[0160] AS teu(G60) BAF] EASA] ss BAIS SAS FAS | Ar. YS ee(ood 7) FI

US Bas Seerse dus Fee far.

[0164] YH AAlL afoay 2] ereltt(600)%¢ Us Shet4(200)2] 2] Fo] HAI SL <F ach, YG 4A) ofoyay jae sreye}

(200) 7k AAA ZIRCON S! Steal HAs BL, Se she} (600) WS Fe H(200OS AXES ay 714
(100) 9] 32S tet malaVt. SS Peayood Ss ste] HAO] Be W AAS ABs] HAS 7}

ap Boru, clo Bea Bee gery.

[0162] S ce (6O0O0= UF CA4QOAG BA AE, EASES BAYS FS rH.
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[0163] YS eyoA ASHE SAF BAPSae Boe z]So] ASA = 3]o1+, NPC(Near Field

Communication) °]-$e] Hbeksletec+. NFC(Near Field Communication) 13.56MHz2] aS zeae], 7a

Ae 2 Bags Shy] Heb 7] eolry.

[0164] 2}ore(G6OW= Ag 713100) 2] Ase aq wz] = gry.

[0165] 2] ekel+(600)7+ 2b 7]4(100)e] Wale BPH 47] = 154) SBs qe Hs SUA + grt.

[0166] UPle 22 We) H ade|At He WS] HE CHE BAlofol] WE ekeltt oO PST] (1000) S|} says VAS a
tg Sic

[0167] E222 2 ge]THE Aloo Ue chet of dee] (1000) 2] APA] mo] cp,

[0168] E 222 4aahs, elu FASE (1000% zy 7/5100), HS Sheilu}(200), BSH GoNS ZHelt}+. Fy

HBB AL BE 4AH341), AQ SS Bh342), al AA EA(321), A2 AA GA(322), 7)3(330)

& MPS <= Yee. ES 235 ES 24S al BS AA(341), AW2 HS(342), a1 ASA EA(321), a2

AA A41(322), 7)0330)2) BAS Bake act

[0169] & cet} (200), BS4R(200)e] Het SYS | Qe] AQ Asad Nrp. Ut, apy 7/F-(1002) B+,

Ys -A7) HERE oe S22 Aggy.

[0170] 228 ash, aby 700)e Ba 4-(300)9] FAA SUE FAS AE FSSAS SPsgy

U. F, & 122] BP, zee 7]RXEC100) FB WS ee(200)7) wAls|ar, US gkeu}c200) |e] Bap

(300) 7} AAR S HOU, BS 229] PL, ay +CIOO) Abo BSE CG00S] PAS SVS HR] AY

Shee PART F399 (130)9] SISO, US ste4(200)2] so] QAR 300044 HAS + rH.

fo174] Boe Bugs] FE FS AAGS eteoMSea(1000)2] BA.

(0172 Te S3t US obey (200) 2 84H(300)7; HH ASG Ve FHS BAEC.

[0173] HSP002] FAs Ay 7140002] SAS AAU AS FH Ar. ASP OQNE SAMSR UAML7]

SH(FPCB: Flexible PCBRJ= Pas -— grt.

[0174] HSB(300) ze 719EC100)2] FEAYS(130)o HYALSESheth.

[0173] BER2] AZ AR 7] REO) S| FAS BAL SCH, ke 142] AA) of 9} Se], GH(30009) FA

Ue Qe t+ O MEE] (1000)9 AA Taye BAA TS UCP. HS, A 7]PHC100)°] FSBYAIBO)NS A
(110) % A)A) 4120) 7} 2 BRs-A] Faw, 4ley oro] SIth.

[0176] E ade © 239] JSH3(300)e] EAE PWS we} BelAy BE zB BH, ohet OMS z](1000)2] USES]
th.

[0177] BSR(32002] TAs AS 719100) 2] PaAe SPS resto] SB arp

[0178] EAs HTP, BH4+(300) AS YS ere(200)2] FRSA Sa uee(210), Wap Y+(220),

UW 2A(230)°] MAS)O cp.

[0179] WS ere (20092] St Sa BSR) MA|BOF gic.

[0180] WS ce4(200)2] AS ASQ Al HB AAO ABSE S410] BH AS2(500)9 al

aA A1(311)9} 43icy,

fO18z] UW ekelt(200) 2) WS Ba+(220)= All a AAB(S01L)o AGSE Se (20)] BYR ASE (Z004 2

AA WA(312)9} Ase},

[0182] 2 312 (230)2] Ss FADS 245 Be 25S Sa + Ao. WS 192305 AS 2W30)

Are] 2] 24 et, age] Az MS AES SqSe + ac.

[0183] EMS ADS, BSe(300)2] SAE aI 719E(100)9] FART 4FOBz, E M9] AA] fe} Sa, a

#30009] PAWS Skelu} FY aSz(1000)9] Bal Faz GAD FE Wet. HS, 47FCW00)e] E 21

Ad 1A) SBS S (130) AAC 10) 2 2) 2] 4](120)7} 2 BRSAES, HS o]4o] Qiep.

[0184] Yele, = 2 4) = 3A 2 PSS HGS Ble GS eel FASe](1000)] Bat Ala a
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[0185] obs # age) me OS alee] MS rely ofSe] (1000)2] AA Mela, % 26e BF * Uh

AJA] ol oll ae Set Ase (1000) 9] BAEC, =ef 2 Uys H YS AAlefe] WBS okey of
C'S AKE GRLES|D, E 28 Wal | 2e wh Wye] | cee Aral) a 4

 

ape
[0186] 4, 28 2ESR, 2 wege] H US Alte] BS chalFMS4 71100), WS

OFE]L-(200), G44 ($00)S SCS QT

[0187] oa) HA creOASe000) = SH SLBPE Ma7] Ee] Sal MAS HHA | grp. o] B

3, US efe]t(200) 2] 2A(Q102 fA Se] ay wAab7] FE Jal PAloe AQS PANS -— gy}

[0188] 2 XA) Mey Ske} OY] MS (10HE S41 So BPE SA] Sa Ags Halse — gary. ol ay, Y

= eepy(700)2)- YS 2d (ane S41 Se] Sal 4) Beas} S2l #abpoly SAsto AGS PASE
al 84 sid Beal 8S UUs AS4So] AGL ASS PARQSS AGS TAl fe VUS ¥

aa — glty

(0189] aAl 7I¥(100N2 G4] GESBE AGUS a7) Fe] WHS Bes + Wr,

[0190] ayy JVCFA SolePe] Adis zp)ate] WS WAAA spo] pss + ais zr] sgo] SS

Bara - Ur. le Mah, 2-5) SS 7a F Wp

[0194] aes FIMO Al SSBEE ABW alse WSS SUOe WAAA HS chet 200)el] br] 4

oy qSAqle AGE | YES Br.

[0192] 44) FOS $4 GOReype Age 2])4 S$ YP Feu Vise Sodq 4a Yerld +

Eat. Aol Fee Arise] Fo] Gay, Gaol +s SHS A + Qe Pee] P38 -F WV
TL

[0193] MOLT HSA, Ae 7]3E(100)-2 AY ACO) WR 2/7 AC20S BS = arp,

[0194] APSA CHO GA Exe e429] aae Bu. AS Ml delay zAegahlCioss Awa ey, 4]E}q}, ATA EL, “spalee] oyAYO] AA] Sl. SY TF Wr.
[0195] 47,2 SAY FA He BAY FAS STS F— Hom, AY 7400S 2lZ4]o-e YRS |

Oy Str

[0196] a3 7}FH100)S AE(Sheel) BHR PYS + VA, $48(exiblyd JAS 7a + arp.

[0197] TA] & 26S SBSH, UA et(200)= BY W210) HAH 220), WS WA230S BP +

Qu. YS 2UV0)2 EAS LE EA WHS BS | Qty

(0198] US eke 4(200) RA 7) ¥(100) 2]Rol Sel se ee. aaoe, US cha(200)e zy 7)

(100) 4} Ue GEO} uajSs | Bry. Y PayASES, AY 7)E002 MA SS BIE | AT, 7)

se Bois By) Us erel}(200)7) Ways <p t+. a] Wa SS ay) US ere} (200)7) BIshs

A ge wee eae1 gas} eet GAS 7S +— at.
[0199] WS et(200) 2] Fae ze 7110008] aeAba, US Sten (200)2] A SS abs 7) e100

Oe] ABE DBAS ae.

[0200] ag AAECLGO) OY US} ke} AC 200) YbS44 (300) 7} WS) S)o] okey t+ OF ASe](1000)7} ASSES FAS

28 WZ) Me B24] Beste

(0204) Us ckeu¢(200) 2} Si] BAe(2ine Uys 2v(230)4] Het] US ewat(22)e Ys 2 (230)9] efetol]

Al Et}

[0202] US e+(20002) SS A210) BUS Fe220= BS(300) 42] ASS MA BRM Fzpo]cp,

[0203] WSs PAQ02 S42] =A] > BP AA Has Bye — Vy. BAAN aolWee Be ya

PoE - He, clo] BAI BSS Bar, 4s HES Be — gp

[0204] WS se4(200) SAl SORRY FASE Sas AAS PSFE(300)MH + Bre. MS grec
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[0205]

[0206]

[0207]

[0208]

fO209)

fO210]

[0214]

fO212]

fO213]

[0214]

f0215]

fO216]

[0217]

[0213]

(0219)

[0220]

jo221]

(0222)

BSUS ol 10-2014-0113205

SE (300) 4] Ate = wth.(20) 44 SeB2e Az}7) HE EE SAS olRspo] HAs KBeS F

BSP(3200 a1] SA BAH311), a2 SA BxH312), 7)8(390)S SPA HF Vy.

H24(3009] Al AA BAGIDE WS te (2009 IS Fe210)s HSea > Ya, HSH(30009

ala AA TAH312)WS eke} (200) 9] WS VHz}(220)9} ASS > ary,

7|5E(330)& HAGS BPE GF Yar, PHSe Hesh= TUE SS BPS | Ac.

FSBBOOE +4= PAS RCEAS} we aha y00) Able Aalst v% eel Hanae 8ARPYS Zh2 PALE Ss] P(E AWA F g Bagg x i AGS

EA) 2

a

yoadd Akasaaz y

Axea~~

rtf
36 WY]27S WB obeh}(200)9} BS4#(300)7} AAW Abele] BP. B wbys) TH eS AlAleloy up

eat FMS a C1000)2] Aalst Hs AQsh7] Met BAe,
ue

tl 26% YS ckeyt(200)e A2H(300)7} ME Aes] Ye sys ude,

Us shell+(200) 2+ BAAA(300) ze] BEL Sujal] sa o]fej” —= erp

& evs SASH, WS Hey4(200)9) BS GAHL10)9} GS(300)2] Al S4 GAGlN=S Al 510)

a] Sa Maa =  Lah, WHSEH(200) 2 WS ARE (220) 2 BSE(G00)9] a2 AA UA 812)e Ae =

HCZ0N Yay SAd = Wth. Fas, We aeae YS EA210j= Al Br (10)9] HoheSSa] §S2(300)2] Wl AA Ex(31Ds+ Aad = We cet} (20002) We A(220)% Al2 Se(20)2] Hoes Bay G44(300)2} a2 Ba oacinaneaa== Qt}.
2 AA) AoA, 27] FopEeS Bolas Sse] B9a + acd. 9] mW, MolAs= UWeelxj, cz ao] s|

So) 128 - Ut.

KE 27S BAA. AY 71100) WS eel }(200)7} YH(300} 9} ASwlo} Qt ghey oy asel

(1000)2} FRANZ} Also] ae,

S, 49 7\st100)9] We SCH a= Ws tay(oos] HYaael AS eed210), US B(220),

% BQ(230)0] HAR AT,

EG, aby 718100) BS she} }(200)7} YSA(300} 9} We} ake Yuh Ballo} ge.

WS 2A(230)9] ZW) FAD, AY 718000)9] FATDS AV] BS RES AM e Ueh. a a

A) of 2 WS SLA (20) FAS OInm, AAP 71GHC100)9) SAE 0.43me  GLOrb, ols oa] BH

ach. A AA) fey Ss AUIS] PACE 2 71009] BACTAS | adc,

2 wy] ES oS Aloe GS ere oy MHz] (1000) AY 7]A(100)2] Wel S(140)e]) US key

(200)7F JA MALO glo], WE ehajy(200)9] FAS cha ofa] (1000)7F Bah Azle) as

Ay Hea Hp slth. BWI] HOE ANAS FUS HOI Ge an} oABeIOMe Vas= Z} °

SL Qi AA}7)7]o] SSScA, SPSp7) 2PYa Mic Fue Ba] aa PAS SAAe SHS 7

£ + itt

re, 2 Pe EH HS AAlae] MS stele of MEz (1000S Ars 7/100) 2] HA SC140)e]] Us et

FU (200 ZF WA) E]o] Slo}, 7/2] FPCR Abell Be WAS BYst BYPoh Ge], Stel} of WHrl(1000)7} 4

2e] Azt7|7)2] Aa] Abo] 47} GAM = eh.

ke 28 U4) & 322 2 se) BH GS AA] WS ote} OAs (loo)e] AA MRS As) Ya

Yio] c}

  
olafa iz E25 ula] = 279] USs ABAlz, B Wee] H cS SAlalo} WS ghejd of dze|(1000)2

al]
a

 
FAL, 3 8S AHS, ZAI 7)31(100)°] BWe|arqp. @ AeA 4 7|2kO100) 2 FeaFj AC) AE (sendust) $4] (Al, Fe, soe He PHS ESSA, EV] AS BS By
> hth,

gala) ay

so AASofa4rfall
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[0223] UPle, © 208 AAA, ay ZACYS e(.0HS Fee + ve Ae SS So] HalTHES S454, S39} FSR SA] zee. =eu 2 We ere} (200) 2] Bde} BES Aza = Q
ue ed a) ood SAS ABBE AROS SE, Tess, 44 Seo] ARS | rp

[0224] SEDI Aon AAS Alo] Bet YS Berto7: Wala Aso WSs SSP7) Baad +

Qt}.

[0223] SYDS Sse], BS 7A, zy 7)HC00)2] PARA] AGSE Bey FSF He] SYS aA

so] BS 2S Fe SSrt}. BY AA ood arg 7)(100)¢] 47) Seeaal a= He

E(sendust) GaA) FS LES EMoe] Aa BP, FEDS olFse] Sy GSS 7-H A], 100E 9]

4} 180% ejépe] Soa schoo Se eas 7-s FE WOON oles] @ER WAAA oS, Ap

245 F802 29. Fa(VS Sst, 4 7]AC1OGe] HAS 7et Fe, FAB)

ASA, We SCudo)a Yea Se cla]. deat ge AA S140] SYA) SS F UZ) Bed,

100% efoh= 2p AZ SE, aA FIFOSESEY FEDS Per 4A Bez gry,

  
[0226] wer, AA FIRM OSS AGAR Ss7q FH PPS ASE SS, PES] MS, BE Sol Be} ME

2ue Hao) Gas 7 a. a, FES] yee) Hea] BS BHqo FG SS SMA GaAs Fl aor Fp

WH, PES) yo} Vs AH Pes) wo] WAS] Re APo] yay co kee 2M FZ tsAS 7ai

Slr}, HS, Fo Bey Ke Apadic ee Fool] ya qG Ye BU # RAS FAIL Au, LG,

PRSAR |, PES Halsic Hol Del Azle RL HZ eso] Bela tu gy

[0227] ojs} Zo], BAe] Wa, BE, Yeo] wae} oeAS SEE Bes - gc.

[0228] 2 aA) fA FACS oc) Bs], Se FAS wee AA, ae 7BUWS eres +s

we AW Se Base] Aa alas “ea + Ur. AO Se ASA BSS BS RE Wola B

= Wrshe AA aolsCexcimer laser)S Aheore] BAYA | ach. Ay] AAeo]KrF e444 all

|AyCage BA, SABA 24Som) HE Are AA aela(ohBeS Br, Sass 103mm) Se] ABA |

ey.

jO229] Use, & US AGA, & WE BAGS A 7) HOO SHBee Be 4) she Sc40)e] B88 Zp

Al 7) 9100) 2] ApS Mo] get}

[0230] UG22, | 318 #espa, | 309] AHzee 714(100)4] BRR Aa SCuoOM WS eral (20S

A St}. YS ote}(200) 7} SUS, =z7IA10002) PS SQ) Vas EA WBeo]) BAA.

10231] BH SAL aleabs 7ISEC0o S| aa S40) WA eee00) 7b PASS Se ee IE WS ere

uU(200)7} Ase Ra AAS AES AAS AR HSSHAYSYH] ASS | Qet.

[0232] FaAALS, GFE We Sus FS $4" Sele SRS Sal oO grelt}(200) 7+ BAIS <p 9icp.oe], 47) T+ BAS Cu, Ag, Sn, Au, Ni 2 Pd SF MASS FL She] S49 + YS4, A) TS =

4 242 EA EGF, Ad EG, 240 VAl(Screen Printing), 2448 CSputtering), Bay

(Ecaporation), JAa_g 2 YAM 6 4 FBSE oS] 434 YAS of BS = ghey.

[0233] UGLS, & 328 PRs, YS ctel4+(200)s+ BSR(300)7} ASRS 444 4d Aad.

[0234] Ss, WS cret4(200)2] 2]= Feb 210) St a(300)2] 41 AA VAH3IDS SAMOBal BSry7ia,WE ELL} (2008) M2 ABHA}(200)9 BERG) Az AA PAGS FA (20) Isp Merde,

[0233] o]s} Zo], B Begs) Sf Ae A] ps seu 4 Msz]C1009) 2] ae WHS 48 7IBC100)e] BA

Se Qo. ye Wa Boa_ SEE](200) MY A]Avan2A, Meyose] (1000) 2] Aa] +7 IsTea = gal We Be Byte Aa R euse Seuss a WS eal eked t+ of Hee] (1000)
Pee M4, AB’ SA] Hersh] Bop} Bry.

[0236] 2 33 42 gs) TE HS AAofo] we} apg zak Aso] BUYS uals SL, Are Aap] HS 2a

fo] ISA, Ae, Oo] MIS 2957] HE VED, = ME 2 Byes] & OS AAHel ape apy

Je USS] Wa Se] 2UFS WAS Be, AS Bao] BS YS cle(200)9] MBAs, Ae, Og

SASS 297] He EMelt}

[0237] Us *te+(00 2s] GHHA, At 2 Q he] HAAS HHS] [FEA 1S Sal LAS + Wet
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[0238] E24 1]

[0239] Q=weL/R

[0240] ee]A we Ae ad A AEM e Fabpola, Le Us e420] MEAs, Re we} eet

(200) 3] 4,8 Uear,

[0241] SSA) LolBes +H glo], WS eke u(2o0)S) Sep eat a Zho] S7APSH Qzto] ebslep. Qa

o| Skea, AB AS Bol Sos + glee. YS eke(200)2] AYL WS Sbe-4(200) abaolAy way

Se AB SABS <P A] SpSt Boley, cr Flo] SSFSE Q Flo] BrPStect.

[0242] E33 8 EF 4S 2H54, AS SSK} LS0kKHz UMS Borsa, BV ByYsl He CE Aloe] web zag

7\¥EC100) “Pol HS Ske (200) SS MAS Ao] Hla, E342 th Wye] He CHE AAjopo] epee apy

73100) U-tS} AE Su) US erert+(200NS wae BL, Us etert(20)e] egiaaaye ot

9986 .92um]"4} 2 10339.34um™ 352.42umvb S7e-BT, WS Selrt(200)2] 4a ct O.91l0fo A of

0.888822 O.057aust GAG AS Swe — yey. Ba, ABAAS) Fp RB aye) PADIS Hol

SAE,

[6243] we}AL, Ege] ~ AlAlel HS eka of MS e(1000) = APE 71100) USS} HEL Sol] USte -(200)3 Wale], QASY + Ut.

[0244] % 35c & was] Eye aetel we} AAs 7]eb Ae] SARS wae By. Ar] Ae] We) WAS
79] 2 WPicld2. % aE HEI EGS Ile wep aE Ne Uys] py Bol wAIPS

Beals: -A4-, AP] AS} WA SHAS HOB] St H-Fieldolt}.

[0245] = 35 2S 36S FRSA, Ae 4/100) WAS] WE Be] UF Sey}(200S was Ber ye 71a

(10C) APA] SUES whet Q-Po] apa, ws gkej.tC200)2] s]Foq «-y] Aho] | Bo] MARAgel ar

+ Ws. oS, 4-4 134100) Geo = stele} (200.7) GSEs Fx] Sa BAS Bee 4p Ate] Ws

& UF eett0 Ss}Se ABA]7)old.

[0246] reat, Abe 71Z (2100) WES] HE Soy] US Shey(200) WA St BP 7} Ad 71100) Aol] US eel
(200) MAAS APol] HEH. US ete}(200)2] Wel} ab7] sho] ce] Be] HALAS Sela | girth. o}
treet, AY 7s 100) tol US etej4(200) 7) BEA PH] Sa AHeEe Bote a7] Ae] USS US
ste]t-(200)2] SXoR WAZ] 7] Wbolcy.

[0247] 35 Bn 26S Teo, Ste] +} Oo] ABe] C1000) S| heh} (H00)S SF MAS | alet.

[0248] QS ts(600) = ZAR] SM SALS] ASH SZ} SAS PUA | Yc. YS sha}(600)= 7] FF

Ys Aus $palsie ceus| AGS pastry.

[0249] 2 SAL holy SY ere (600) = US skeltt(200)2] 2] sol] nals <- an 2 Al fed us ekeht(200)7] AAI FIFRIOS Sek] Bale! BP, BYche(600) UWekey (2008 ALS zy 7] 3b

(100) 9] 942 Wet ma|S > Mr. Se ce (600)Se] Uo] |Be Wo AAS Aas] AS 7]
a> UU, oll) PIA Bae ge.

[0230] |S eto WS ca20044 BA WA, BASS SII S Arh.

[0254] AB ted ASHES BAG Baas Users yee] ASA — YOU, NFC(Near Field

Communication) °]-2@4o)] Hee 2) sr}.

[0252] Uf72e, = 37 Wz) M 4a8& HASol B wy H oS A) efe] Be ekeYaSsezlo] cay

alg 2},

[0253] E37e 2 Bee] HS eS AA fo] gee steAse](10009] Ba] AMA Eola, Ease #2 Uys]

HE AA ao] BS chy o PS] (000)2] AA) mola, & 38 S By He He AA) ol tS eel

U F4lS2] (1000) 9] Gwe,

[0254] WA, EB 382 E 37o] EAle obey of M#e](1000)9] PARAS Aste] Fl AM Eoly, 2H FYRA

7e MES]O] Aes QelS Aech,

[0255] Bugs tf te 4] ojo ce obeft} FMB) FS Bez7|s} Be aayjq 44a > Ql
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THA)89S AHopA, Oke} of BSe](10C0)= zh4s71SE(100), UW] ekely(z00), Qe300), 23

m3 (73

BSUS ol 10-2014-0113205

o

Fo a2(720), BS BS(sod) 2 Baas

 

  

Cre BS aS(710), Al2 %& 0)

2 22a + gt

fo257| Wa, % 3a7Q HBAS, 2A FIMO S $4) FLBPE AGU Z7]42] Hes Baaa + ar

[0258] ag 7IFEICO)S SAL ALES US ehel-}(200)7} ASRS z}7] Ao] WAS We] 4 Sod es |

Qe A139] Ge GANZ FU. oe Ws, Ae] AHS 7S +S le}.

[0259] ag 7100) SAl BS Be] Maes alee wee Syoe WAAL ule etalth(200)el] ab7] ey

eo] ue] qS4oe AGS | YES Boh

[0260] AZ FCI) SA SOSUS el-}(200)7} ASHE AVS SF APR TERE AGS Ss

4 Se YS2 SE Uy. Mh FSSS 471 Fe] Ge] GAN, Mae] +s VFS Has Ye

B30] Wz) We}

[0261] = 3908 Ames, zal 7 A00)S aA aAC10) BW ala aa2)S Best = art.

[0262] APACE BA Hee zl2] GYS LPS F Ur. SY AAl edd ARPMCIOT AWA Sy, Bap

AY, AMUSE EY, WAS] LYS] Ags] S ts Suey |S Wert.

[0263] 44,4020) Seg 2] He Bay FAS BPE > Wo, Ay 7800S 4/4]ehe FHS +

ay Shr

[0264] UA] & 37S Bgapa, aA 7/sC100)& AlE(Sheet) SHE PIS Pp Vow, SAq7(flexibleys VaAl

& Aa - Wop

[0265] AY HOLS UIIFSSAWONS 7S F Be. FRER1BO)S BSG) Ys Sue

Hays 7a + at, SHAOGOAZ] FESAA1BO)e MAE OY Ws obey 4(200)9} BEA | ghey,

[0266] UW ee 4200)SA] FERRE A4] HE EE SAS lS FAR AHS HANS S| Moy. YF

gre]e-(200)% BLA] AVE Heel upab7pz]e, YS AAO), WF A220) Ua SLA (230)S

Sd SV. YF BYQ0)2 BAS BS PAWASL]S QR + Ary

[0267] aay(300) US greh4(200)93} SAS BC]EA)) Ao|S ARs Us che Ooeyxye Aas Ag
& PAUSQZS Sa] PHTIEVNE AVA + ary.

[0268] qS7(200)S WASS MIS | Vat, MASS A) PAUVHS BSS | Ur. V7) TMISHS US

SHQHE TE AUS ASS BSS BATH, WS ASS Aste Ves FP PAss ag

= Pas) He AV S48 SMse Wel (CGS LHASA | Wert.

[6269] EG, Aly) PASSE Y= SeGOHNZBE FAG ASS JAF] SA ANS APH] SEADAT ADT +=

git}

[0270] BSESARs 7/31(100)2] FSSACS] MA) Elo] Wee chet (2002+ BS 7Rs st}. 38S SA

ALT, AS 7APSSAC30)e BSR)7 WA RS SUVS F srt.

[0271] ASEQ00E Al GA BAG), W284 4312), AS AA BAG313) W Ad GA AGIOS He
oF Yat, FHE(300)2] AL SA BAS WS eke4(200)2) 41 aa P31)4SagatAS73002) Ae 24 VAsi2S Ws eeae(200) 2] Ws 4H220)9} Aha pF War, “AS 4(300) 8
AS Da AR31|)S FF AACS] WS AEGSt ASE <P SL, ASA C300)2] a4 Wa tp

(S14= 2 ete] 4(600)2] SS 74(620)9- BSB |S Bet.

[0272] PSRPSSI30S BA Stet BAS 7A21B, TESA] MAS arp. YHAC30

O)7t ARS 7)FE(100) 2) FBSZzC130) 4 HAH] cpeh BSEGoOS Sales ekeltt False] (io00)s] Aa

Ae AA eae Fath. oe a, eret Fgsz2C10007} Sas Fge Bebr|s} Pe Aabri7]g]

PAL AA Ga - aT.

[0273] QQ AA) ool BSH(G0) SAA7S5 145) 27) S(FPCB: Flexible Printed Circuit) Hit A “#4

(TS: Tape Substrate) it te] Salei(LF: Lead Frame)°o] 43S + Vo. AS#(300)E Bol Says Abe
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B= BE, AHL (300)9] Sz} GAM} cha} ofLe] (100099) Aa] PAS SA | ales.

  
 

[9274] q27(200% YE Buss Ase Be, 2a, She] G7), $4 SORE, GSHYAS Hl

ASo) HSA F War, YS Yrbo] 7} est AGo] ger}

[0275] HA) 37S HBSH, BS46002ABA S4lo] ress Belo} SAS Sas + ar. 2

S st(600) Al ele} BRS SS4s AAS Saat + Qe]

[0276] 272] $4 AS AAQERADES SSFQ00S Sa 34 GeG6oMd7 PAs AES AAP Az

@ += gr}

[0277] 4% etet(GoooA ARSSe] Stas Ue yee] ASA | Wort. NFC(Near Field

Communication) °]-2+o] w}e}2) Str},

[0278] Qa AA fea, 2s Stel} (soo)US eteyt}(200)2] BSo] mas = Ac. 388 BSA, US ok
LEC 20037 AR 7] RECIOO) el FHA= AD, AS teuoow=e AS abe) bop200) SMES ZAY 7) RE
(100) 3] YS He WIS S VM. AS SAH4OOOE S29] SMO] SF HAAN Aa] GHS 7}

a Boru, ojo] Best BoE Wr.

[0279] UA] BE 37S AVA, PESEse ws BS(s0H4 Bee] WIA +S Va, ws BS(sons GS

ete]e-(200) BS] etele- (somal Papal = Veh. clo] alate, Fedde.

[0280] all OF -BSA-S(710)2 WS ske4(200), Se ekey (600) 2+ ARI 71100) Aboloy WAlSl Oo], US etal]

4(200) 2+ Ad FIMO BaAala + ath. ole] MAAS Festrp. 41 GY BaSc7lole zy 7]

F100)PEAS BSAE(300)S] BAS SVS Bhs] HS Tele] wbaSA | Art.

[0281] 12 39S HAs, We WA PG2AeS(VO& BS VE(sonst BAe]z) Ss730)BA) <P glee. ole Hal

VE Best}

[0282] USS re 4(200) Ay 7|3E(200) Atoll MAA = har, 22af°] a EPs] FAS HSA pF YOu, ole] By

4 Bat get

[0283] UGe2#, B40 U4 = 288 HH, B WY LYS AA qo] VFS oteluy FMsSz (1000s) AS

WBS 29 sc}

(0284) S40] Al4AW, = 40%} Zo], EMa(201), SAE(700), BE BE(800)S BH) Ge},

[0285] a AA) oll BalaQ0e TUS 2th Goon Ne - Vow, fee Bay, gay Sy

AGS + Ut}. EAA (CDS AFSYS Aes Areabe} uss FAS 7ha = ath. A Al os}

AA (201) 2] FAlun4 glo}, ol ofAle] Bapetep.

[0286] SASH EMALBS BS(04 FFAS Vsry77] Hat ALB, AVBY F217; AS

SF Yor, oy PEA ALE MH, wssstA, BaAs(700)9] SAS lene F Yer, = AA] =

SLE,

[0287] LE BS(s00)2 BRAD 7} At Ea WBaS PAs: FAd4 BHAMOCOVS HSE YES pag

gr, YA4SH, BS BHRSES fy S84 HAA(ODS AZ) s4 Aad a Has ay

sees EAA(21S BSD = gry

[0288] Ala) eho d Be BS(800)2 Szolel= BS(PI Flim: Polyimide Filme] ASS FF Vert, ole] sal

3 8es grt

[0289] Gen, © 41} fro), HAA(201)9 BS ASRQHs(00NS FH Pa Fa. 87) Hae

2FU] Yo} Claminat ing) BAaol 8a = Qt. =e] ulolSCaminating) S82 292] As} YAS 74
JZ US WES] BAS PAAES Sal.

[0290] teem, ES 42m Zo], Eaa(201)9) Aso] Zz SI | =Wao-4 Add Ea *qAS Ya) Ha aoe|Ww a oe = LD ee EbSe] BSe] ASD
ary. & YS AA) aA Haale] sale Dea BS(o00) dal Aegey ERA] ERA FE YW
i
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[e291] UPle, | 439} Seo], GY BS(000)S Vom, Ase] AAA WAGO)S BPs.

[0292] NAS AAO87] ko 2 Bt SBS Sq UGG Ca Wao) Aa M42] aHBAe + QV
th.

[0293] SYe2 EA Hao) $42 es} GAI57] FS SLE pedo GyeBS) WE Bree AS

Qype, 4, -Y2 EA Melo] F944] SS Bo] WS SASHES SAolry, HPS Aol] say Yo]

SAG BES MAs SAS e]rpatr}

[0294] 7] ae BE At Sao] sal Us ekeyet(200) B BS ekelrt(s00) 7} SMA Brel] BRest BAl9IOS|
Bs Ue. BAS AAO Yq MSSMAA(201) PHO] sabe) - atp.

[0293] Teese, & 44y} gel, Al (Etching) S32 Sa] "Hea HAO] B44] 42 S Pel 44s +

Ace, Aa RAH HA (910)9] ee] Bi Pb Has ESA a](201)2} So Sse SAS }-Bs}
Ffua+t MHI) BXYy2] Se Peo] AANA EADS FAAMA Hole Ses sys. Ya

A) dod BSA Q0D% BA He AA Aleta] Sys] sey Sse ict.

[0296] Use! F 459 So], Bea BAOOS AAPA, YS skart(2co)s AS Bazin) Buys ast

(220), 9S ekelt+(600)2} US WxH(610) BW IS Wat(620), WH BA HAS Be ys 2A30) R
yg Hal WES gt 2] eke+(600) 7+ aya +> Ut,

[0297] UPe2e, EH 465 Bol, US steri(200) B Be seri(6o)7) BSH (00d ASUS Sug

(soldering) €@& 47lt}. 2 a) doy qe eae ‘set low SA] ASEVor, oj Aeag yw
RE Met. reflw $92 UA AAS Fy SF SHS SES US 24230) B YF ekeu(G00)

 BAP(300) 72] 4714 BES erasAesohe Solty.

[0298] UW eke](200) 2] 2 TAH 210)BSA(300)2] Al ASA E4311) 4% Sq Boo] 2a Aaa + gla,

Ws ge h(200 9] WS PAQE ASHa2 AA A+A4(312)% SY (30SR Ge — gas,

2 ee(600) 2] UW SAN 61O) = Ge500)2] a3 AA BA31a)4 SUB] Ta aes — gaa,

|= eFeit+(600)2] 24 E1620)BAHR300)2] Aa BS Hz(314)9} SEY (30)9] Ja BaF aq

[0299] UGleZ, |= A474} Aol, ened ASL (S00)7) sbebope WA olSie| be] Halet EA se Ss,UW2U(230) B 4S ske4(600) 2] AhHey] ASL <= gle.

[0390] o) A, GHPGooUSE CREWS SE 497) B100NS BSB +S Wet. 4G M10) 2] SRS

Ce BSE(300)2] BE] BAUS Yya +— alr.

[0301] NSR300)E 374] 2S As AZo], FS(300) 7+ AA 7]A(1000 2] FSSZH130) oH] MA) Bol] whe}

2(300) 2] PARKS eke: of ie] (1000)2] Aalt-al7} aa] Ares = c+. o]= gla, ereof 4

22](1000)71 449 Fd] webols ee Aa|7le] PAE aa) GAS = grt.

[0302] °] BW, Us 2 (230) BAS sree] (600) 2+ 2)A 7j9EC100)2 zl GS Bas c7ioda Aa] Pas >

ar. BAA Aol 2}-971F-(100) 2) A 10Cum UZ) 800unm2] WSS 7a + Qeu, ojo] tease Ba

2 MU. S BAL AeA, aL OPA Bas (710) 2]Alas 1l0um Wi4) 50um9] WS|S 7A 4 Qloup, jel] st

Asl Bee By

[0393] Gee, E 483} Zo], Ae 4yAs(7302 Ae Fe BAS(72NS EA] BS BS(900)9] @ So] PAs +
Qa. She C730) & a2 Sa MaS720HSS) a HAs FoSLE, Huj-8 Wels} ee a
AAAS} ALO] A] BAA] a ASL = ay.

[0304] E49e 2 2B SAao] S ste: Hees] aS YY] SHOT,

(0305) Se), 49% EH 1 W4) © le WS okeyFaSsesl as WH We Aolry.,

[0306] AGS Fast), 7] 2C400)°] BP eT4(S101).

[0307] Uso2 7/(400)2] BAe] ARQ SAWG1)°] 4SAH($103). yd, BSAAS2 SEA F wrt.

[0308] Q aA ojeleqe zs 741002] Awe e-So] ASR F, EAF(81)°] AHS Mo] ASR TE

Qe}.

[0309] He Oe 44) doy SASS A249 254 WAU, VS AG aS yeohS Fro’
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(laminating) So) AASS = ghek. ufo} jo] ™ (laminating) S8eole, 24 GAS co] Sspo] yun GE =S

Te] Fa, Fo] SS BAAllS SAS Lupe.

ere (200)2]i‘i[0310] HS OZ, EGAM(81)S) Ao Bb(83)7} BAb4(S105). B22(83) 2] LOE

BSS eFeI+C600) 2] BAS BYoHe Med - sith,

[0311] tT} A(say7} FEE EAS] Bee 7140S Wa eal wO(S107), PEAA(83)7)Fee, AS eS (

abu) 2] GES Hao] Azo] MASSE AA4(83) Bt] JAS SysteUse Age ola] ag

Be LA wes] GMS ko OOF ke 51g Bae} ABee).

[0312] = OOF S512 2 B89] BAN Ge 44] Ba] SINS EA MeGUS Boe.

(0313) S|, & 502] (AS # Bes} AA] Che SS A 2tCunder-etching)e] 2a] SASS EA Wes] a

at, & 502] (A= S Bye] Ale] GS FF AACover-etchinga Ba 5fo,&%

Ee=
2 Zz= TT Ss

PAS PIF, M 509] ANE B PIS] Aole ws g AACine etching) Ye Bye

| ae

fO314] & 56053 Eble uae, 3a Wel] aget 9(230)9] AHS Be!) Ut! 2tCnner angle)

5 tH?) WS(sides) We] ww"]

UBQ30)F} AAR AREY

at

4 QUT}

[0345] 2H seo] Seke 3S 29(630)9 WAS Seo] UAE ACiorer angle) 74S U44SS Aes

- Ut. 2e Well aseke 4 3 (630)9] BAS ASE, PASE AGEBYSe - Wee

[0316] olsFE SS] YS 52(230)5]) PMS ARASH], SS(630) 4] AUS Apzae] BLS AVS}.

[0317] WS AE (23009) AS As WP ZA, eee UA ZEA), SeR UPAR ZECAR), Step UE ZILA

4)& 7p,

[0318] Se 72(630)9] WAS 2s Use ACAd), Pees UE(AG), Shes UAE ZECA7), ote UR ZH CA

8S ERITH},

[0319] SALA, US 38 (230)5) Fe BA630e] FU UAM(BNPSPE] BYYUS, Us w2A(220)e

FalseAS SUB (630) 2 FA SUS <r AT. HE, UF 57 230)9] FASE BOLSF 574630) 9]A
MAS Hols SUM HW}. 71400)9] PEM YS 2(230)9 BIS Basa, 71s9] Ba

(00)1H BACH) AVE APS & ach.UNA AooeNe ys °

Hel HDE 7) H400)9] SWORE 9% 21(530)9] PHA) Yel (p29) SIF | Ae,SS [0320] AMG, 2S TA AY YES S4 Q RS Hor] Hata, 2a We] sees YS 2A(230)H

Ye 226309 Fas Aus] SA Wau = soum oY = Vr. aA Wao At Jee SA Q

RS AS7] HAS, 2S A RSS YS 2S(230)9 AS BYL(630)4 SAS 100um YS F

ath.

[0321] ALA ao At, UF SL(250)5} SS BAU630)°] SUS EAM(RSEYE SUS YA SAS Sal aysTI =

[0322] 1S] BEY] BIS UE FAL SYS 5210630)GAY] Ps uP AAS SLE FS

ae 5 UPR 40A2)& IS 2el(630)9] SAS HIS uP Sos SUS

MCE. MS ALG) BAS BH UP 4G) IS weYGwa] Weal aeIR AOMSE F

aa + g= Qt}, YS B2(230)2] HS) FS UE ZAMS SIS 2U(530)9] HRS} Pees UE ZA)

[0323] Us 221(230)2] des] 432 Gs gave y2 aw

Th, WS 2E(230)2] Bele] ets UIE Z(A3)S Ys wel(230)2] Eas

gt}, JS 26302] We] sakes Ue zag) S = 21

@ = acy. = wel(e30)9] AHS 4S Gee AcarsS

ESS = Vey.

|i (fine etching}¢] ATA, YS 22309] WS] BPS UF ACAD, PAS HE (A), BSS

a] 2,
©wS Le, aly eh 42, ceonallie x su A S Su, of re rt oy 32,

reo “4
&!

 
[0324] on
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UE ZA(A3), SS UE AAS AAASSE GE AGS | Vth. H, B WAal(fine etching)°]

dye. FH aQ(e30)e) Bae] ys Us AAS), -P-SS UZAG), sbohS UE ZACAT), 73

BAAS AAAo# gos] AGS = guy

[0325] 4 Al Cunder-elching)°] Yctha g ACAD WS 232(230)9] GSA

] PAS YS AAgyad ad. ( | FADS US 2Y(2320)2] BES]

PES UE ZA ET} Arh. SS 26302] AHS] BS US AAS AS wa(e30)s] WAS) Pal

SU AAs) BO St. BS wa(osns) BAS] Ass uP AANS Be waA6302] WAS] HSS

ue 2B) AU ad.

[0326] H+ of 4} (over-etching)°] SUS, Ul 22(230)iDAS UR ZA(AQ) MT} Zhe}, US BS1230)2] i BZ 2
SU FAQ RT Ath, YS aa(esne| wyareas Us AAD SH a (630)9} WS] 98s}
UlZA)ACE ACE, BS S2Acesojs] ARS] Base ulAAS AS aA(630)9 AAS] Fst UP

CAS ELT} SFT},

[0327] AL lAl(fine etching) =] oketbe] Q a2 4S ol] Al Cunder-etching) =at =F} oA) (over-etching) =} et
Byte] Q aur AEE, A olA(fine etching) otelits] Also] 4oA Cunder-etching)S oke]-}t+ a

ol Cover-etching) A&A gkelt+s] Aeerp wee}, wep, BS oa ehhA aad she} wes] es} 47
3 us Ae] FES So) Aus 95% ols} YES dou, ae] UY Ae] AES SAN BARS 85

% o]4fo] S22 sh, ckelup spas] AS BS TMS + ale.

[0328] THA] 2 49S ALB ATH,

[0329] 7%, WAS(83)S AAS A(SIO9), ChE9 AL eI(1000)2] US ete](200)9} 2S ekey(6o0) 7+} Ba

acy.

[0330] SH 442 (300) 7) BA FcrHS111).

[0331] Q AAA, 7) 3(100) 3} BS2(30018]) 2E(330)0] VRE AYES Qeol, Aes BAS103, $105,y S

S107, SLLYA eA oO} BBL} (1000) 9} TS hay 4(200) 8 I ehajy-(600), ke] a ASH H-C300) I

Fase] Es] Asa H Me.

[0332] TE T= AANA, 7)(400) 5} B44(300) 2] 7134(330)°] Bele o] Hye Ae], BS44(500)2) Wel

aha} of le] (19002) US eheh4(200)9} 1 ehehy(G00)2] YY Fash aes] =e

 

Be %el] Say By

A ghrp.

[0333] ol, AA(500) 7) SIAUCH(S113). CSRS Alef] WS SAy-(002)] BIRe] Wey =S Fest}

[0334] 42(300)9} AAA(500) 7} BIA 7]4(400)9] AKL] BAE(700)0} BAI wr} (S115).

[0335] 1 2b2=(700)2] Aeoll xbAl 7100) °] Balch(s17).

[0336] TS2 BSca CASS 43 7IMEIO0)S} Qkalt HAS Abo] 2S] Axo] Wa} & ses & 51S

gas ABSt}

(0337) E 505} B 512 sass, Use ckeil4(200) 2] UR Be(230)2 ASW1), WZ ZACS1)S 7)5], Ue

BAA2302 Qasc700)4 Sal aA 7]3kC100) A|] (Hal Ws ol AC, Sf okey}(600) 2} 2]

2263002 AS(H2), NZ ZEA(SHES 714], BI BAUGIOL 4A AS (700) 2] a] xy 7)34(100) =} 9]
A Ag (ha2us co) Seu. usb stY (230)*Y 7140100) 3} 9) BS}7] SS ABs SE BSSa} A

BCE30)S ARI 710003 9) Ast7] Hep] ASIW=E Geo] SATSH, YA A(dale 4 AR

(HaZ) 9+ EOE <P slr},

[0338] EE 1% 4 okey-4(600) 7+ NPC Skedite]az, 2] eke4(600)2] 41S(¥2)7} 400ume] at, 2} Srel14(600) 2]

AZk ZkACS2)74 200umel All, BA-SC7O0M SH CLASzy 7)F(100) FF SR skeI-4(600) AF] SI

Ad (Ma23o] tt 2]4 Ske] t}(600) 2] NPC BAlSE EMVCo Load modulation BAERS) ASB Holt,
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W: 400 / S: 260 (unm)

Gap Chick of Aa sum
15.79 MHz 15.935 MHz 46.225 MHz

(00.0) 29.15 mV} PASS|32.7 mV|PASS|34.58 mV] PASS88 < K < 80

(10,0)
EMVCo = 12.7 mV|PASS 115.6 m¥] PASS} 19.2 mV7PASSi.2< XK < 80
ha

modulation 20,0) 64 mV|PASS|8.6 mV|PASS} 11.0 mVjPASS5.6 « K < 86

ee 0 3.8m\V¥o|FAIL|4.6 m¥|PASS PASSO<X«
[0339]

 
fos40] LNA, Gey. 2)% BSE Sve} eelof dse(1000) Abels] Az yz) ws Gerad. Fel,

GuyA x Me HIE Puls} eeIy of MBe|(1000) *o}e] ALS GEG

[at], ELIA, A<X < Be Bae] So He Be Me] WIS yepach. olde, Bay aa) Bal

(0,C,OA, FEB SAS Hst4e tele] VS Bho] 8. BVAAosta, BOmVUTH= Apopok Fr},

o])A Ag] (Ha2)7k 30une 4], SA Baye 15.78 MHe7t Sel, S]te ote]14(600)9] oteAlteS 29 15nve]

BE, 400un2] 4S, 200ume] HZ ZS, 30ume] 14 AUS 741 Sf Se +O0O= 48s Ree AS

Wel <r ghey.

Lf
[0342] 2a, BUA MA) AA0,0, PAS Fs Hees she ys] Bs Fhe] 4 OmVBIHS Aleks},

SOnVETHE APo}oh SCE. o|A AR] (He2)7b 30um@ A, SA ABP 15.79 Met Fe, SP sre]L4(600) 9]

GeASL 3.8nve] ZB, 400ume] 1S, 200ume] AZ WA, Bums] 1A AGS rls AV obey 4(6oLT

Oe Hee] BO QoB BEYS - Act.

[0343] YE 2s 2]5R OFey(600) 7+ NFC Obeyi-fo]az, S]=b okele-(a00)2] 4y2)7) 500ume)] az, 2]42 oF eit}-(600) 2]
|(S2)7} 500ume] 2-Fell, FARSC700 Ve SSH SPAS zr 7]SECO0) a} SHE SEI 1H(600) Abo] S|

Ae CHa2) oy] WS 2] ek eit}(600) 2] NEC SAL 4

a
c

J-se°S-= EMVCo Load modulation HJ: 2] 4zBA) Wer,

 

W: 500 / S: 500. (um)

Gap (hick of Ad)
16.37 MHz 16,515 MHz|16.805 MHz

(0.0.0) 327 mV|PASS] 31.0 mV] PASS|25.6 m¥|PASS
8.8 < X = 80

i (1,0,0)EMVCo 20.2 mV|PASS $19.7 mV|PASS|18.2 mV}PASS
7.2 < X«80

 

Load - -
modulation 2.0.0) 12.2 mV|PASS. $11.9 mV1PASS| 10.4 mV|PASS56 < X < 80

B00 6.1 mV¥|PASS] 6.0 mV|PASS] 5.9 mV|PASS4D <« X < 80
[0344]

 
I

[0343] Hla B 2A A = BS), ASO] Br} At U4SR Ae Yo] GAB UzMES, OS S

Fee YO] 2) 31, FE ete]e(600) 2) AS

[0346] So], E19} EB CSE, SF obey (600) 9} AZo] 400umtf Aa, S]4t orept+(600) 2] 417k ZEA 200um

HU} 4ord, 2 cbet4(500)2] Ae2 o]4 Ael(Ha2)el 2]% PHS we] PHS 2

4(600)2] Se] 400ume t+ Zhar, S]4E key ut(Go0)s] AZE ZEA 200umN Ut} A AL, spas was,
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ae, Bese] BSe] Fale] loum ote] FAS AAT EAS (MOS ASS EM, Ae grep}

HS 2]grey(600) 7+ NFC eke bo] az, Sf4h ekeeeceg0) 9] 242) 7} A00ume] at, SFP ere) +4(600) 9]

A(S2)7} 200ume] at, YAS SH] st ereOo WSeyC00d) Abele} a4} Hal Shalt (3,0,0)el 2

al

( |

FA, BAFEC700)o YB CASS AY 7)1(100)z} 2] erulltt(600) Abo] 9} 7) e] (Haz )el] WS Sy ered

14(600) 2] NFC Al Ads EMVCo Load modulation H2=S] AeA] Boyer},

 

mV
  Loac (3,0,0) 0) L2 mV] 3.8 mV] 4.6 mV]5.4 mV]5.5 mV] 3.9 mV

modulation|4.0 < X < 80] FAIL FAIL FAIL|PASS|PASS|PASS|FAIL

AE W2)] 400ume] a2, 2b ZA(S2)°] 200une] 4PM, TA ABHa27+ B0umIAT 4A, SH obeyLy

(600) 2} EMVCo Load modulation HES S344] FES SF Br. Gel, o]4 Ae|(Ha2S 30umatc}

2 Qo] BS — Wet.

%(W2)°] 400ume} a2, ALZE 24-4(S2)°] 200umel Bo], 0] 4 Ae]CHa2)7+ 7Oumach ava, 2]. eteit(6o

0)2] EMVCo Load modulationZEEE S442] BSS SS MoO. Hey, 4 ARla2Z)= 7oumeU AS

Be) SS MT.

4125 (W2)°] 400ume| at, A1Zk ZEACS2)°] 200une! 4-Pel], o| A AelaZ)7F 40ume ct} AD, 60unet} 42,

2 eke] 14+(600) 2] EMVCo Load modulation AES S43S % | Verh. wep, oA Ad la2)s= 40ume

Th FtSh, 6OumaLtt 42 Alo] BS + glep.

HE 4 SJR Shey} (600) 7b NEC Skedtto]az, 2]4% ekelt+(600)2] 44 (W2)7} 500umo] 52, 2] erel]t+(600) 2]

AZ ZEA(S2)7F 500une] at, ALE SH] St oe} ojSz] (1000) Abele) Aces 914) Bev; G,0,0)e1 4

Pl, BASCOM AM OASYS HG 410s} S]H eret+(600) Abo] eS} 7 e](Ha2 el] a= S]4b eel]

 
+(600)2] NEC Al APSEMVCo Load modulation AES] 27H Bolger,

 

W: 5C0 / S: 500 (um)

Gap (Thick. of Ad) 10 urn 20 um|30 um|40 um|50 um|60 um {70 um

Resonant freq. (MHz) 15.95|16.117}16.37|16.515|“6.8054 16.91717.15
  

o
A (W2)°] 500ume} a7, AlZk ZA(S2)°] 500umel 4a], Oo] 4 A7elCHa2)7} 20umT} 24}, 2] Stel

(60C)2] EMVCo Load modulation HABE SAEZ] HES 4 S Wc. Merl, 4 AB] (Ha2= 20umac}

2 4lo] SS - wey,

4 (W2)°] 500ume} a2, ALZE ZkA(S2)°} 500ume] BPol, ola Aey(Ha2)7+ TOumsie} BH, S] okey(460

0)2] EMVCo Load modulation HAE SC SAYA RSS A H Qe. ed, o)4 AB(Ha2)= 7umeULe

Bo] SR ETH.
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ay olty

XE sda? Bel= spo} Zo], ALY sMo|AwS] Ia Qp7} SES, AUT BMA] Adwhe Ga

BD, QRS SI.

a] AS Srl WS AY ge) We =

So], AEY BolAES ela} Be] She belt oj gee|(1000)2] IZ SPY] Babes] S7-B suo

BE, AEY BAA 38/2] AEY welAEs gaya) Boe PAS ves she.

YAS, AEY Bear} Sto] eH BYTE AQ 4B BBa|(522)S ZIPE BRE, o] AaB w

B7|(22.] IA FAM AD He PA} AMISH, ALY Blas 18 A] ALY so]Awg ay

AL AB BAZ 62i)9] Fs Este], W2 AB BRA (622)7} BYyert(s3o7). elm, al AB By

(S21)9] Qe Tee ETE +S At

esse 2 Pee] SoS AlacS cet oases] Gay(00s| Axe wee] Sere] ct

S93], 5 55 % 6 ul7] & Soll St sel Uae] ABH(500)9) ale gel) We oles.

way, 7/8400) WoHAd WS eke] t4+(200)9] SY Az210)9] SHE, US erelf+(200)9] US Az} (220) 9]

att, 4} srel+(600) 2] Hse eet610)2] Stet, SS cke14(600) 2] 2S(620) Shai] ZEZF u] of

#(633)°] QA ect(S501).

|] @3el 7]at4002] She] ANY FBl2](520)9] YS Ast rpAa7} Pasr}(o503). AR

OS B8S A Ate A AB AAOPSE ASY Helzl(520)7} BYge of

©, 42 4B AABS2)Asse AEY HBA (5207) BAAS AE, aa AB SAP OO3a asst
yo 1

= AEA Bx (5207) AAS Ba, Al4 AEB ASE) BPs AEA BBl4|(520)7) AME

BES 24 Gai, les] PH2] PHS BS + art.

Aca UMA (0) VIS AB MAI HAA MAU) Vo} Aes MAL 2go] RPOT al

S5]O1($305), Bl AB BRAG) BRU}. BUY sABS] VA LHe] we Au™ BalzI9] Ys

2 By AVE ups} ae.

a AR URs)6521)9) RS BFH4(8507), A2 AH UBA](522)7 PAs. ol, Al AU uy,

(524 Bu Fye GEE + ge.

SG BUYS] EU AAlofol HHL chet of Pee] SAH(GON A YPYS| SHR|ep,
   

Se], = 562 = 9 WZ) = lio] mS ghey sels: AAZ(500)9] AA WHoll we glolcp,

7(400) UA AA YR-E(B11, 312, 313)2] Sel Blo]o] Be Acs7ol).

Sa} PAS(541, 542, 543)S) VAS] Po] H]opso] Bsr4(9703).

AAMEBULL, 412, 413] opeb 4{st400)°] ABO APB 7] 3(551, 552, 553)°} 72h BAdeU4($705).
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Freq[kt] Uductance Resi stance Q aSetup) © Sweep |Setupt ° Sweep|Setupl : Swaes

| 130,000000 Q0ES , 4459382 0 SOse7s O, D12480
1, SOGOD0: 0021, 543951 0814464 0. OPRO4E

| 152.00G006 8019 .845417 &, 819325 1G. 438115
133-.GOG006 fO1?.764376 0 .8F4199 8 ORE

| 134..600000|10018. 888498 0.829104 G. OF 1784
135. 600000 0014 , 021426 0, 834027 0, 985405

| 136 .800000 0012, 153025 0 Baso76 0. 398564
3? 600000 0010, 312857 0, 840048 &. 11262

| 158: 900006 0008. 47.3902 0.848042 0. 123517

[ 139: 860000: O006 . 685764 0 B58960 10. 135888141) 000008: 9004.8 19398 6, B59000 @, 146721
141 060006: OO02 891358 1, 864062 O. 157687
142. 800000 O00. 1/3585 0.860147 GO. 16824 1

9999 272809 0, 874254, 0. 1783891

| 144. 000000:|9997 .SF7045 5.878383 0. 186142
145 OO0000: $995 785687 0 BB84534 0.197506

| 148 . SG0000: 9994 00944 6.889706 6, 206488
147 .QOQ008|9084 22ehele O, BG4900 GQ, 215097

: 148000000|9990. 450379 0. 900716: 10, Peggee
129. 000000 9908 A826 0 805352 O23 TRES

| 150,000n00|9986.9°3648 0.9106 10 0. PBB75E

F181 -900000|9985. 169040 0. G1588¢ 10, 245644
| 182000000 GOR. 419964 0.924189 10. 252784

153 .0OS060 9981. 676290 0.Q26508 Q. 2593 18
164. 00008|9979. 887950 0. S3 1886: 0, PRBS 1G

(185000000 9978 204783 0.987212 OQ. 27 1886
| 156 .00de0d 9976. 476722 0. 40894 0, 27BS5E

[ 1S? 000000|9974. 753596 0.947898 0, PBAaeC
| ise.eoo0un |gg73.csseas | o.gseqts | 10.287188
| 159000000 597] .G21833 0. SS8860 &, 261885

| 160.900000|9980.61905) 0, 964321 0, 200847
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FreaqlkHy] Inductance Resi starice Q _ ;Setup| © Sweep|Séetupt : Sweep|Setup!©Sweep
120 .GQ0000 O74 ABSTOT Q. 60491 11052420
31000000|10373.811592 0. 764022 11072204
82.000000|10371. 760893 0. 769976 1.095492
33 -AH0006 O869 918784 0. 775853. 11. 108182

is4.o00000| vases.o7eses|o.77aast[1.125022
35 000000: 0366 . 247 102 Q. 782872 11. 14792¢
36..CO00R6 0364.42 1100 0.787415 11. 15798
37 000000:|10862 600844 0.781879 11. 173537
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149 O00G00 O84 198850 0 Basan? LS2e8BE
50.0G0000:|10859, 342085 6.853287 11-832498

Tet conan| iasar aaeal|O.BBaGa? |11a4i7ie
52 000000|10335. 817245 0.882067 11, S50538
§3..0G0000 OS34 , O58916 0. BS7867 11,358G8C
54000000:|10882, 203299 0.872774 11, 867056
8.090000|1030, 550019 0.877708 11, 74754
56000000|10026. 789305 0. 882658 11882095
§7 000000:|10827 .CS0748 0. BBREES 11,888081
58 C0008.|10825. 3043851 0.8926 16 11, 3oB741

158 .GQ0008 G32g 5601438 0. BO76E6 11402052
60 .000000|19321 817936 0.902653 17, 498086
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[hereby certify that this correspondence is being SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

 
 

electronically filed in the United States Patent DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
and Trademark Office on September 20, 2017. UNDER37 C.F.R §§ 1.97 AND 1.98

on, Examining Group 2649
( Patent Application

WISP. f Docket No. SUN.LGI.420D1

Jeff Lloyd, Patent Attorney, Reg. No. 35,589 Serial No. 15/360,425

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Examiner : James P. Evans

Art Unit : 2649

Applicants: Jeong Wook An, Jung Oh Lee, Sung Hyun Leem, Yang Hyun Kim

Serial No. : 15/360,425

Filed : November 23, 2016

Conf. No. : 3890

For : WIRELESS POWER RECEIVER AND METHOD OF

MANUFACTURING THE SAME

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

UNDER37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97 AND 1.98
Sir:

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.56, the referenceslisted below and on the attached form

PTO/SB/08 are being brought to the attention of the Examiner for consideration in connection

with the examination of the patent application identified above. Copies of the cited references

are attached.

The undersigned hereby certifies that each item of information contained in this

Information Disclosure Statement wasfirst cited in a communication from a foreign patent office

in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of this

Information Disclosure Statement. Applicants are attaching copies of the European Search

Reports.

JASUN\LGIM20D1\MDS-refs\9-20-1 7\SIDS3, doc/mrk
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2 Docket No. SUN.LGI.420D1

Serial No. 15/360,425

It is respectfully requested that the Examiner indicate consideration of the cited

references by returning a copyof the attached form PTO/SB/08with initials or other appropriate

marks.

Applicants respectfully assert that the substantive provisions of 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.56, 1.97,

and 1.98 are met by the foregoing statements.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.16 or

1.17 as required by this paper to Deposit Account 19-0065.

espectfully s

 
Patent Attotey
Registration No. 35,589
Phone No.: 352-375-8100

Fax No.: 352-372-5800

Address: Saliwanchik, Lloyd & Eisenschenk
A Professional Association

P.O. Box 142950

Gainesville, FL 32614-2950

JL/mrk

Attachments: Form PTO/SB/08; copies of referencescited.

JASUN\LGIM420D1\IDS-refs\9-20-1 7\SIDS3.doc/mrk
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PTO/SBI08A (08-03)
Approved for use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMBcontrol number.

 
 

  

Complete if Known

; Application Number 15/360,425
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Filing Date November 23, 2016
STATEMENTBY APPLICANT First Named Inventor | Jeong Wook An

(use as many sheets as necessary) Art Unit | 2649

Substitute for form 1449A/PTO
 

 

 

  
 

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number SUN.LGI.420D1

  

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS
Foreign Patent Document   

  
 
 

   Pages, Columns, Lines,
Where Relevant Passages
or Relevant Figures Appear

Publication Date
MM-DD-YYYY

Nameof Patentee or
Applicant of Cited Document

    Examiner
Initials”   

Country Code*  - Number4 - Kind Gode®(if known)
ISHIKAWAJIMA

JP-2001027687-A 01-30-2001|HARIMA HEAVY IND

SE
Signature Considered

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not
considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. ’ Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). ? See Kind Cades of
USPTO Patent Documents at www.uspte.gov or MPEP901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO|Standard 1.3). * For
Japanese patent documents, the indication of the yearof the reign of the Emperor must precede the. serial numberof the patent document. ® Kind of documentby
the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST. 16 if possible. ° Applicant is to place a check mark here if English languageTranslation is attached.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the
USPTOio process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments
on the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO:
Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

{f you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 (1-800-786-9199) and select option 2.

JASUM\LGIM20D1NIDS-refs\5-25-1 7\PTO-SB-08(3).doc/mep
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Espacenet

Sibllographicdata:JPeQ07027687(A)20010190

VENT PIPE BELLOWS-INSPECTING APPARATUS

Inventor(s}: KOBAYASHI SHUNJ + (KOBAYASHI SHUNJD

Apoplicant(s): ISHIKAWAJIMA HARIMA HEAVY IND + CSHIKAWAJIMA
HARIMA HEAVY IND CO LTD)

Classification: - international:G21C7 7/0023; G27C8/004; (PC1-7): G21C1 7/003:
G21C9/004

- cooperative: YO2E 30/40

Application JPPS9S0200914 199907714 Global Dossier
number:

Priority number JP19990200914 19990714
{s}:

Abstract of JP2007027507 {A}

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: Ta inspect a
vent pipe bellows of a reactor from the
aide of an inner face in 8 simols
operation. SOLUTION: In the vent pipe
bellows-inspecting apparatus, an
inspection unl 13a for inspecting a front
belly part of a bellows, an inspection unit
{Sb for inspecting a ndge pari, an
inspection unit 136 for inspecting a rear
belly part and an inspection unit iSd for
inspecting @ valley part are arranged in
accordance wiih an interval of the bellows

for absorbing a relative movement of a
yen pipe and a suppression chamber.
The inspection units ie, i3b ang i3c
anable high trestles 18 with CCD cameras
17 set fo leading ends to stand up and lie
down, The inspection unit 13d has a iow
fixed trestle 27 having a CCD camera 17
set fo a leading end par. Each af the
inspection units 13a, 136, 1gc and 13dis
moved in a longitudinal direction of ihe
vant pipe by a miovement operation
mechanism 14.
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Application Number: 15360425

Confirmation Number: 3890

Title of Invention: WIRELESS POWER RECEIVER AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME

a

Attorney Docket Number: SUN.LGI.420D1 

Receipt Date: 25-MAY-2017

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111{a)

Paymentinformation:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:
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Multipart Description/PDFfiles in .zip description

DocumentDescription

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Form (SB08)

Information:

6912483

Foreign Reference 24c25de4b01 2eef79a40653c86e672689}

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOof the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0O/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
NewInternational Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown onthis AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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I hereby certify that this correspondenceis being SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

 

electronically filed in the United States Patent DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
and Trademark Office on May 25, 2017. UNDER 37 C.F.R §§ 1.97 AND 1.98

Examining Group 2649
Patent Application

ae Dy Docket No. SUN.LGI.420D1
Jeff Lloyd, mey, Reg. No. 35,589 Serial No. 15/360,425 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Art Unit : 2649

Applicants: Jeong Wook An, Jung Oh Lee, Sung Hyun Leem, Yang Hyun Kim

Serial No. : 15/360,425

Filed : November 23, 2016

Conf. No. : 3890
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Espacenet

Bibliographic data: JP2004364199(A)—2004-12-24

ANTENNA MODULE AND PORTABLE COMMUNICATION TERMINAL EQUIPPED
THEREWITH

Inventor(s): TAKAHASHI ISAO; AKIYASU HIROSHI + (TAKAHASHI ISAO,;
AKIYASU HIROSHI)

Applicant(s): SONY CORP + (SONY CORP)

Classification: - international: B42D15/10; GO6K17/00; GO6K19/07; GO6GK19/077;
G06K7/08; H01Q1/22; H01Q1/24; HO1Q1/38;
HO1Q1/52; HO1Q21/28; HO1Q7/00; H04B1/59;
H04B5/02; (IPC1-7): B42D15/10; GO6K 17/00;
G06K19/07; GO6K19/077; HO1Q1/24: H01Q1/38:
HO1Q1/52; HO1Q21/28; HO1Q7/00; H04B 1/59;
H04B5/02

- cooperative: G06K7/10336; H01Q1/22; H01Q1/2216;
H01Q1/2225; H01Q1/242: H01Q7/00

Application JP20030163055 20030606 Global Dossier
number:

Priority JP20030163055 20030606
number(s):

Also EP1633017 (A1) US2007095913 (A171) US77/12672 (B2)
published as: TW200516802 (A) TWI248699 (B) more

Abstract of JP2004364199 (A)

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an antenna module which combines two
performances which are long communication functions as a tag and a wide
transmission area as a reader writer while saving a space, and a portable
communication terminal equipped with the antenna module, ;SOLUTION: A first
antenna coil 11 for communication with the reader writer and a second antenna coil 12

for communication with the IC tag are arranged and formed on a base substrate 10.
Thefirst antenna coil 11 is arranged at the outermost peripheral side of the base
substrate 10, and a communication range is secured. The second antennacoil 12 is
arranged at the inner peripheralside ofthe first antenna coil 11, and the miniaturization
of the whole module is attained. ;COPYRIGHT: (C)2005 JPO&NCIPI

https:/worldwide.espacenet.com/publicati onDetails/biblio7N=1&ND=38adjacent= true&locale= en_EP&FT=D &date= 20041224&C C= JP&NR=2004364199A&KC=A 1/2
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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED:To obtain a

stable system capable of demodulating
data with a low error rate by transmitting
data at the first communication frequency
and the second communication frequency
different from thefirst one from a radio

communication device to a radio
communication medium. SOLUTION: A

radio card reader writer 100 operates on a
clock of a frequencyfp, transmits electric
powerto a radio card 200 by electric L |
powertransmission waves (frequency fp), 7porn

ol

 

rieakesaainntaHeanvegeee| Se 2 5

and transmits data by data i
communication waves (frequency fd). The}; as  frequencies fp and fd are set so as to byaes
satisfy the relation fd=fp/k(1<k: integer). In!
addition, letting a distance of transmission | |
be L and the velocity of light bec, fp beneshee
satisfies the relation fo<<(kc/16L). By this,
it is possible to operate the radio card 200
on the clock of frequency fp of the radio
card reader writer 100. Therefore, as
there is no need for specially
incorporating a PLLcircuit in the circuit in
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the radio card 200, the simplification and formation into one chip of a circuit
configuration become easy.
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]Wireless communication media of a non-cell type which has a wireless

communication function.

Radio communication equipment which performs transmission and reception of these

wireless communication media and data while supplying electric power to these

wireless communication media by a wireless communication between these wireless

communication media.

In a wireless communication system provided with the above,

A power supply means which supplies electric power from the aforementioned radio

communication equipment with first communication frequency to the aforementioned

wireless communication media, A wireless communication system providing a data

sending means which transmits data with said first communication frequency and

different second communication frequency from the aforementioned radio

communication equipment to the aforementioned wireless communication media.

[Claim 2}Wireless communication media of a non-cell type which has a wireless

communication function.

Radio communication equipment which performs transmission and reception of these

wireless communication media and data while supplying electric power to these

wireless communication media by a wireless communication between these wireless

communication media.

In a wireless communication system provided with the above,

A power supply means which supplies clectric power from the aforementioned radio

communication equipment with first communication frequency to the aforementioned

wireless communication media, An electric power receiving means which receives

electric power supplied by this power supply means, A wireless communication system

possessing a data sending means which transmits data with second communication

frequency which is different from said first communication frequency from the

aforementioned radio communication equipment to the aforementioned wireless

communication media, and a data receiving means which receives data transmitted by

this data sending means.
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[Claim 3]Wireless communication media of a non-cell type whichhas a wireless

communication function.

Radio communication equipment which performs transmission and reception of these

wireless communication media and data while supplying electric power to these

wireless communication media by a wireless communication between these wireless

communication media.

In a wireless communication system provided with the above,

The first communication frequency Fa and the second communication frequencyFbfill

Fa=Fb/K (1<K: positive number), and receive the aforementioned wireless

communication media from the aforementioned radio communication equipment, A

power supply means which supplies electric power with said first communication

frequency Fa, and an electric power receiving means which receives electric power

supplied by this power supply means, A wireless communication system possessing a

data sending means which transmits data from the aforementioned radio

communication equipment with said second communication frequency Fb to the

aforementioned wireless communication media, and a data receiving means which

receives data transmitted by this data sending means.

[Claim 4]Wireless communication media of a non-cell type which has a wireless

communication function.

Radio communication equipment which performs transmission and reception of these

wireless communication media and data while supplying electric power to these

wireless communication media by a wireless communication between these wireless

communication media.

In a wireless communication system provided with the above,

The first communication frequency Fa and the second communication frequency Fb fill

Fa=Fb/K (1<K: positive number), this first communication frequency Fa -- Fa -- < -- <

(Kc/16L) -- it filling (C: the velocity-of-light [m/s] Limaximum communication range

[m]), and from the aforementioned radio communication equipment to the

aforementioned wireless communication media, A power supply means which supplies

electric power with said first communication frequency Fa, and an electric power

receiving means whichreceives electric power supplied by this power supply means, A
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wireless communication system possessing a data sending means which transmits data

from the aforementioned radio communication equipment with said second

communication frequency Fb to the aforementioned wireless communication media,

and a data receiving means which receives data transmitted by this data sending

means.

[Claim 5]Wireless communication media of a non-cell type which has a wireless

communication function.

Radio communication equiprnent which performs transmission and reception of these

wireless communication media and data while supplying electric powerto these

wireless communication media by a wireless communication between these wireless

communication media.

In a Wireless communication system provided with the above,

A first encoding meansthat assignsfirst data to first communication frequency

transmitted from the aforementioned wireless communication media to the

aforementioned radio communication equipment, A wireless communication system

possessing a second encoding means which assigns second data to said first

communication frequency transmitted from the aforementioned wireless

communication media to the aforementioned radio communication equipment, and

different second communication frequency.

[Claim 6]Wireless communication media of a non-cell type which has a wireless

communication function.

Radio communication equipment which performs transmission and reception of these

wireless communication media and data while supplying electric power to these

wireless communication media by a wireless communication between these wireless

communication media.

In a wireless communication system provided with the above,

First communication frequencyFa,, fills Fa.=Fa/m (1<m: integer), Second

communication frequency Fa, is Fa,=Fa/n (1< n integer). n!=m isfilled, a first

encoding meansthat assignsfirst data to first communication frequency Fa,,

transmitted from the aforementioned wireless communication media to the

aforementioned radio communication equipment, A wireless communication system
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possessing a second encoding means which assigns second data to second

communication frequency Fa, transmitted from the aforementioned wireless

communication media to the aforementioned radio communication equipment.

[Claim 7]Claim 1, Claim 2 and Claim 3 characterized by comprising the following, or

the wireless communication system according to claim 4.

First communication frequency Fa,, fills Fa,=Fa/m (1<m: integer), Second

communication frequency Fa,fills Fa.=Fa/n (a 1<n integer, ni=m), A first encoding

means that assignsfirst data to first communication frequency Fa,, transmitted from

the aforementioned wireless communication media to the aforementioned radio

communication equipment

A second encoding means which assigns second data to second communication

frequency Fa, transmitted from the aforementioned wireless communication media to

the aforementioned radio communication equipment.

[Claim 8]The phase modulation ofsaid first communication frequency Fa, to which said

first data was assigned, and said second communication frequency Fa, to which said

second data was assignedis carried out with the communication frequency Fa, Claim 6

transmitting this phase modulation wave by which the phase modulation wascarried

out from the aforementioned communication media to the aforementioned radio

communication equipment, or the wireless communication system according to claim 7.

[Claim 9]The wireless communication system comprising accarding to claim 8:

A receiving means which receives the aforementioned phase modulation wave in

receiving the aforementioned phase modulation wave and restoring to this received

phase modulation wave.

A multiplication means which multiplies Dj=Bsin (omega ct+pi(j-1) /4) G= 1, 2, 3, 4)

to a phase modulation wave received by this receiving means, an integrating means

which integrates with an output of this multiplication means, and a selection means

which chooses a value of j from which a demodulated signal outputted from this

integrating means serves as the maximum.

[Claim 10]The wireless communication system comprising according to claim 8:

A receiving means which receives the aforementioned phase modulation wave in
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receiving the aforementioned phase modulation wave and restoring to this received

phase modulation wave.

A first multiplication means that multiplies Dj=Bsin (omega ct+pi(j.i-1) /4) (j.=1, 2, 3,

4) to a phase modulation wave received by this receiving means, As opposed to a

phase modulation wave received byfirst integrating means that integrates with an

output of this first multiplication means, and the aforementioned receiving means, A

second multiplication means which multiplies Dj=Bsin (omega ct+pi(j.-1) /4) G.=1, 2,

3, 4, i:!=j.), A selection means which chooses a demodulated signal with a larger

output among demodulated signals outputted from a second integrating means which

integrates with an output of this second multiplication means, and said first integrating

means and said second integrating means.

[Claim 11]The wireless communication system comprising according to claim 8:

A receiving means which receives the aforementioned phase modulation wave in

receiving the aforementioned phase modulation wave and restoring to this received

phase modulation wave.

Dj=Bsin (omega ct+pi(ji-1) /4) (Gi=1, 2, 3, 4), And a selection means which chooses

one side of Dj=Bsin (omega ct+pi(j.-1) /4) G.=1, 2, 3, 4, ji!=j2), A multiplication

means which multiplies a value with this selected selection means to a phase

modulation wave received by the aforementioned receiving means, an integrating

means which integrates with an output of this multiplication means, and a selection-

control means to control selection by the aforementioned selection means so that a

demodulated signal outputted from this integrating means serves as the maximum.

[Claim 12]The wireless communication system comprising according to claim 10:

A delay means which delays a demodulated signal with the aforementioned selected

selection means.

A multiplication means which multiplies a dernodulated signal with the aforementioned

selected selection means, and a demodulated signal delayed by the aforementioned

delay means, and a demodulated data creating means which integrates with and

binary-izes an output of this multiplication means, and generates demodulated data.

[Claim 13]The wireless communication system comprising according to claim 11:
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A delay means which delays a demodulated signal outputted from the aforementioned

integrating means.

A multiplication means by which even an output multiplies ********** and a

demodulated signal delayed by the aforementioned delay means from the

aforementioned integrating means, and a demodulated data creating means which

integrates with and binary-izes an output of this multiplication means, and generates

demodulated data.

[Claim 14]Claim 1 adding a subcarrier of data-communications frequency to data

transmitted from the aforementioned wireless communication media to the

aforementioned radio communication equipment, Claim 2, Claim 3, or the wireless

communication system according to claim 4.

[Claim 15]A receiving means which receives data in which the aforementioned

subcarrier was added, and a phase synchronization means which takes phase

simulation, A switching means which connects or cuts a clock generating means which

generates a clock, and the aforementioned phase synchronization means and the

aforementioned clock generating means, By a subcarrier added to a reception signal

which possessed a reception signal received by the aforementioned receiving means

and a multiplication means which multiplies an output of the aforementioned clock

generating means, and an integrating means which integrates with an output of this

multiplication means, and was received by the aforementioned receiving means, When

a synchronization of the aforementioned phase synchronization means and this

reception signal is taken and a synchronization is able to be taken, phase simulation

timing is transmitted from this phase synchronization meansto the aforementioned

clock generating means, The wireless communication system according to claim 14

cutting connection between the aforementioned phase synchronization means and a

clock generating means by the aforementioned switching meansatthis time.

[Claim 16]When data communications of one frame are completed, by a subcarrier

which connected the aforementioned phase synchronization means and a clock

generating means by the aforementioned switching means, and was again added to a

reception signal received by the aforementionedreceiving means, When a

synchronization of the aforementioned phase synchronization means and this reception

signal is taken and a synchronization is able to be taken, phase simulation timingis
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transmitted from this phase synchronization means to the aforementioned clock

generating means, The wireless communication system according to claim 15 cutting

connection between the aforementioned phase synchronization means and a clock

generating means by the aforementioned switching meansat this time.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

foooi]

[Field of the Invention]The wireless communication media (wireless card) of the non-

cell type which has a wireless communication function which can carry this invention,

for example, While supplying electric power to these wireless communication media by

the wireless communication between these wireless communication media, it is related

with the wireless communication system pravided with these wireless communication

media and the radio communication equipment (radio card reader writer) which

performs transmission and reception of data.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]In recent years, the wireless communication system using

a wireless card and a radio card reader writer is spreading through society. For

example, it is being used for the system for which the monetary value of the system of

an automatic wicket, a prepaid card or a banking card, etc. is exchanged.

(0003]In the system of the autornatic wicket using a wireless communication system,

Transpose a ticket medium to a wireless card and it mounts the function of a radio card

reader writer on an automatic ticket gate machine, Information (information on a

getting-on-and-off station etc.) required for the ticket gate stored in the wireless card

as a ticket medium is read with an automatic ticket gate machine by a wireless

communication, and collecting processing is performed based on this read information.

[0004]jMany of conventional wireless communication systems serve as frequency which

differs in the data-communications frequency transmitted to a wireless card, and the

data-communications frequency transmitted from a wireless card to a radio card reader

writer from the radio card reader writer. It is ******** so that a power supply may be

supplied from a radio card reader writer to a wireless card by the data-communications

frequency transmitted from a radio card reader writer to a wireless card. That is, data-
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communications frequency serves as the frequency for current supply. The clock for

data demodulation is reproduced from the weak data transmitted from the wireless

card when restoring to the data transmitted from the wireless card in a radio card

reader writer, and the recovery of data is ******** by this reproduced clock.In

addition, an NRZ code, a Manchester code, etc. are used for coding of data.

[0005]

[Problem to be solved by the invention]It is necessary to read the information on a

wireless card in an instant by a radio card reader writer, and to perform collecting

processing promptly in the system of the automatic wicket using a wireless

communication system which was described above. Therefore, in order to operate a

wireless communication system in the state where it wasstabilized, it becomes

important to synchronizethe clock of a radio card reader writer and a wireless card and
to make it restore to commo data by a low errorrate. It is in the power supply which

operates a wireless card, and the state stabilized in the clock, and it becomes

important to make supply possible easily.

[0006]However, in the above-mentioned conventional wireless communication system,

there was a problem in realization of the stable radio card system plentifully triggered

by the following.

[0007]In a radio card reader writer, since the clock for data demodulation is

reproduced from the weak data transmitted from a wireless card when restoring to the
data transmitted from the wireless card, the clock reproduced may become unstable.

The more the communication range between a radio card reader writer and a wireless

card becomes long especially, the more such a situation appears notably. If the clock

for data demodulation becomes unstable, when the data to which it restores is coded

by an NRZ code or Manchester code, thereis a possibility that the data to whichit

restores may be reversed.

[0008]The object of this invention is to accomplish in view of a situatian which was

described above, and to provide the stable radio card system which can restore to data

by a lowerrorrate.

[0009]

[Meansfor solving problem]in order to solve an aforementioned problem and to

achieve the object, the wireless communication system of this inventionis constituted

as follows.
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[0010](1) Invention of the Claim 1 description is provided with the following.

Wireless communication media of a non-celt type which has a wireless communication

function.

In the wireless communication system provided with these wireless communication

media and the radio communication equipment which performs transmission and

reception of data while supplying electric power to these wireless communication media

by the wireless communication between these wireless communication media, A power

supply means which supplies electric power from the aforementioned radio

communication equipment with first communication frequency to the aforementioned

wireless communication media.

A data sending means which transmits data from the aforementioned radio

communication equipment with above-mentionedfirst communication frequency and

different second communication frequency to the aforementioned wireless

communication media.

[0011](2) Invention of the Claim 2 description is provided with the following.

Wireless communication media of a non-cell type which has a wireless communication

function.

In the wireless communication system provided with these wireless communication

media and the radio communication equipment which performs transmission and

reception of data while supplying electric power to these wireless communication media

by the wireless communication between these wireless communication media, A power

supply means which supplies electric power from the aforementioned radio

communication equipment with first communication frequency to the aforementioned

wireless communication media.

An electric power receiving means which receives electric power supplied by this power

supply means.

A data receiving means which receives data transmitted by a data sending means

which transmits data with above-mentioned first communication frequency and

different second communication frequency to the aforementioned wireless

communication media, and this data sending means from the aforementioned radio

communication equipment.
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[0012](3) Invention of the Claim 3 description is provided with the fallowing.

Wireless communication media of a non-cell type which has a wireless communication

function,

In the wireless communication system provided with these wireless communication

media and the radio communication equipment which performs transmission and

reception of data while supplying electric power to these wireless communication media

by the wireless communication between these wireless communication media, A power

supply means to whichthe first communication frequency Fa and the second

communication frequency Fb fill Fa=Fb/K (1<K: positive number), and supply electric

powerfrom the aforementioned radio communication equipment with the above-

mentioned first communication frequency Fa to the aforementioned wireless

communication media.

An electric power receiving means which receives electric power supplied by this power

supply means.

A data sending means which transmits data from the aforementioned radio

communication equipment with the above-mentioned second communication frequency

Fb to the aforementioned wireless communication media, and a data receiving means

which receives data transmitted by this data sending means.

[00131(4) Invention of the Claim 4 description is provided with the following.

Wireless communication media of a non-cell type which has a wireless communication

function.

In the wireless communication system provided with these wireless communication

media and the radio communication equipment which performs transmission and

reception of data while supplying electric power to these wireless communication media

by the wireless communication between these wireless communication media, Thefirst

communication frequency Fa and the second communication frequency Fb fill Fa=Fb/K

(1<K: positive number), this first communication frequency Fa -- Fa -- < -- < (Kc/16L)

-- a power supply means whichfills (C: the velocity-of-light [m/s] L: maximum

communication range [m]), and supplies electric power from the aforementioned radio

communication equipment with the above-mentioned first communication frequency Fa

to the aforementioned wireless communication media.

An electric power receiving means which receives electric power supplied by this power
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supply means.

A data sending means which transmits data from the aforementioned radio

communication equipment with the above-mentioned second communication frequency

Fb to the aforementioned wireless communication media, and a data receiving means

which receives data transmitted by this data sending means.

[0014](5) Invention of the Claim 5 description is provided with the following.

Wireless communication media of a non-cell type which has a wireless communication

function.

In the wireless communication system provided with these wireless communication

media and the radio communication equipment which performs transmission and

reception of data while supplying electric power to these wireless communication media

by the wireless communication between these wireless communication media, A first

encoding means that assignsfirst data to first communication frequency transmitted

from the aforementioned wireless communication media to the aforementioned radio

communication equipment.

A second encoding means which assigns second data to above-mentionedfirst

communication frequency transmitted from the aforementioned wireless

communication media to the aforementioned radio communication equipment, and

different second communication frequency.

[0015](6) Invention of the Claim 6 description is provided with the following.

Wireless communication media of a non-cell type which has a wireless communication

function.

In the wireless communication system provided with these wireless communication

media and the radio communication equipment which performs transmission and

reception of data while supplying electric power to these wireless communication media

by the wireless communication between these wireless communication media, First

communication frequency Fa, fills Fa,=Fa/m (1<m: integer), A first encoding means

that assignsfirst data to first communication frequency Fa,, that second communication

frequency Fa,fills Fa,=Fa/n (a 1<n integer, n!=m), and is transmitted from the

aforementioned wireless communication media to the aforementioned radio

communication equipment.
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A second encoding means which assigns second data to second communication

frequency Fa, transmitted from the aforementioned wireless communication media to

the aforementioned radio communication equipment.

[0016](7) Invention of the Claim 7 description is provided with the following.

It adds to Claim 1, Claim 2, Claim 3, or the composition according to claim 4, First

communication frequency Fa,, fills Fa,=Fa/m (1<m: integer), A first encoding means

that assigns first data to first communication frequency Fa,, that second communication

frequencyFa,fills Fa,=Fa/n (a 1<n integer, n!=m), and is transmitted from the

aforementioned wireless communication media to the aforementioned radio

communication equipment.

A second encoding means which assigns second data to second communication

frequency Fa, transmitted from the aforementioned wireless communication media to

the aforementioned radio communication equipment.

[0017](8) invention of the Claim 8 description -- Claim 6 or the composition according

to claim 7 -- in addition, The phase modulation of above-mentionedfirst

communication frequency Fa, to which the above-mentionedfirst data was assigned,

and the above-mentioned second communication frequency Fa, to which the above-

mentioned second data was assigned is carried out with the communication frequency

Fa, This phase modulation wave by which the phase modulation was carried outis

transmitted from the aforementioned communication media to the aforementioned

radio communication equipment.

[G018](9) Invention of the Claim 9 description is provided with the following.

A receiving means which receives the aforementioned phase modulation wavein in

addition to the composition according to claim 8 receiving the aforementioned phase

modulation wave and restoring to this received phase modulation wave.

A multiplication means which multiplies Dj=Bsin (omega ct+pi(j-1) /4) G= 1, 2, 3, 4)

to a phase modulation wave received by this receiving means.

An integrating means which integrates with an output of this multiplication means.

A selection means which chooses a value of j from which a demodulated signal

outputted from this integrating means serves as the maximum.
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[0019](10) Invention of the Claim 10 description is provided with the following.

A receiving means which receives the aforementioned phase modulation wavein in

addition to the composition according to claim 8 receiving the aforementioned phase

modulation wave and restoring to this received phase modulation wave.
A first multiplication means that multiplies Dj=Bsin (omega ct+pi(ji-1) /4) G.=1, 2, 3,

4) to a phase modulation wave received by this receiving means.

A first integrating means that integrates with an output ofthis first multiplication

means.

The second multiplication means which multiplies Dj=Bsin (omega ct+pi(j.-1) /4)

(j2=1, 2, 3, 4, j.!=},) to the phase modulation wave received by the aforementioned

receiving means, A selection means which chooses a demodulated signal with a larger

output among demodulated signals outputted from a second integrating means which

integrates with an output of this second multiplication means, and above-mentioned

first integrating means and above-mentioned second integrating means.

[0020](11) Invention of the Claim 11 description is provided with the following.

A receiving means which receives the aforementioned phase modulation wavein in

addition to the composition according to claim 8 receiving the aforementioned phase

modulation wave and restoring to this received phase modulation wave.

A selection means which chooses either Dj=Bsin (omega ct+pi(j.-1) /4) Gi=1, 2, 3, 4)

or Dj=Bsin (omega ct+pi(j.-1) /4) G.=1, 2, 3, 4, jil=i.).

A multiplication means which multiplies a value with this selected selection means to a

phase modulation wave received by the aforementioned receiving means.

An integrating means which integrates with an output of this multiplication means, and

a selection-control means to control selection by the aforementioned selection means

so that a demodulated signal outputted from this integrating means serves as the

maximum.

[0021](12) Invention of the Claim 12 description is provided with the following.

A delay means which delays a demodulated signal with the aforementioned selected

selection means in addition to the composition according to claim 10.

A multiplication means which multiplies a demodulated signal with the aforementioned

selected selection means, and a demodulated signal delayed by the aforementioned
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delay means.

A demodulated data creating means which integrates with and binary-izes an output of

this multiplication means, and generates demodulated data.

[0022]{13) Invention of the Claim 13 description is provided with the following.

A delay means which delays a demodulated signal outputted from the aforementioned

integrating meansin addition to the composition according to claim 11.

A multiplication means by which even an output multiplies ********** and a

demodulated signal delayed by the aforementioned delay means from the

aforementioned integrating means.

A demodulated data creating means which integrates with and binary-izes an output of

this multiplication means, and generates demodulated data.

[0023](14) invention of the Claim 14 description -- Claim 1, Claim 2, Claim 3, or the

composition according to claim 4 -- in addition, add the subcarrier of data-

communications frequency to the data transmitted from the aforementioned wireless

communication media to the aforementioned radio communication equipment.

[0024}Invention of the Claim 15 description in the composition according to claim 14

(15) In addition, the receiving means which receives the data in which the

aforementioned subcarrier was added, The phase synchronization means which takes

phase simulation, and the clock generating means which generates a clock, The

switching means which connects or cuts the aforementioned phase synchronization

means and the aforementioned clock generating means, By the subcarrier added to the

reception signal which possessed the reception signal received by the aforementioned

receiving means and the multiplication means which multiplies the output of the

aforementioned clock generating means, and the integrating means which integrates

with the output of this multiplication means, and was received by the aforementioned

receiving means, When the synchronization of the aforementioned phase

synchronization means and this reception signal is taken and a synchronizationis able

to be taken, phase simulation timing is transmitted from this phase synchronization

means to the aforementioned clock generating means, and the aforernentioned

switching means cuts connection between the aforementioned phase synchronization

means and a clock generating meansat this time.
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[0025](16) Invention of the Claim 16 description in the composition according to claim

15 in addition, when the data communications of one frame are completed, By the

subcarrier which connectedthe aforementioned phase synchronization means andthe

clack generating means by the aforementioned switching means, and was again added

to the reception signal received by the aforementioned receiving means, When the

synchronization of the aforementioned phase synchronization means and this reception

signal is taken and a synchronization is able to be taken, phase simulation timing is

transmitted from this phase synchronization means to the aforementioned clock

generating means, and the aforementioned switching means cuts connection between

the aforementioned phase synchronization means and a clock generating meansat this

time.

[0026]

[Mode for carrying out the invention]Hereinafter, with reference to Drawings,it

describes abaut this embodiment of the invention.

[0027]Fig.1 is the figure showing the outline of the wireless communication system of

this invention.

[0028]As shown in Fig.1, the radio card reader writer 100 and the wireless card 200

which have the antenna section 102 are provided by the wireless communication

system of this invention. It shall be connected with the coaxial cable or the radio card

reader writer 100 and the reader/writer antenna 102 shall be unified.

[0029]The radio card reader writer 100 shall operate around the center of the clock of

the frequency fp. This radio card reader writer 100 transmits data by a data-

communications wave (frequency fd) while transmitting electric power by a transfer-of-

power wave(frequency fp) to the wireless card 200.

[0030]These frequency fp and the frequency fd shall be set upto fill the relation of

fd=fp/k (1<k: integer). furthermore-- if a communication range is set to L and the

velocity of light is set to c -- fp -- fp -- < -- < (kc/16L) -- a relation shall also be filled

[0031]Thereby, it becomes possible to operate the wireless card 200 around the center

of the clock frequency (frequency fp) of the radio card reader writer 100. Therefore, it

becomes unnecessary to make a PLL circuit build in, and since simplification of the

circuit configuration of the wireless card 200 is attained and the consumed electric

current becomes low, 1 chip making becomeseasy especially in the circuit in the

wireless card 200.
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[0032]Then, with reference to Fig.2, the outline of the circuit configuration of the radio

card reader writer 100 is described. Fig.2 is the figure showing the outline of the circuit

configuration of the radio card reader writer 100.

[0033]As shownin Fig.2, to the radio card reader writer 100, As the antenna section

102, the electric power driver 103, the clock generation part 104, the modulation part

105, the demodulation section 106, the transceiver change-over switch 107, the data

processing part 108, and a power supply means. The data~communications antenna

110 as the antenna 109 for **********, 9 data sending means, and a receiving

means, etc. are provided.

[0034]Two antennas, the antenna 109 for transfer of power for transfer of power and

the antenna 110 for data communications for data communications, are provided by

the antenna section 102. The transceiver change-over switch 107 switches a

transmitting mode and receiving mode, the modulation part 105 and the antenna 110

for data communications are connected at the time of a transmitting mode, and the

demodulation section 106 and the antenna 110 for data communications are connected

at the time of receiving mode.

[OO35]Atthe time of transfer of power, the clock of a transfer-of-power waveis

generated by the clock generation part 104, it is amplified by the electric power driver

103, and the antenna 109 for transfer of power emanatesin theair. At this time, the

frequency of the transfer-of-power wave emitted in the air is the frequency fp.

{0036]In data transmission, a clock required for modulation data is generated by the

clock generation part 104, this generated clock is supplied to the data processing part

108, and data is generated in the data processing part 108. The generated data is sent

to the modulation part 105, and is modulated by the modulation clock supplied from

the clock generation part 104. Thus, the modulated modulation data passes along the

transceiver change-over switch 107 set as the transmitting mode,andis emitted in the

air from the antenna 110 for data communications. At this time, the frequency of the

data-communications wave emitted in the air is the frequencyfd.

[0037]In data receiving, the modulated wave received from the antenna 110 for data

communications passes along the transceiver change-over switch 107 set as receiving

mode, and is input into the demodulation section 106. In the demodulation section

106, a recovery is performed by the demodulation clock supplied from the clock

generation part 104, the demodulated data to which it restored is input into the data
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processing part 108, and data processing is performed.

[0038]Then, with reference to Fig.3, the outline of the circuit configuration of the

wireless card 200 is described. Fig.3 is the figure showing the outline of the circuit

configuration of the wireless card 200.

[0039]As shownin Fig.3, the rectification part 203, the electric power generation part

204, the clock generation part 205, the transceiver change-over switch 207, the ist,

the modulation part 208 as a second encoding means, the demodulation section 209,

the data processing part 210, the antenna section 211, etc. are provided by the

wireless card 200.

[0040]Two antennas, the electric power receiving antenna 202 as an electric power

receiving means and the antenna 206 for data communications as a data receiving

means, are provided by the antenna section 211. The transceiver change-over switch

207 switches a transmitting mode and receiving mode, the modulation part 208 and

the antenna 206 for data communications are connected at the time of a transmitting

mode, and the demodulation section 209 and the antenna 206 for data

communications are connected at the time of receiving mode.

[0041]The transfer-of-power wave (frequency fp) transmitted from the radio card

reader writer 100 is received by the antenna 206 for data communications, andis input

into the rectification part 203 via the transceiver change-over switch 207 set as

receiving mode. The transfer-of-power waverectified by the rectification part 203 is

input into the electric power generation part 204, andis incorporated as electric power.

The transfer-of-power waverectified by this rectification part 203 is input also into the

clock generation part 205. In the clock generation part 205, the system clockof the

wireless card 200 is generated from a transfer-of-power wave. Therefore, the wireless

card 200 operates with the electric power generated by the electric power generation

part 204, and the clock generated by the clock generation part 205. On the other hand,

in data transmission, a clock required for modulation data is generated by the clock

generation part 205, this generated clock is supplied to the data processing part 310,

and data is generated in the data processing part 310. The generated data is sent to

the modulation part 208, and is modulated by the modulation clock supplied from the

clock generation part 205. Thus, the modulated modulation data passes along the

transceiver change-over switch 207 set as the transmitting mode, and is emitted in the

air by the antenna 206 for data communications. At this time, the frequency of the
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data-communications wave emitted in the air turns into the frequency fd.

[0042]In data receiving, the modulated wave received from the antenna 206 for data

communications passes along the transceiver change-over switch 207 set as receiving

mode, and is input into the demodulation section 209, In the demodulation section

209, a recovery is performed by the demodulation clock supplied from the clock

generation part 205, the demodulated data to whichit restored is input into the data

processing part 210, and data processing is performed.

[0043]Then, with reference to Fig.4 and Fig.5, it describes about the antenna in the

antenna section of the radio card reader writer 100 and the wireless card 200. outline

**** of an antenna[ in / in Fig.4 / the antenna section of the radio card reader writer

100 and the wireless card 200 ] -- it is the figure showing the 1. outline **** of an

antenna [ in / in Fig.5 / the antenna section of the radio card reader writer 100 and the

wireless card 200 ] -- it is the figure showing the 2. As shownin Fig.4, the periphery

antenna 301 and the inner circumference antenna 302 are provided, the periphery

antenna 301 is assigned to the antenna for transfer of power, or the antenna for data

communications, and the inner circumference antenna 302 is assigned to the antenna

for data communications, or the antenna for transfer of power at the antenna sections

102 and 211.

[0044]As shownin Fig.5, the periphery antenna 311 and the inner circumference

antenna 312 are provided, the periphery antenna 311 is assigned to the antenna for

transfer of power, or the antenna for data communications, and the inner

circumference antenna 312 is assigned to the antenna for data communications, or the

antennafor transfer of power at the antenna sections 102 and 211.

[0045]The above-mentioned composition of an antenna section is an example, andit is

possible to pile up a part of antenna 109 for transfer of power or 202, and the antenna

110 for data communications or 206, or to detach mutual distance, and to build the

optimal transmitting and receiving environment.

[0046]Then, with reference to Fig.6, it describes about the coding and modulation of

data in the wireless card 200. Fig.6 is a wave form chart for describing the coding and

modulation of data in the wireless card 200.

[0047]According to this embodiment, in coding of the send data transmitted from the

wireless card 200, fd,=fd/n (1<n: an integer, n!=m) shall be assigned to the frequency

of fd,,=fd/m (i1<m: integer), and data "0" to data "1."
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[0048]For example, if m= 8 and n= 12, the data s1 shownin Fig.6 turns into the

coded data s2 by coding. With the modulation clock s3, the phase modulation of the

coded data s2 is carried out, and it serves as the modulating signal s4. The radio card

reader writer 100 restores to the waveform of the madulating signal s4 transmitted

from the wireless card 200, and it is necessary to obtain the data s1.

[0049]Then, with reference to Fig.7, it describes about the recovery of the data in the

radio card reader writer 100. Fig.7 is a wave form chart for describing the recovery of

the data in the radio card reader writer 100.

[0050]Temporarily, the frequency fp of a transfer-of-power wave and the frequency fd

of a data-communications cycle shall fill the relation between fd=fp/4 (k= 4). The

master clock (frequency fp) s21, the modulation clock (frequency fp/4) s22, the data

code $23, and the modulating signal s24 are shownin Fig.7. This modulating signal s24

is transmitted from the wireless card 200. That is, the radio card reader writer 100

receives this modulating signal s24, and restores to this received modulating signal

s24.

[0051]Sinceit is the requisite that it is satisfied with this embodiment of fp<<kc/16L

as mentioned above,it is thought that the phase of the master clock on the radio card

reader writer 100 side and the master clock on the wireless card 200 side is

substantially equal. However, if delay and the phase of a circuit are taken into

consideration, it is not the sameatall. Here, the state where delay and a phase were

corrected is considered. About these delay and phases,it shall describe later. Since the

demodulation clock an the radio card reader writer 100 side is 4 dividing of a master

clock, four kinds of phase states of a demodulation clock are considered to received

data {Dj=Bsin (omega ct+pi(j-1) /4) G= 1, 2, 3, 4)}. The 1st phase states are the

modulation clock s22 on the wireless card 200 side, and a waveform completely in

phase. The 2nd phase states are the waveforms of the demodulation clock s25 shifted

pi/4 to the modulation clock s22. The 3rd is a waveform of the demodulation clock $27

with which phase states deviated pi/2 to the modulation clock s22. The 4th phase

states are the waveforms shifted 3pi/4 to the modulation clock s22.

[0052]Using each demodulation clock, the case which restores to the modulating signal

$24 is considered. If the modulating signal s24 gets over with the modulation clock

$22, naturally the data code s23 will be obtained as a demodulation output. If the

modulating signal s24 gets over with the demodulation clock s25, the multiplication
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output $26 of the output which multiplied the modulating signal s24 and the

demodulation clack 525 will be obtained as a demodulation output. However, this

multiplication output $25 is data on the wireless card 200 side, and completely different

data, If the modulating signal s24 gets over with the demodulation clock s27, the

output multiplication output s28 which multiplied the modulating signal s24 and the
demodulation clock $27 will be obtained as a demodulation output. This multiplication

output $28 is the data which reversed the data code s23.

[0053]iIn this embodiment, since data coding which was described by Fig.6 is

performed, "0" of data and "1" can be judged by a frequency component. Therefore,

the multiplication output $28 is the sameas that of the data code $23 in data. Thatis,

when the demodulation clock of multiplication output s25 state is used,it is saying that

demodulated data is not obtained.

[0054]Then, with reference to Fig.8,it describes about the demodulation section 106

of the radio card reader writer 100, and the demodulation section 209 of the wireless

card 200. Fig.8 is the figure showing 1 of ******#*** of the demodulation section 106

of the radio card reader writer 100, and the demodulation section 209 of the wireless

card 200.

[0055]As described by Fig.2 and Fig.3, the modulated wave received by the antenna

110 for data receiving or 206 is input into the demodulation section 106 or 209 via the

transceiver change-over switch 107 set as receiving mode, or 207. The modulation

input into this demodulation section 106 or 209 passes the matching network 402, the
filter 403, and the amplifier 404, and is amplified even to the levelto which it can
restore.

[0056]On the other hand, in the clock generation part 405, a demodulation clock which
serves as phaserelation of the multiplication output 525 described by Fig.7 and the

multiplication output s27 is generated (here, the multiplication output s25 and the

multiplication output s27 shall be generated). The multiplication output $25 generated

by the clock generation part 405 is input into the 1st multiplier, and the multiplication

output $27 is input into the 2nd multiplier 407. The modulating signal outputted from

the amplifier 404 is input into these 1st multipliers 406 and the 2nd multiplier 407,

That is, the multiplication output s25 and the modulating signal outputted from the

amplifier 404 are multiplied by the 1st multiplier 406. The multiplication output 527 and

the modulating signal outputted from the amplifier 404 are multiplied by the 2nd
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multiplier 407.

[0057]The output of the 1st multiplier 406 is input into the 1st integrator 408, and the

output of the 2nd multiplier 407 is input into the 2nd integrator 409. The suitable

constant for each is set to these 1st integrators 408 and the 2nd integrator 409, anda

difference arises from these 1st integrators 408 and the 2nd integrator 409 to an

output level. The difference of this output level is judged by the level determination

part 410. Based onthelevel decision signal outputted from this level determination

part 410, the circuit changeover switch 411 as a selection means is switched.

[0058]Thatis, when judged with the output of the 1st integrator 408 being larger than

the output of the 2nd integrator 409 by thelevel determination part 410, The circuit

changeover switch 411 is switched by thelevel decision signal outputted from the level

determination part 410 at this time, and the 1st integrator 408 and the operation

circuit 600 mentioned below are connected. On the contrary, when judged with the

output of the 2nd integrator 409 being larger than the output of the 1st integrator 408

by the level determination part 410, The circuit changeover switch 411 is switched by

the level decision signal outputted from the level determination part 410 atthis time,

and the 2nd integrator 409 and the operation circuit 600 mentioned below are

connected.

[0059]Thus, in the radio card reader writer 100, it can restore to the modulating signal

transmitted from the wireless card 200, and can acquire the signal by which data

coding wascarried out. Although described in this embodiment about the case which

chooses and uses the demodulation clock s25 shifted pi/4 and the demodulation clock

$27 shifted pi/4 (= pi/2), it may be madeto usepi, pi/4, 2pi/4 (= pi/2), and the

demodulation clock shifted 3pi/4, choosing.

[0060]Then, with reference to Fig.9, it describes about the demodulation section 106

of the radio card reader writer 100, and the demodulation section 209 of the wireless

card 200. Fig.9 is the figure showing 2 of ********** of the demodulation section 106

of the radio card reader writer 100, and the demodulation section 209 of the wireless

card 200.

[0061]As described by Fig.2 and Fig.3, the modulated wave received by the antenna

110 for data receiving or 206is input into the demodulation section 106 or 209 via the

transceiver change-over switch 107 set as receiving mode, or 207. The modulation

input into this demodulation section 106 or 209 passes the matching network 502, the
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filter 503, and the amplifier 504, and is amplified even to the level to which it can
restore.

[0062]On the other hand, in the clock generation part 505, a demodulation clock which

serves as phaserelation of the multiplication output $25 described by Fig.7 and the

multiplication output s27 is generated (here, the multiplication output s25 and the

multiplication output $27 shall be generated). The multiplication output s25 and the

multiplication output s27 which were generated by the clock generation part 405 are

input into the multiplier 506 according to the changeof the clock change-over switch

507 as a selection means. Thatis, the clock change-over switch 507 switches the

multiplication output $25 and the multiplication output s27 which are inputinto the

multiplier 506. The control signal which controls the changeof this clock change-over

switch 507 presupposes that the clock change-over switch 507 is supplied a certain

cycle. The modulating signal outputted from the amplifier 504 is input into the

multiplier 506. That is, the multiplication output s25 or the multiplication output s27,

and the modulating signal outputted from the amplifier 404 are multiplied by the

multiplier 506,

[0063]The output of the multiplier 506 is input into the integrator 508. The output

level of this integrator 508 is judged by the level determination part 509 as a selection-

control means, and the clock change-over switch 507 is switched based onthelevel

decision signal outputted from this level determination part 509.

[0064]Thatis, the output level of the integrator 508 when the multiplication output s25

is supplied to the multiplier 506 in the level determination part 509, When judged with

it being larger than the outputlevel of the integrator 508 when the multiplication

output $27 is supplied to the multiplier 506, Change fixing of the circuit changeover

switch 411 is carried out by the level decision signal outputted from the level

determination part 410 at this time, and the multiplication output s25 comes to be

supplied to the multiplier 506. On the contrary. In the level determination part 509, the

output level of the integrator 508 when the multiplication output s27 is supplied to the

multiplier 506, When judged with it being larger than the output level of the integrator

508 when the multiplication output $25 is supplied to the multiplier 506, Change fixing

of the circuit changeover switch 411 is carried out by the level decision signal outputted

from the level determination part 410 at this time, and the multiplication output s27

comes to be supplied to the multiplier 506. The output of the integrator 508 is input
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into the operation circuit 600 mentioned below.

[0065]Thus,in the radio card reader writer 100, it can restore to the modulating signal

transmitted from the wireless card 200, and can acquire the signal by which data

coding was carried out. Although described in this embodiment about the case which

chooses and uses the demodulation clock 525 shifted pi/4 and the demodulation clock

s27 shifted pi/4 (= pi/2), it may be madeto usepi, pi/4, 2pi/4 (= pi/2), and the

demodulation clock shifted 3pi/4, choosing.

[0066]Then, with reference to Fig.10,it describes about the waveform ofthe signal by

which data coding was carried out by the radio card reader writer 100, Fig.10 is a wave

form chart for describing the waveform of the signal by which data coding wascarried

out by the radio card reader writer 100.

[0067]In Fig.10, By the decoding parts 106 and 209 shownin the data s31, Fig.8, and

Fig.9 on the wireless card 200 side. The demodulated data code $32 to whichit

restored, the 1-bit delay output s33 by which 1 bit of this demodulated data code s32

was delayed, the demodulated data code $32, the multiplication output 534 of a 1-bit

delay output, the integrated output s35 of the multiplication output s34, and the

binary-ized output $36 of the integrated output s35 are shown. Therefore,if the above-

mentioned process is followed, restoring to the data of the wireless card 200 is

possible.

[0068]Then, with reference to Fig.11, it describes about the operatiancircuit 600

which performs waveform operation shownin Fig.10. Fig.11 is the figure showing the

schematic structure of the operation circuit 600.

[0069 |The demodulated data code outputted to the 1 bit delay circuit 601 as a delay

means shownin Fig.11 from the integrator 508 shownin the circuit changeover switch

411 shownin Fig.8 or Fig.9 is input. The output ofthis 1 bit delay circuit 601 is input

into the multiplier G02. The direct entry of the demodulated data code input into the 1

bit delay circuit 601 is carried out to this multiplier 602. Thatis, this multiplier 602

multiplies the demodulated data code delayed 1 bit and the demodulated data code

which is not delayed.

[0070]The output of this multiplier 602 is input into the integrator 603, and the output

of this integrator is input into the binarization circuit 604 as a demodulated data

creating means. Decoding of data coding is attained by reversing the outputofthis

binarization circuit 604.
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[0071]Then, with reference to Fig.12, it describes about the outline of the data

configuration transmitted from the wireless card 200. Fig.12 is the figure showing the

outline of the data configuration transmitted from the wireless card 200.

[0072]As shownin Fig.12, the demodulation clock synchronous data D1 and the data

D2 are contained in the data transmitted from the wireless card 200. The demodulation

clock synchronous data D1 is a synchronized signal required for clock selection.

Generally, it is a subcarrier which has not required modulation. The data D2 is data

according to a predetermined protocol.

[0073]Then, with reference to Fig.13, it describes about the demodulation clock

generated by the demodulation section (it describes in Fig.14) which uses a phase

synchronization circuit. Fig.13 is a wave form chart for describing the demodulation

clock generated by the demodulation section which uses a phase synchronization

circuit. The received waveforms $51, the phase synchronization circuit clock $52, the

lock signal s53, the end-of-data signal s54, the phase simulation circuit changeover

switch 555, and the demodulation clock 556 are shownin Fig.13.

[0074]At the head of the data of the received waveforms 551, as described by Fig.12,

the subcarrier is added. The phase synchronization circuit clock s52 is a clock of the

phase synchronization circuit mentioned below. When this phase synchronization circuit

is able to take the received waveforms $51 and a synchronization, it generates the lock

signal s53. When one frame of data is completed, the data processing part 108 or 210

uses the lock signal $53 and the end-of-data signal s54 for the waveform of the end-of-

data signal s54, and it generates the phase simulation circuit changeover switch s55

which controls operation of a phase synchronization circuit. Here, the synchronization

of the demodulation clock s56 is united by the signal of the lock signal s53. If the phase

simulation circuit changeover switch 555 is set to "0", a phase synchronization circuit

will be separated from a clock generation part, and the demodulation clock $56 will

continue being generated with the above-mentioned synchronized signal. The phase

simulation circuit changeover switch $55 is set to "1" by the signal of the end-of-data

signal s54, and a phase synchronization circuit is again connected to a clock generation

part.

[0075]Then, with reference to Fig.14, it describes about the demodulation section

which uses a phase synchronization circuit. Fig.14 is the figure showing the schematic

structure of the demodulation sections 106 and 209 which use a phase synchronization
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circuit.

[0076]As described by Fig.2 and Fig.3, the modulated wave received by the antenna

110 for data receiving or 206 is input into the demodulation section 106 or 209 via the

transceiver change-over switch 107 set as receiving mode, or 207, The modulation

input into this demodulation section 106 or 209 passes the matching network 702, the

filter 703, and the amplifier 704, and is amplified even to the level to whichit can
restore,

[0077]Onthe other hand, the phase synchronization circuit 705 as a phase

synchronization means generates the synchronized signal in sync with the modulating

signal outputted from the amplifier 704. This generated synchronized signal passes the

phase simulation circuit changeover switch 710 as a switching means,andis

transmited to the clock generation part 706 as a clock generating means. The phase

simulation circuit changeover switch 710 connects the clock generation part 706 and

the phase synchronizationcircuit 705 at the time of waveform"1" of the phase

simulation circuit changeover switch s55, and the clock generation part 706 and the

phase synchronizationcircuit 705 are separated at the time of waveform"0"of the

phase simulation circuit changeover switch s55.

[0078]When the demodulation clock of the modulating signal outputted from the

amplifier 704 and the phase synchronization circuit 705 synchronizes, a phase

simulation circuit changeover switch serves as OFF, and the synchronous clock

generated by the clock generation part 706 is supplied to the multiplier 707 as a

demodulation clock. The output of the multiplier 707 is input into the integrator 708,

and the output of this integrator 708 serves as demodulated data. After one frame of

data is completed, the phase simulation circuit changeover switch 710 is set to ON, and

the modulating signal again outputted from the amplifier 704 in the phase

synchronization circuit 705 and the process of taking a synchronization are turned on.

[0079]

[Effect of the Invention]According to this invention, the stable radio card system which

can restore to data can be provided by a low errorrate.

[QO8OIIt is as follows whenit describes specifically.

[0081]This invention sets up the transfer-of-power frequency fd and the data-

communications frequency fd tofill the relation of fd=fp/k (1<k: integer), and -- to the

velocity of light c and the communication range L -- fp -- < -- < (kc/16L) -- by setting
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up fp to become, In the wireless communication between the radio card reader writer
100 and the wireless card 200, The phase contrast of the clock on the radio card

reader writer 100 side and the clock on the wireless card 200 side becomes weak,It

becomesusable as a system clock of a radio card system aboutthe data-

communications frequency fp, and phase comparators, such as PLL, etc. become

unnecessary and it can provide a wireless communication system easily.

[0082]Whenperforming data coding, to data "1" The frequency {Hz] of fd,=fd/m

(1<m: integer), By assigning the frequency [Hz] of fd,=fd/n (1<n: an integer, n!=m)
to data "0", it is possible to extract data as a frequency component, when performing

data demodulation -- the time of a recovery -- a demodulated signal -- "1" and "0" -- it

can get over, evenif reversed, and a wireless communication system with a low error

rate can be provided.

[0083]Prepare the k/2 same demodulator circuit, and it receives received modulated
wave R=Asinomegat, respectively -- Dj=Bsin (omega ct+pi(j-1) /4) G= 1, 2, and --)

Multiply k/2 and it receives received modulated wave R=Asinomegat in the method and
the clock for a recovery of choosing the receiving circuit where the output which

integrated with the outputis the largest, respectively -- Dj=Bsin (omega ct+pi(j-1) /4)

(j= 1, 2, and --) By preparing k/2, multiplying by a certain time slot with a reception

signal sequentially, choosing a demodulation clock with the largest output that

integrated with the output, considering it as the demodulation clock of data

demodulation, and taking the method of restoring to data, It can provide that receiving

sensitivity is high without a PLLcircuit, and thereis a wireless communication system

which can extend a communication range because a demodulation output makes the

largest output the demodulation output thatit can get over with the stable clock.

[0084]By inputting into the filter of easy composition of having the constant which

delayed 1 bit of written data coding as a method of converting to the data of an NRZ

code, and wassuitable for the data rate in the output, binary-izing the output and

using it as demodulated data, That data changes with the delicate timing of a clock
decreases.

[0085]Whenthe synchronization of a phase synchronization circuit and a reception

signal is taken by the subcarrier of a receptionsignal head and a synchronization is

able to be taken, From a phase synchronization circuit, transmit phase simulation

timing to a clock generation part, and furtherAt this time. By connecting a phase
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synchronization circuit to a clock generation part again, when a phase synchronization

circuit and a clock generation part are separated, it restores henceforth to data with

the clock of a clock generation part and the data communications of one frame are

completed, It becomes possible to become possible to generate a demodulation clock

stably also in complicated data coding which PLL doesnotlock, and to perform the
stable data communications.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1]It is the figure showing the outline of the wireless communication system
of this invention.

[Drawing 2]It is the figure showing the outline of the circuit configuration of the radio

card reader writer shown in Fig.1.

[Drawing 3]It is the figure showing the outline ofthecircuit configuration of the

wireless card shownin Fig.1.

[Drawing 4]outline **** of the antennain the antenna section of a radio card reader

writer and a wireless card -- it is the figure showing the 1.

[Drawing 5]outline **** of the antennain the antenna section of a radio card reader

writer and a wireless card -- it is the figure showing the 2.

[Drawing 6]It is a wave form chart for describing the coding and modulation of data in
a wireless card.

[Drawing 7]It is a wave form chart for describing the recovery of the data in a radio
card reader writer.

[Drawing 8]It is the figure showing 1 of ********** of the demodulation section of a

radio card reader writer, and the demodulation section of a wireless card.

[Drawing 9]It is the figure showing 2 of ******+*** of the demodulation section of a

radio card reader writer, and the demodulation section of a wireless card.

[Drawing 10]It is a wave form chart for describing the waveform of the signal by which

data coding wascarried out by the radio card reader writer.

[Drawing 11]It is the figure showing the schematic structure of an operation circuit.

[Drawing 12]It is the figure showing the outline of the data configuration transmitted
from a wireless card.
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